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In Reference To "Babylon Is Fallen" video - http://youtu.be/RnKjAiiKtdc - Kate of Gaia has been using a vast part of
the insights we've been sharing for many years now. This is not a problem but for the fact that we now feel that the
work we share is being associated with things that Kate promotes that are contrary to what we write and that do
nothing to provide remedy to our current state. When we take stuff from other people's work, we always acknowledge
where it comes from, so there is no misunderstanding and people are clear about what is what.
Kate does not acknowledge where a good percentage of his work is coming from, the problem with this being that,
while people are learning about the "name" and the ramifications of using the "name", they are NOT learning about
the remedy to using the "name". Just stopping using the "name" will not get you out of "The System" and in fact will
cause many many problems that impact family, friends, loved ones, community and those stupid enough to give up
"name" without a working remedy in place to get out of "The System".
A practical remedy that can be applied in every day life is vital and this is what Kate is leaving out of the picture. You
cannot just drop the name if you do not have a committed group around you supporting you, a committed group cocreating Kindom step by step so that each man or woman of that committed group can step out, one by one, as the
situation allows. Refer to "The Steps of Kindom" and the other articles and videos in the sequential order posted below
for the big picture.
Yes, we need to boycott "The System" but not without a plan and not without something in place so that the transition
is peaceful and the chaos and inconvenience and hardship minimised. We are happy to have the insights we share
spread around - we do not "own" the work we do - BUT we have to point out where the work is being used in a way
that will NOT bring peace, freedom, etc for ALL.
If people start dropping the "Name" without a remedy in place, and they and those around them suffer greatly
because of it, the backlash will come back on us and we will be blamed, even though this is not what we promote.
Community Immunity is the key and you cannot just drop the "name" without a community backing you, unless you
want to go bush, which in itself is not a long term remedy because, once the NWO fully kicks in, they will use their
highly advanced tracking technology to find all those who have slipped away and kill them.
A strong community is the ONLY option for stepping out of "The System" because a strong community can stand up to
the FORCE of "The System" and set an example of how to live without "The System" so that others can see the

possibilities and start living this way, and so that those caught up in high positions in "The System" who fear for their
lives have a sanctuary to come to. This is not the first time Kate has used the Love For Life work without any
acknowledgement to us and this is not the first time we have pointed this out.
The mantras Kate is promoting are so close to the work we do that many who have read our work will associate us
with the rest of the work Kate promotes. A problem? Only that when Kate's work backfires for those who do what he
suggests and Kate is discredited, anyone associated with the same mantras, also gets discredited and written off,
which is what happens with many people waking up. They rely on what they are told rather than taking responsibility
for digging out the truth. This discrediting by association is whiteanting, whitewashing tactics.
The association of our work, coupled with the image Kate presents, could lead to a common INTEL situation where
people try to give up the "name" BUT, without the remedy in place, suffer disastrous consequences and then turn
around and say, "Hey, that didn't work. This is all rubbish. Kate's a fruitcake, a space cadet". By association, we are
too.
Remember, part of the religion of chaos that is Satanism, is that they sacrifice their own for the greater cause, for the
brotherhoods. They work together to protect their world, their system. They use the law, politics, the media, etc. It is
controlled opposition to destruction.
Kate will be brought down and the flak comes back on us because our work has not been applied fully. We cannot
control the mainstream media and get almost no air time on "alternative" channels so we will get very limited
opportunities to clear up the misconceptions of our work.
As we always say, it is the people around you and forming strong groups of committed people that is the most
important step, rather than still thinking self-centredly as in dropping My "name", MY contracts, MY system obligation,
MY system benefits....... This brings the Love For Life work down to the same level as all the legal, freedom truth stuff
out there; it is all about ME.
We pound remedy ALL the time because without a practical, step by step remedy in place, we have nothing and what
Kate is doing is no different to all the David Ickes and Max Igans who complain about "The System" but have NO
remedy to offer.
If Kate promoted us through her work, people would see the remedy but when Kate refuses to acknowledge where
her work is coming from, people are kept apart from remedy. By not acknowledging our work, Kate is hijacking our
mantras and, by doing so, hijacking our characters by association and impersonating our intentions by leaving out
everything to do with remedy. This is what INTEL does to control outcomes. They take the matter out of our hands.
Kate says, "Stay the course. The path home is one of truth only and nothing else. Your willingness to stand in truth
alone is yours alone and to the degree that you stand will be the same degree that you will become untouchable
spiritually and, as a result, physically. As above, so below, after all."
Yes, we need to let go of the "name" but just doing so without being prepared and fully conscious of all the
brainwashing tactics used to keep us attached to the "name" and "The System" will get us nowhere. More important
than just letting go of the "name" is comprehending how we are trapped into fighting with each other and being
divided from each other. You can decide to drop the "name" but all the brainwashing you have been subjected to will
keep you firmly attached to "The System", any system, because you will not have learnt what it is to be fully
responsible for your life and the lives of those around you. If everyone just dropped the "name", there would be chaos
AND an Earth full of men and women still divided and easily conquerable for the "strong" to take command over.
Enter the NWO.
If Kate is innocent of hijacking our work, and is a man of love and peace, he needs to honour where a lot of his work
comes from and make clear the distinction between our work and the stuff he promotes that we are not into; soulless
entities, reptilian brains, universal law, as above, so below, planet, etc.
Kate seems to be suggesting that these "soulless" entities are not man-made, not of MAN but of something "out
there" not of Earth, who have invaded and taken MAN prisoner. To us, this is part of the psyop programs of INTEL
operations, part of the grooming of the duped for the chaos and conflict that lead to the NWO.
We say that everything going wrong, including the demons possessing us, is man made and that we are fully
responsible for everything that has happened to us, as well as for getting out of the mess that we have created. The
INTEL networks need a global problem, a "them out there and us down here" situation so that they can bring in their

global remedy. They need a one world problem whether a one world environmental disaster, a one world economic
disaster or a one world alien invasion.
The people in positions of power in "The System" are men and women just like the rest of us, men and women who
have been groomed for their roles since they were babies, but Kate says that they are soulless entities, suggesting
something from "out there". Who is it? Is it aliens? Something hostile? Aliens are becoming the new terrorist. This is
part of the psyop programming. We have challenged Kate many times to prove what he is saying about this stuff but
he avoids it and carries on. Kate is very clever, too clever not to examine what he is promoting if others are pointing
out that it may be untrue.
When we become victims to soulless entities, or to something "other" or "out there", we are no longer taking fullresponsibility which leads to remedy. There is nothing in Kate's work to empower us to co-create remedy, step by
step. "Stand in your truth and you will become invincible", to paraphrase Kate, is not a remedy. Kate talks in the
"name" of freedom. He is not being freedom.
Kate, if you are innocent of this and are not trying to hijack our work and make it seem to be not what it is, please
clear things up so people know where they stand. You are welcome to use the insights we share but please
acknowledge what you use from our work and make clear the distinction between the work we share and what you
promote that is different from us. AND, why don't you point out that Love For Life has a practical remedy to offer too,
if people would like to read it. Let's have some goodwill and clarity here so that no one is left in the fog.
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
17th May 2014
Copied from the comments section of this thread......
We ask you to NOT believe anything we say/share and instead use scrutiny like an intense blow torch and go where
the logic of truth/sense takes you. This is very, very important. Put everything you believe up to the test of scrutiny to
see how it stacks up. If you are true to your heart/senses and go where the logic of truth/sense takes you will find
that NO belief, etc, will stand up to the test of scrutiny. They just do not stack up because they are lies/fraud.
In the same way, if someone points out something that they think is wrong with our work, we will think about what
they say and take it into consideration. This is not true for many people out there with audiences - we point out things
to them where we do not see/sense truth, and they ignore it. How sincere are they in seeking truth then? If we are
not prepared to bare who we are and everything we think and feel and subject those thoughts and feelings to
scrutiny, we will never separate the truth from the lies.
The way Kate is promoting the "name" stuff could cause great harm to a lot of people. There is no REMEDY there. This
is no different from David Icke and all the other "we will lead every revolution against us" shepherd who tell you
everything that is wrong with the system (except the brainwashing tactics used - we tell you those) but do not offer a
practical, day by day, step by step remedy.
We have been on the front line of this since we started Love For Life March 2005 and website December 2006. Our
research into the big-picture goes back to 1971/1972 onwards.
We have dealt with many, many, many people, many families with young children, who are on the verge of losing
everything or have already lost everything because they followed the add-vice of freedom truther sovereigns who told
them all sorts of tactics that they said would work, only to find that, whoops, the FORCE of "The System" takes no
notice of paperwork, of liens, of UCC filings, of "read off a script" dialogue.
And when everything is collapsing around them, are the freedom truther sovereigns there holding their hands and
picking up the pieces? NOOOOOO. They are nowhere to be seen and they are certainly NOT taking FULL-responsibility
for the fact that all the promises they made about their amazing methods have come to nothing. And this is not just
one or two phone calls we have had, We are talking about HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS and
HUNDREDS of people with their lives in tatters.
If you can comprehend this, perhaps you can comprehend why we are so quick off the mark to point out where the
work we share is being used in a way that could potentially cause a lot of harm, as well as where we see the work of
others having the potential to do harm. We do not want our work, or us, to be associated with that harm because it
discredits all the hard work we have put in over the years AND takes people away from looking at the remedy, the
practical, day by day, step by step remedy we offer.

Kate is right when he says that we have to let go of the "name" but we cannot just do so without some preparation
and, most importantly, without fully comprehending how the "name" works and how the brainwashing of "The
System" keeps us addicted to using the "name" and attached to the "name".
Kate tells us to just give up the "name" and stand strong and we will become invincible. HHHMMMMM. Does he warn
people that giving up the "name" also means giving up ALL the benefits and services of "The System" because it is our
claiming of the "name" that gives us access to those benefits and services. Yep, from now on, no leases, no
mortgages, no driver's licences, no healthcare, no banking, no insurance, no government pensions/handouts, no
credit rating, no passport, no car registration, and, when they bring in a cashless society, no access to their shops =
no food, water, shelter, etc, unless you have created a food forest or are happy to live off what you can forage. Does
Kate make this clear to everyone? NO
We have people come to see us and they want to do what Arthur has done and give up all contracts with the "name"
but we point out that the only reason he has been able to do so at this point is because he has people around him
who are committed to supporting him. This is not something lightly done without a strong community around you.
When we have Kindoms off the ground, we will have places for people to come seeking refuge from "The System"
where there will be food, shelter, water, nurturing and all for free. Then people can walk away from the "name"
without having to go bush or sponge off those who maybe cannot afford it, do not comprehend it and do not have the
support of others around them.
To those of you who have written to us accusing us of needing to put the ego to rest, or of not being "free" with our
work, or of bickering, being divisive, of not being compassionate or humble, of not being sensitive about people
awakening in different ways at different paces, and of whatever other sins we have committed by speaking honestly
about the situation, did you actually consider any of the above points before rushing in to accuse us of all these
things? Did you stop to think of the ramifications of Kate's video as described above? Or did you just write from your
e-motional reaction to someone stirring the pot rather than sitting back being "nice"?
If we do not fully comprehend what has been done to us AND how the brainwashing tactics that keep us in "The
System" work and have us fall for the "we will lead every revolution against us" shepherds, we will never escape "The
System", be it this version or the next.
We take the FULL-responsibility we have seriously and we will continue to point out harm being done and falseHOODS
being spread and will continue to point out harm being done and falseHOODS being spread even if EVERYONE hates
us for it. At least we will have walked-the-talk!
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
From this thread: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203692712866417
A cow looking over the fence at a green pasture is still a slave to MAN, nothing has changed whether the cow remains
in an existing enclosure or is led to another "greener pasture".
The point of true freedom is not to lead anyone or anything anywhere at any "time".
Everything about Christianity is this, despite some "good moral truths" and well-meaning people who truly want to
help others and live good lives.
If only they would wake up to the brainwashing they have been subjected to!
Then they could lead even more powerful lives of TRUE-freedom.
What is the true freedom?
The "wild" animal that befriends you of its free-will or the animal that is captured and trained/forced to do MANS
bidding?
Which freedom do you want to live for?

It's clear where we are heading - what the big picture is.
Christians are slaves to "The System" behind the Bible but they talk about freedom. The freedom they are talking
about is "freedom" within "The System" which is no different from the cow going from one field to the next. This
freedom is fraud because it is not real freedom. We commit fraud when we claim that we have our animals best
interests at heart, all the while they are enslaved to us.
"The System" is just the image power of another MAN forcing others to live under their version of freedom in that
image. Those images being the Kingdom of God, Freedom, etc. These are thoughts and ideas of another MAN. They
are not unique and original to you. This is no different to the animals that we provide with stables and paddocks; they
are not free. They are living under the image power that we place over them.
What is more invigorating; the wild horse who willingly allows you to get on its back and together as a shared
experience go for a journey, with both of you having a unique, direct, shared experience, or the ride on a horse you
have taken out of the stable and put a saddle on and then put the horse back in the stable after the ride?
What about children, brainwashed Christians, Jews, Muslims, etc.....?
Do you think educating them with The Bible is providing them with true freedom or is it the true loss of true freedom
because they are subjected to another MANS FORCE of image power enforcing them under his/her/their image-power,
their version of freedom?
Are you truly free in the supermarket as you shop or are you just provided with choices under the guise of "freedom"?
Why does MAN doubt that Living Creator provided everything MAN needs?
Why does MAN have to kidnap children to brainwash them under their IMAGE POWER?
Why does MAN doubt that Living-Creator has provided everything MANS child needs and everything every creature,
plant, etc, needs?
Why do we have to act as impostors and trap unique original life-forms under our "storytelling"?
And we argue for this enslavement and we fight for it too.
Here is an example of this deception at play: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853
More on the background of Kate Of Gaia and the background to "name" copied below .....
The Dark Side Of The Moon
The Background To The System Part 1
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
24th August 2016
https://youtu.be/C5TViw1NLr4

Eric Dubay's Flat Earth Is A Cult
The Background To The System Part 2
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
31st August 2016
https://youtu.be/rCPWgEQg-2M

Eclipse Of The Sun
The Background To The System Part 3
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
25th October 2016
https://youtu.be/FMOsOi1kNRc

IMAGE POWER
Superb Diamond Range Interviewing
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
4th February 2014
180 Minutes
http://youtu.be/qFnuuw3kLog
The Psyop Program Behind Free Food
And Permaculture
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
29th October 2014
Facebook discussion with Unconditional Love Moon
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8544
The "Name" Is The Mark Of The Beast
The Strawman Identifying
Your Slave Status In "The System"
By Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
5th February 2012 - 56 Minutes 25 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdOag66v7uo
The Satanic Craft Of Inculcation In Practice
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
4th March 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8578
Dancing With Magic (Lies)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
5th to 17th September 2015
Part One: https://youtu.be/hx7qJ7r2OS4 118 Minutes
Part Two: https://youtu.be/b_KuEFdKmnA 94 Minutes
Part Three: https://youtu.be/9pJc1NfnAcI 114 Minutes
Part Four: https://youtu.be/kSVURGwm1Go 106 Minutes
The Dream Of Life Part 6
Under The Spell Of Intellectual Property
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
19th April 2012 - 51 Minutes 52 Seconds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMK7CkU1ih8
The Dream Of Life Part 5D
Images Of Deception
The Intelligence Agents Amongst Us
"We Will Lead Every Revolution Against Us"
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
23rf February 2012
https://youtu.be/KgEwY38JQWU
OPPT & Slavery Through Intellectual Conscription By Deceit
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
27th February 2013 onwards...
Part One: http://youtu.be/Qjp_9nlrBao 106 Minutes
Part Two: http://youtu.be/tbybeOWZ-Bc 56 Minutes
Part Three: http://youtu.be/yOWoxH-HbVw 115 Minutes
Water Is The Life Of MANS Consciousness (Breath)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
8th February 2013
Part One: http://youtu.be/4ze66_33wxM - 70 Minutes 5 Seconds

Part Two: http://youtu.be/43gIi-sjxJc - 81 Minutes 13 Seconds
Part Three: http://youtu.be/oooY6W63K-M - 70 Minutes 18 Seconds
Introduction To Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 6th March 2015
63 Minutes
https://youtu.be/7SspPm9wRgo
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part One
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
52 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
Love For Life Food Forest & Native Garden
24th October 2015 to Mid February 2016.
15 minutes
https://youtu.be/y-Uz8HmnSIM
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Three
7th March 2016 - 60 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SH9i8ZStzWI
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Four
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
19th October 2016
https://youtu.be/7iukJmDoVtI

Ben Lowrey Interviews Arthur Cristian
Love For Life - 8th February 2012
96 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iH25tucSZSo
The Dream Of Life Part One
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
21st October 2011
63 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F5O-S6wFgts
The Steps Of Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life 2006/2007
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
His-Story/Her-Story (History)
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
2005-2007 - Re-posted July 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8529
Darkness Visible Part Five
Fiona Cristian & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
24th January 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8562
Darkness Visible Part One
The Freemasonic World In Plain Sight
Decoding George Washington Lithographs

Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
14th December 2014
Part One A: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8557
Part One B: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8567
Part One C: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8568
Part One D: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8569
Crop Circles Are A Massive Hoax
Facebook Discussion On Simon Kawai's Wall
Involving Arthur & Fiona Cristian
31st August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8470
Control The Land
And You Control MAN On The Land
Displace MAN From Land
And You Turn MAN Into Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
April 2011 (Updated 14th September 2011)
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8237
A Disassociation From The Work of Kate of Gaia
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 17th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8517

Routing Out Psyop Programs
Routs Out Intel Operatives
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 31st May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524
Extract taken from this post...................
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
I want to say that EGO needs to take a back seat / I Love You and Your Wife for all the information shared and I Love
Kate Rene for the same / Please open your heart and communicate instead of pointing fingers / we can never gain
understanding if we think we have all the answers it is only in looking at things through different eyes that we get the
whole picture. I really feel aligned with what Kate is saying about the words we use and identifying with the name and
I also am aligned with the work of you and your wife. Both are valuable and both are moving us closer to the true
path~ Love and Light ~ Namaste
17 May at 09:38
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
We are all at different levels of awakening and Kates information may awaken a certain person and your information
might awaken a different person / That's why I Love the fact that many are doing and because of the difference in the

awakened we are able to reach a wider array of people ~ If we say we are awakened and then bicker amongst each
other on social media instead of talking in a private message to gain understanding between friends Then what
message is being sent~ Like I said WE ARE ALL REMEMBERING LOVE
17 May at 09:42
-----------------------------Rhokeheart Burkett
Why try to disassociate and why assume so much? You figure if Kate is "on the right track" you would try to integrate
her work not disassociate from it. Seems like you should be teaming up with Kate not distancing yourself. I must
question the intent of this post. Are you trying to create a conflict? Just cause Black Sabbath and Led Zeppelin had
similar sounds it doesn't mean Zeppelin was ripping of Sabbath or vice versa similar things manifest simultaneously.
Truth recognizes no copyrights don't let your ego and it's lust for conflict distort whatever truth you may have found.
Kate isn't ripping off anyones work she treads her own path.
17 May at 14:01
-----------------------------Roy Turpin
Truth is shared with love. We all have been given a gift and that gift is for all. All I Am and have is available to all.
Everything created through me has been given to me as a gift so how can I in truth lay any claim to it?
17 May at 11:02
-----------------------------Brand Newman
https://soundcloud.com/brand-newman/a-7-year-old-can-do-it
A 7 Year Old Can Do It
A clip from Outside the box radio show, hosted by kate of gaia and the emerald table.
17 May at 12:34
-----------------------------Sarah NoahKai

17 May at 12:59

-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Roy, if Truth is shared with love then this means FULL-DISCLOSURE otherwise it ain't the truth, it is something less
than truth, a truth full of blind-spots to mislead the duped with. In the "name" of freedom is not freedom, is not truth
and instead to the duped conned into believing in the "name" of freedom", it is a complete sabotage of real freedom
because it has been forsaken for a shadow/reflection of truth/freedom. Here is an example of this deception at
play: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853
This is a conversation with people that we claim are INTEL agents, Mark Darwin of Truthology and Max Igan. It all
started because we asked Ivana https://www.facebook.com/ivana.dirlicsindija/posts/10152427160663469 why she
was taking our posts down from her Facebook Wall when the information we are putting up is to help people wake up
to how they are being manipulated. This is what Ivana says she lives/stands for too. We also said that Mark Darwin
and Max Igan were INTEL BIG-TIME, implying, why is she protecting them by taking down posts that rout them out.
Ivana posted this (above link): To my Perth friends! Don't miss this opportunity...Freedom Summit is going on tonight
in your neighborhood....And they are offering free tickets!!! Lucky you guys I went to see it here in Sydney and it was
a brilliant event. There are some amazing speakers to be there ......Don't miss it!
-----------------------------Ivana replied:
Max Igan is not intel......neither is Mark Darwin. You got that wrong, BIGTIME Arthur/Fiona! Bigtime! By the way, I
don't like when people sharing their stuff on my wall as a separate posts.....if there is something you want to say
related to specific thread feel free and post it under that thread, but pls don't use my wall to promote your
messages....it's not cool. Ta
-----------------------------Mark Darwin replied:
Yes Arthur, I am intell and so is Max...... Mate you discredit yourself BIGTIME with such rubbish posts. Heal mate....
-----------------------------We replied with these posts.............
In reference to this video posted here: https://www.facebook.com/jeanice.barcelo/posts/10203671779503096,
Jeanice Barcello wrote today asking: Arthur Cristian - can you share more of your thoughts about the metal bowls? Do
you feel the same about crystal bowls?
Hi Jeanice, everything of nature/earth/life, all sensory-life-forms, inanimate or not, has an ORIGINAL purpose for the
dream of life - they exist where they are for that purpose. All we need to do is attune with them for them to reveal
their true purpose with each of us.
This is very different to having your head spinning with stories about crystals, crystal healings, metal bowl
resonances, etc, etc, not coming from these sensory-life-forms, BUT coming from impostors who hijacked the natural
characters (information) of sensory-life-forms so they can impersonate them, to act as the 3rd party storytellers of
information about the crystals that has not come directly from the crystals, etc, and making out that it does. The fact
is this is a lie, they are lying, they made it all up and are the blind-spots making a terrible mess of our real lives.
Just as every grain of sand is unique/original, so is every crystal, so is every MAN. So how can we say that "quartz
crystals do this and are good for that" when by doing so we are lumping all quartz crystals in one basket and all of
MAN in one basket. Every time someone puts something in our head and we superimpose it on life, we are creating a
blind spot because we are not communicating directly with the life form. This is how we form "The System".
This blind spot is a demon controlling your thoughts, feelings (turned/twisted into e-motions) and actions. How many
blind spots do we all have, as we struggle to reclaim who we really are?????? We just have to keep recognising them
and letting go, recognising them and letting go, recognising them and letting go, and trying to remain humble

because we can be sure that the area where we put our noses in the air and either refuse to acknowledge our blind
spots or justify them, are the areas where we are most in the grip of the demons.
EVERYTHING of the dream of life is sacred - not just the crystal spots, or the pristine spots, or a "special" tree. Even
the land we have scarred and carved is sacred, even if it doesn't seem so because of what we have done to it. All the
carving and scarring is the blind spots telling us that it is ok to carve and scar, which is why it is carved and scarred.
If we didn't have the story telling of cars, non-natural houses, mobile phones, ovens, etc, in our heads, we would
never think to have mines, or to create roads, etc. Same with mining for crystals.
The uniqueness and originality of everything in its natural, original and unique "place" is what allies with our
uniqueness and originality too. If we are brought up by pristine nature, we are able to tune into the uniqueness and
originality about everything and the uniqueness and originality of everything brings out the uniqueness and originality
of each of us, which resonates back with nature. We co-create nature with our unique and original thoughts and
dreams and nature gives us access to the unique, original thoughts and dreams of all of MAN co-creating with nature.
This allows us to be present to all of creation to create our uniqueness/originality which expands the unique original
dream of life with the presence of our unique original lives.
Imagine being a young child in nature without any system thoughts and stories in our heads; we have the natural
ability to access all the uniqueness and originality of every life form of nature right here and now, the WHOLE of it, in
present sense because that information is who we really are, it is our consciousness. And there is no "journey", no
"ritual", no "training", to get to the information - it is there in present sense at every moment. It is only when we get
blind spots that we disconnect from consciousness in present sense, creating "time", distance and separation so that
we are no longer conscious of the information of the dream of life. It is when we are no longer conscious that we are
able to scar, carve and destroy, unable and unwilling to sense the harm we are causing. We no longer sense the
original unique purpose of what we are destroying. Our heritage has become an abomination passed on to our
progeny. We have forsaken vast "parts" of who we really are.
Everything of life, from the ocean beds to the highest mountains, to the forests, to all the celestial bodies, to
everything deep beneath Earth, is the breeze of MANS consciousness blowing across Earth to ruffle our hair and
caress our faces, it is the warm embracing sunlight of MANS unique and original truth raising each of us in the joy and
celebration of our elation for being the unique and original MAN we all really are. It is constantly present.
Untampered by "system thought", the blind spots, we honour, protect, celebrate, rejoice, nurture, and expand the
uniqueness of our ancestors as our children will honour and protect ours, as we protect theirs by protecting them from
system thought, the blind-spots. But alas, this is not to be - we are all deeply bogged down with storytelling blindspots that are demons leading us out front with almost everything we think feel and do for a whole life-"time",
destroying the uniqueness and originality of all of life. We are now the scarred and carved remains of who we were
meant to be, of MAN. And people want to buy crystals that have been carved from Earth and sit "feeling their power"
and performing rituals with them. Are crystals powerful? Of course they are, but in our present dumbed down state,
we have no idea how to connect with them or use them to aid in our co-creation.
And here we are, creating "freedom" movements, trying to create freedom and truth for each other, all the time we
are continuing to scar, carve and destroy MAN/Earth/nature. We already are uniquely and originally free, we just have
to live it, be it (be left alone untampered to be truly free), just as all the information we need of creation, of our
creation, is available, if we would only sense it, if our heads hadn't been tampered with.
How do foundations/trust/money/commerce/movements of freedom, etc, create freedom? They are just image power
blind spots and this is what the whole Freemasonic/Satanic Intel world is all about - capturing gullible people through
their blind spots, through storytelling from third parties, which is what the freedom/truth movement and all the INTEL
agents involved is all about, desecrating our fellow MAN. It is full of men and women acting as imposters of a freedom
(the thought of freedom is not freedom) over other men and women by claiming that their story telling of a freedom is
the story of freedom when this is a BLATANT LIE.
How can you re-present another MAN and have the MAN still be unique and original? You can't it is impossible.
The freedom/truther INTEL agents come as rescuers, saviours, messiahs, etc, just as the Knights Templars waded into
the Crusades, and performed benevolent works. They rescued those under a deeply traumatised image power
problem to put them into another deeply traumatised image power problem. Nothing changed. The trauma, the blind
spots, never left them.
The sleight of hand cleverly crafts its deception.

Everything about the Freemasonic/Satanic world is about Kidnapping MAN and putting MAN under the image power of
their stories, their blind spots.
Nothing has changed.
This is blatant black magic because they are forcing other men and women under their image power of a freedom of
their standing, their storytelling of freedom that forces everyone under their standing of a freedom. There is no
uniqueness and originality of MAN here. It is still all about the "name" of freedom and we are just imposters
committing fraud. One freedom fits all - this is communism, socialism, dictatorship, the Cesar Empire, democracy, the
reincarnation of Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England under the Start Trek Federation version of
freedom, aka the New World Order.
Watch out for the rescuers who come to lead you out of the frying pan into the fire. Watch out for Sacha Stone with
his HUMANITAD, NEW EARTH PROJECT (Ushering In A New Era Of Planetary Innovation And Leadership - lolllllll),
watch out for Frank O'Collins with his UCADIA and ONE HEAVEN, watch out for THRIVE, ZEITGEIST, UBUNTU, OPPT,
SWISSINDO, ONE EARTH this or that, NEW WORLD this or that, ONE CONSCIOUSNESS this or that, watch out for
David Icke, Jordan Maxwell, Kevin Annett, Benjamin Fulford, Mark Passio, Santos Bonacci ASTROTHEOLOGY, etc,
watch out for FREEDOM this or that movements, organisations, like Mark Darwin with his TRUTHOLOGY and FREEDOM
SUMMITS, etc, as THEY ARE ALL Knights Templar (Freemasonic/Satanic) engineered Intel bullshit. They are all blindspots for the duped to remain blind to who they really are and what they are really part of. They are ALL shepherds to
the sheeple, the duped.
With all of these movements/shepherds, everything is in the "name". It is not naturally expressed and lived in/of the
MAN. It is the "name" Zeitgeist, the "name" Ubuntu", the "name" OPPT, the "name" Freedom. These are all
shadows/reflections bouncing to and fro between the victims ears and they are all the blind spots keeping victims
under control and pliant.
There are multi millions of men, women and children suffering under "The System", the blind spots, now being got at
with the very same methods that got them in this situation in the first place, under the guise of getting them out of
"The System". They are being provided with another system ("NAME") of "freedom"!
We are all unique and original, not one the same as the next, so how can we be provided with the same, textbook
freedom?
This is a lie, fraud.
This problem is appearing everywhere now - remedies full of mantras that sound as though they are offering just what
we need but are in fact only offering conformity and more image power, the blind spots. Again, we are relying on
others to provide us with Freedom through the "name" Freedom, rather than taking FULL-responsibility for our lives in
present-sense. Best we are all left alone to recreate our real-lives uniquely.
To expand on these themes in greater detail please read this post http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514 and follow the
sequential order links provided to other Love For Life articles and videos which collectively provide the big-picture we
see/sense, particularly these posts, listed below.
-----------------------------At this link: https://www.facebook.com/kipper/posts/10203671756662525
Capri Adirim posted this comment:
Sacha Stone Beyond Time, Money & Fear - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKVT1p18-o4&feature=share
New Earth Founder Sacha Stone interviewed by CNW TV in Belgium. This short (graphically animated) interview
outlines the New Earth vision and it's zero-point dimension. Please SHARE this widely and join the rising chorus of
sovereignty and consciousness-in-action.
-----------------------------We replied......

The World is "The System" - no such thing as "Old" Earth and "New" Earth - If we accept, honour, protect, nurture
and celebrate uniqueness/originality of everything and don't interfere whatsoever then there is no "old" or :new" just creation/co-creation of life from instant to instant of our every breath.
Some of the Humanitad members are Intel, people like Jerry Prus & John Walsh - He is revealing his part in the NWO
---- he says..... in reference to Chile "held in the protectorate in the "trust" outside the jurisdiction of any nation state
under pure law".
WHAT A LOAD OF SPIN-DOCTORING BULLSHIT THIS. IS.... "UNDER PURE LAW".
What Pure Law?
Whose Pure Law?
And who were the legal-papers filed to/with?
-----------------------------Capri Adirim replied
Arthur he said 'pure law' is individual law. We each choose individually. "Do no harm" imho should be universal.
Arthur, I am sure even within your own home their are 'rules' such as keep the toilet seat down, keep the music at a
level that does not disrupt other members of the family that say are trying to sleep/nap etc. etc. Ones 'job/rule' may
be that one takes out the garbage while the other does dishes etc. Unless we live completely autonomous (no other
human beings around to interact/commune with) then in reality we can't really 'do as we please'.
-----------------------------We replied................
And who is this lawful legal authority, based in pure law, with the power/force to protect this community?
Sounds like the Federation (NWO) of Star Trek coming together behind the scenes. Watch out..... anyone who
believes this shit is being had, are being led down another yellow brick road.
And has faculties for "economics"!
And much of the infrastructure are dead corpse buildings requiring "The System" to build, maintain them etc..... The
NWO is a cashless economy which AND he supports "Virtual Government" ----- UNDER UNIVERSAL LAW..... LOLLLLLLL
etc, etc..... This is not a remedy whatsoever.
He also says "the mask is almost off and once that mask falls and the emperor is found to have no clothes standing
behind the curtain the "world" is going to change very very quickly......"
Would love to have a discussion with him". He wrote to us a few years ago. He never answered the questions we
raised with him back then.
This post is expanding on what we wrote to Jeanice Barcello as posted above:
They are BLIND SPOTS Capri...... there is no such thing as "individual law" and "universal", again this is "NAME"
"individual law" and "NAME" "universal", implying "NAME" do no harm "uni-verse all law" and implying "NAME"
"FREEDOM"
Remember the stuff we put up about
phonetics: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203667898126064 (there are a few of the same post
floating around, this is just one of them)
Universe = UNI - VERSE - ALL = brainwashing = blind spots.

Individual = In Divide U All = brainwashing = blind spots.
Uni = ONE = a combining form occurring in loanwords from Latin (universe ), used, with the meaning “one,” in the
formation of compound words (unicycle ) - NOTICE THE WORD "LOAN-WORDS" MEANING NOT YOURS and CHOICE THIS IS NOT FREEDOM.
Verse = metrical composition; poetry, especially as involving metrical form. a particular type of metrical line: a
hexameter verse. a succession of metrical feet written, printed, or orally composed as one line; one of the lines of a
poem. (not in technical use) a stanza. MEANING = CONTRIVED, MECHANICAL, PRE-DETERMINED = this is not
freedom - this is CHOICE! You did not dream, invent and manufacture the car, you just learnt to drive and started
driving it. Again, this is not freedom, this is choice.
All = the whole of (used in referring to quantity, extent, or duration): all the cake; all the way; all year. the whole
number of (used in referring to individuals or particulars, taken collectively): all students. the greatest possible (used
in referring to quality or degree): with all due respect; with all speed. every: all kinds; all sorts. any; any whatever:
beyond all doubt. MEANING = ONE SHOE FITS ALL FOREVER = ONE SYSTEM (many system thoughts in one system =
law - individual law, pure law, universal law and all other bullshit laws conjured up) - THIS IS ABSOLUTE - THIS IS
ALL THE CHOICES YOU'VE GOT - THIS IS NOT FREEDOM!
Metrical = pertaining to meter or poetic measure. composed in meter or verse. pertaining to measurement. MEANING
- RULES MADE UP BY SOMEONE ELSE - NOT YOU - Again, CHOICE - NOT FREEDOM!
Measurement = the act of measuring. a measured dimension. extent, size, etc., ascertained by measuring. a system
of measuring or measures: liquid measurement. MEANING - THE ENCLOSURE - YOU CAN'T OPERATE/THINK OUTSIDE
IT.
Unicycle = a vehicle with one wheel, especially a pedal-driven device kept upright and steered by body balance,
commonly used by acrobats and other performers. - MEANING - YOU ONLY HAVE ONE OPTION = CHOICE - YOU ARE
TRAPPED IN THE CYCLE OF THE UNI ---------- VERSE
In = (used to indicate inclusion within space, a place, or limits): walking in the park. (used to indicate inclusion within
something abstract or immaterial): in politics; in the autumn. (used to indicate inclusion within or occurrence during a
period or limit of time): in ancient times; a task done in ten minutes. (used to indicate limitation or qualification, as of
situation, condition, relation, manner, action, etc.): to speak in a whisper; to be similar in appearance. (used to
indicate means): sketched in ink; spoken in French. MEANING = Inside the enclosure, the word spells of "name" that
imprison you, which all comes from education. You have had 20 years + experience of system thought to prepare you
for the "name" words of Sacha, etc. Very few of us have original thoughts. This is all black magic in action, compelling
you to perform under these word spells of "name".
Divid (in prescriptions) divide. In Latin, divid means divide
Divide = to separate into parts, groups, sections, etc. to separate or part from something else; sunder; cut off. to deal
out in parts; distribute in shares; apportion. to cleave; part. to separate in opinion or feeling; cause to disagree: The
issue divided the senators. MEANING = SEPARATION FROM DIRECT EXPERIENCE WITH NATURE = SEPARATION FROM
WHO WE REALLY ARE AND WHAT WE ARE REALLY PART OF. Why else would you fight for the spells that Sacha is
weaving? Blind spots keeping you blind to the "name" spells. All this is reaction to trauma.
U = You = the pronoun of the second person singular or plural, used of the person or persons being addressed, in the
nominative or objective case: You are the highest bidder. It is you who are to blame. We can't help you. This package
came for you. Did she give you the book? one; anyone; people in general: a tiny animal you can't even see. (used in
apposition with the subject of a sentence, sometimes repeated for emphasis following the subject): You children pay
attention. You rascal, you! Informal. (used in place of the pronoun your before a gerund): There's no sense in you
getting upset. Archaic. a. yourself; yourselves: Get you home. Make you ready. b. a plural form of the pronoun ye.
noun, plural yous. something or someone closely identified with or resembling the person addressed: Don't buy the
bright red shirt—it just isn't you. It was like seeing another you. the nature or character of the person addressed: Try
to discover the hidden you. MEANING = THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE HUE-MAN WITH THE "NAMES" OF "THE
SYSTEM" - THE REFLECTION/SHADOWS OF YOU BOUNCING TO AND FRO BETWEEN THE EARS THAT IS NOT YOU.
All = REFER ABOVE
Individual = They divide us with their brainwashing of creed, culture, nation, etc, and rule us with the choices they
provide us to perform "name" in "The System" - You did not create the English language with legalese, its

mathematics, its geometry, its university courses & careers, titles, standings, etc, you did not create the education,
religion, politics, law, Hollywood, TV, Media, Advertising, entertainment, supermarkets, highways, transport,
corporations doing whatever, etc, etc, AND YOU DID NOT CREATE "NAME". They are all just choices provided for you.
THIS IS NOT FREEDOM. See the post on the Mountain MAN charged and arrested with eating food in the forest
because he was hungry: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203666156282519
You are seriously mistaking choice for freedom here. Choice has nothing to do with freedom. Shopping down the
aisles of a supermarket is not freedom, it is choice, its ALL BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOU BY OTHERS = slaves/slavery.
What you are seeing is a BLATANT PSYOP PROGRAM where you have been hypnotised to perform to suggestion, to
move to your master's command, all the while in a deep sleep.
The extensive brainwashing you have already been provided with is where you use your choice for imagining
"individual law" or "universal law" and with it, "freedom". There is NO FREEDOM here. Only sheeple go through the
gates of enclosures of one choice of green paddock to another but they have no freedom because they were already
enclosed and forced by sheep dogs, etc, to move from one enclosure to another. Sheeple do the same thing when
shopping down the isles of supermarkets or driving on roads to petrol stations, clothing shops, etc, etc......
IT IS ALL CHOICE - IT IS NOT FREEDOM
In fact, only sheeple are trapped in the UNI-VERSE-ALL that is ONE STORY going around and around and around their
heads, bouncing to and fro as shadows/reflections of "name" "freedom", but this is a blatant lie because it was really
only a choice already provided for them - they were already got at before they were duped into believing they had
freedom within the story-telling of the uni-verse they are performing/believing in as "NAME" "FREEDOM".
Working together as a team effort around the home has NOTHING to do with universal or individual law. That is
freedom when all first parties come to the table to co-create their uniqueness/originality for the team effort. NOTE:
there are no third parties coming in-between any of them, telling them how to think, feel and act about anything. A
MASSIVE DIFFERENCE HERE.
We need to be really vigilant and discerning about the blind-spots that are making a mess of our lives as we
think/believe they are part of our true-freedom, when the FACT is, they were choices, and nothing more, meaning
there is no freedom to be found there = YOU HAVE NO FREEDOM.
-----------------------------We then posted all of the above on Ivana's thread and then posted this comment
Mark, please show us in all your work and in all Max's work, where you are providing freedom and not choice and that
you are not providing the "names" of freedom and manipulating and using and abusing many, many people in the
"name" of freedom, when it is only choice masquerading as freedom. How many curses are you manipulating into
processing in the "name" of money as they react to trauma? You probably need to do some background work into
what we are saying to comprehend fully what we are saying but, if you are really interested in truth and freedom for
all, we assume that you will leave no stone unturned, in case you are on the wrong path. If you can't prove it and you
won't change your ways, then who are you answerable to, who are you working for? Who is your master?
There are many INTEL agents out there spreading lies and causing people to get hurt in the process and there are
also many, many people extremely angry about many, many things and some of them are vigilantes who have no
problem carrying guns and using them. They have been reading our work, and the work of others who are putting out
information that is waking people up to the truth of how people are being manipulated across the board. Many of
them have been watching the scene for years and we have been asked to join them, which we will not do because we
are not into violence. They have been harmed in various ways and those who are out there in front, leading the way
in the psyop freedom/truth movement, as well as though associated with them, will be sitting ducks when the
pressure cooker blows. For example, someone like Ivana could be a target if she is associated with you and associated
with the INTEL networks that have caused so much harm to so many. Even Stephanie is a sitting duck, and all the
others who support you. This is true healing that we are offering you here. Pull out, save your lives and stop the
harm, stop the lying, stop the blatant manipulation. .
Our commitment is to wake people up to the real tactics and more and more people are waking up to how they have
been used and abused. We don't think you guys realise the enormity of the backlash swelling against all INTEL.

This is Fiona and Arthur both writing in all these posts.
17 May at 14:07
-----------------------------Roy Turpin
People see life through their own reality tunnel. What is full disclosure for one may actually be used to enclose others.
Who takes credit for something i am always on the lookout for. I see the profit motive behind much of this so if there
is any blind spot it would be spotting hoo is searching for something to profit from. Dont matter to me if its fame,
fortune or simply wanting to be recognized for what one has offered rather than give it all away. The truth sets us free
when we claim ourselves. This is not something i can determine for anyone but me. I can see how the NAME is used
for a system of slavery and if i am in truth i will do everything in my way to dismantle false spiritual contracts in
commerce. This reveals the blind spots in me and in each one of us. We can hide out and have a degree of support
from a system of lies or we can stand in our truth and call out the bullshit.
17 May at 14:57
-----------------------------Roy Turpin
"We get more compassionate as we evolve. More humble. More subtle. More aware of how little we know. We don’t
get superior. We don’t form cults of personality. We don’t think we have it all worked out. If we imagine ourselves ‘all
that’, then we have actually devolved. I trust the ones who know a little something but don’t know a whole lot, more
than the ones who ‘know it all’. I trust the ones who realeyes how far they have yet to travel. We have so much more
to learn. All of us. Let's walk together, side by side." ~ Jeff Brown
17 May at 16:35
-----------------------------Orion Nebula
Oh boy .... I think you got it completely wrong this time Arthur - you are way off base on this one .
17 May at 18:34
-----------------------------Dominic Toomey
gaia is a label,label is a word is a spell
the message of having full responsibility doesn't require a label or an icon.
at the end it says "our" reality will reign or words to that affect https://translate.google.com/#la/en/ruo
17 May at 20:22
-----------------------------Anja Vis
I am all for cooperation and joyning. not all will do exact the same work anyway not all can express themselves, or
even close to how others can express themselves. We should see the ways to join forces not to divide. of course all
points of view of the matter should be disclosed on what kate things and what arthur thinks and from there

cooperation is possible. When the intuition of som sort is born and one has some kind of questions, they should be
adressed of both parties and answered. some things may come across one or the other way. all should be adressed
and get answers first before an opinion is being made. no conquer or divide should be played o this stage and point of
time.
17 May at 23:02
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Sigh....does anyone actually try to really sense where we are coming from?
We have a right to disassociate with someone if we see that the work we share is being portrayed in the wrong light
and in a way that will not create peace, joy, etc, for all, but will create chaos and harm, the very things that we are
working so hard to get away from.
We set our work free for others to benefit from in whatever way they feel BUT we are also protective of the work we
do, just as parents are protective of their children. Is there something wrong with this? Is a parent accused of having
a big ego when he/she protects his/her child?
Let's forget all the e-motional reactions here - please keep calm and read what we actually say without letting the
filters in your head add a whole lot of meaning that isn't there. We stand for the truth and we protect the truth, even
when this makes us unpopular, which we often are. Why is it a taboo to protect the truth? Is it because we are not
being "nice"?
To tell people to drop the "name" without showing the remedy that allows us to do this peacefully without inviting the
FORCE of "The System" into our lives is irresponsible and dangerous. People with an audience have a huge
responsibility to the people who listen to them. They need to be prepared to check out everything they are saying
thoroughly and leave no stone unturned when it comes to ensuring that what they are saying is a) true and b) not
going to cause any harm.
We regularly examine what we are thinking and feeling with a fine tooth comb to ensure that we are being as truthful
as possible in the best way we can with what we know up to this point. Obviously, we still have mountains to learn
and in a year we will have learned even more and honed our work accordingly.
In the same way, if someone points out something that they think is wrong with our work, we will think about what
they say and take it into consideration. This is not true for many people out there with audiences - we point out things
to them where we do not see/sense truth, and they ignore it. How sincere are they in seeking truth then? If we are
not prepared to bare who we are and everything we think and feel and subject those thoughts and feelings to
scrutiny, we will never separate the truth from the lies.
The way Kate is promoting the "name" stuff could cause great harm to a lot of people. There is no REMEDY there. This
is no different from David Icke and all the other "we will lead every revolution against us" shepherd who tell you
everything that is wrong with the system (except the brainwashing tactics used - we tell you those) but do not offer a
practical, day by day, step by step remedy.
We have been on the front line of this since we started Love For Life March 2005 and website December 2006. Our
research into the big-picture goes back to 1971/1972 onwards.
We have dealt with many, many, many people, many families with young children, who are on the verge of losing
everything or have already lost everything because they followed the add-vice of freedom truther sovereigns who told
them all sorts of tactics that they said would work, only to find that, whoops, the FORCE of "The System" takes no
notice of paperwork, of liens, of UCC filings, of "read off a script" dialogue.
And when everything is collapsing around them, are the freedom truther sovereigns there holding their hands and
picking up the pieces? NOOOOOO. They are nowhere to be seen and they are certainly NOT taking FULL-responsibility
for the fact that all the promises they made about their amazing methods have come to nothing. And this is not just
one or two phone calls we have had, We are talking about HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS and HUNDREDS and
HUNDREDS of people with their lives in tatters.

If you can comprehend this, perhaps you can comprehend why we are so quick off the mark to point out where the
work we share is being used in a way that could potentially cause a lot of harm, as well as where we see the work of
others having the potential to do harm. We do not want our work, or us, to be associated with that harm because it
discredits all the hard work we have put in over the years AND takes people away from looking at the remedy, the
practical, day by day, step by step remedy we offer.
Kate is right when he says that we have to let go of the "name" but we cannot just do so without some preparation
and, most importantly, without fully comprehending how the "name" works and how the brainwashing of "The
System" keeps us addicted to using the "name" and attached to the "name".
Kate tells us to just give up the "name" and stand strong and we will become invincible. HHHMMMMM. Does he warn
people that giving up the "name" also means giving up ALL the benefits and services of "The System" because it is our
claiming of the "name" that gives us access to those benefits and services. Yep, from now on, no leases, no
mortgages, no driver's licences, no healthcare, no banking, no insurance, no government pensions/handouts, no
credit rating, no passport, no car registration, and, when they bring in a cashless society, no access to their shops =
no food, water, shelter, etc, unless you have created a food forest or are happy to live off what you can forage. Does
Kate make this clear to everyone? NO
We have people come to see us and they want to do what Arthur has done and give up all contracts with the "name"
but we point out that the only reason he has been able to do so at this point is because he has people around him
who are committed to supporting him. This is not something lightly done without a strong community around you.
When we have Kindoms off the ground, we will have places for people to come seeking refuge from "The System"
where there will be food, shelter, water, nurturing and all for free. Then people can walk away from the "name"
without having to go bush or sponge off those who maybe cannot afford it, do not comprehend it and do not have the
support of others around them.
To those of you who have written to us accusing us of needing to put the ego to rest, or of not being "free" with our
work, or of bickering, being divisive, of not being compassionate or humble, of not being sensitive about people
awakening in different ways at different paces, and of whatever other sins we have committed by speaking honestly
about the situation, did you actually consider any of the above points before rushing in to accuse us of all these
things? Did you stop to think of the ramifications of Kate's video as described above? Or did you just write from your
e-motional reaction to someone stirring the pot rather than sitting back being "nice"?
If we do not fully comprehend what has been done to us AND how the brainwashing tactics that keep us in "The
System" work and have us fall for the "we will lead every revolution against us" shepherds, we will never escape "The
System", be it this version or the next.
We take the FULL-responsibility we have seriously and we will continue to point out harm being done and falseHOODS
being spread and will continue to point out harm being done and falseHOODS being spread even if EVERYONE hates
us for it. At least we will have walked-the-talk!
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
18 May at 01:45
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
From this thread: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203692712866417
A cow looking over the fence at a green pasture is still a slave to MAN, nothing has changed whether the cow remains
in an existing enclosure or is led to another "greener pasture".
The point of true freedom is not to lead anyone or anything anywhere at any "time".
Everything about Christianity is this, despite some "good moral truths" and well-meaning people who truly want to
help others and live good lives.

If only they would wake up to the brainwashing they have been subjected to!
Then they could lead even more powerful lives of TRUE-freedom.
What is the true freedom?
The "wild" animal that befriends you of its free-will or the animal that is captured and trained/forced to do MANS
bidding?
Which freedom do you want to live for?
It's clear where we are heading - what the big picture is.
Christians are slaves to "The System" behind the Bible but they talk about freedom. The freedom they are talking
about is "freedom" within "The System" which is no different from the cow going from one field to the next. This
freedom is fraud because it is not real freedom. We commit fraud when we claim that we have our animals best
interests at heart, all the while they are enslaved to us.
"The System" is just the image power of another MAN forcing others to live under their version of freedom in that
image. Those images being the Kingdom of God, Freedom, etc. These are thoughts and ideas of another MAN. They
are not unique and original to you. This is no different to the animals that we provide with stables and paddocks; they
are not free. They are living under the image power that we place over them.
What is more invigorating; the wild horse who willingly allows you to get on its back and together as a shared
experience go for a journey, with both of you having a unique, direct, shared experience, or the ride on a horse you
have taken out of the stable and put a saddle on and then put the horse back in the stable after the ride?
What about children, brainwashed Christians, Jews, Muslims, etc.....?
Do you think educating them with The Bible is providing them with true freedom or is it the true loss of true freedom
because they are subjected to another MANS FORCE of image power enforcing them under his/her/their image-power,
their version of freedom?
Are you truly free in the supermarket as you shop or are you just provided with choices under the guise of "freedom"?
Why does MAN doubt that Living Creator provided everything MAN needs?
Why does MAN have to kidnap children to brainwash them under their IMAGE POWER?
Why does MAN doubt that Living-Creator has provided everything MANS child needs and everything every creature,
plant, etc, needs?
Why do we have to act as impostors and trap unique original life-forms under our "storytelling"?
And we argue for this enslavement and we fight for it too.
Here is an example of this deception at play: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853
18 May at 02:03
-----------------------------Anja Vis
i see your point clearly Arthur. it is the only way.
18 May at 03:11

-----------------------------Rhokeheart Burkett
Truth needs no one to guard it.
18 May at 07:57
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Agreed, this is what we say repeatedly in our work BUT we are protecting naive, duped, gullible men, women and
children oblivious to the Psyop Tactics being used to destroy remedy from being applied which will do immense harm
to them down-the-line. This is clearly explained in our posts in this thread.
18 May at 12:48
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
And if Kate is genuine,,,,,,,,, what of all you have said here?
From where I am sitting, we need to cone together.do listen to Kates shows
I think you have misread kate, perhaps because of shows in the past which were vitriolic and as Kate has said, terribly
at effect to the fear porn agenda.
This has changed, the show is open to all, and I have contact with many who listen in,
It is only a concept of knowing who you are that is the focus of the show, not any agenda or system, I think youd be
pleasantly surprised if you tuned in Arthur.
And I guess the question has to be asked
"Could humanity suffer more than It does under the boot of the crown."
And is it worse to know, and then willfully assist the crown by allowing the fraud to continue. Than it is to facilitate it
unwittingly in our ignorance.
The main focus at the moment is not on any submitting of paperwork, or even to act on any of the information. it is to
get the info on the birth bond fraud into the consciousness as widely as possible. Particularly those within the ranks of
the system, that they may have the choice to cease doing harm.
And it seems they are, one by one.
-------------------------Arthur Cristian
The posts/comments we put up is directed at the blatant Psyop tactics being used, hence our dissociation - our
comments/posts clearly explain where we are coming from. Suggest you read them again. If Kate is innocent then he
has nothing to be concerned about - what we shared needed to be clearly stated. We refuse our lives, our work, to be
associated with no remedy, which comes hand in hand with all our work.
As far as we are concerned we've sensed Kate to be Intel for almost three years now. Nothing has occurred since to
change our views on Kate. We had many dealings with him back then. We don't say these things lightly, we don't just
rush in and make comments like this unless we have contemplated, contemplated, contemplated, scrutinised,
scrutinised, scrutinised, and listened over and and over again to our senses, gut instincts, perceptions, insights,
(ancestors all around us), etc. They have never failed us thus far.
It's better to put all our life-energy into the remedy that is Kindom than even to be spending time waking people up to
the birth bond fraud because, even if everyone wakes up to it, they still don't have a living remedy in everyday
practical sense and thus are ripe for the latest INTEL shepherd with the right buzz words and mantras to sweep them
up. Remedy is VITAL, which is why we push it so hard.

We have to start living the remedy all the while waking up to the depth of deception that has been practiced against
us. If we don't create the light of kindom, there is nowhere to fall back on when we wake up to the fact that "The
System" is rotten to the core, that we are stuck in the darkness of no remedy, no light. Talking about the birth bond
fraud is not getting rid of it. Creating Kindoms so that we no longer need "The System" in everyday practical sense
and the birth bond fraud doesn't matter any more because we have already cast off our system chains and "The
System" fades away as we work on expanding the light of Kindom all around.
18 May at 14:50
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
It's all in the sound. It's a psychops guys. The info is OK. But it's an over-load and can't reach the target
audience....the people. Only the choir. My son came running when he heard the drums...when he saw the writings he
lost interest immediately in the content. Send this video without music and see how it goes.....it will be a classic fail
army. Me thinks the content is true but the packaging is shit.....why is that? Me thinks if there is any difficulty in the
transfer of information...it's not real or they are trying to create a meme about something.. We are at a stage now
when we only need remedy...the rest is superfluous. Talk really is cheap. I say grow Kale and buy a parka because it's
going to be a bumpy ride folks.....
18 May at 22:18
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Hail Vicki.......
Another example of a Psyops Program in operation........
Since 2007/2008 we've been saying Alan Watt's is Intel too. Notice how all the talk is about everything wrong in great
detail, etc, exposing all the psyops programs within a Psyops Program (Russian Dolls) but never addresses the main
Psyops Program (the real culprit) and typically NO MENTION OF REMEDY.
You won't find any remedy coming from Alan Watt's that gets everyone out of "The System" in this life
forevermore..... NOTHING ------- !!!!!
"Let me tell you a story son"........blah blah blah blah blah blah blah..........hours later and the storytelling is over and
the duped now feeling good being "realised" as an awakened "truther", are going straight back into the daily grind of
a mundane robotic life in "The System", a programmed life/lie they never left --------------- nothing has changed
anywhere for anyone....!!!!
And when sufficient people are awakened and arise with realisations of "freedom", "freedom", "freedom", "freedom",
"peace", "peace", "peace"............ yeahhhhhhh yeahhhhhhh yeeeaaaHHHHHHHH - the changes brought about are
only within the main Russian Doll, never outside of it!!!!
Such are the ways of Intel Operatives Peddling Psyops Programs.....!!!!!
Welcome to the New World Order, the Russian Doll that never left the scene.
These type of very clever Psyops Programs are implemented by Intel Operatives who are trained to bounce off the
work created by generations of their predecessors (Russian Doll) who created all the shit in the first instance that is
now being clearly reflected by the "inside knowledge" of an Alan Watt's (another Russian Doll within layers of Russian
Dolls) who was a "learned initiate" going through the many years to become "illuminated" (the next generation of
Psyops Programmers implementing the next stage of their founders grand design) mixing amongst their "brethren".
Watch out for slick wolves (con artists) dressed in "good guys" lambs clothing.

And what do you think is the main Russian Doll that has everyone duped and trapped? Please post your answers
here. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VllwRgSECcw#t=116
And the program is brought to you by Alex Jones Prison Planet, another Intel Operative working for the next fashion
statement of his brotherHOODS Russian Doll.
Alan Watt - A Globalist Agenda For a Dumbed Down Domesticated Society - A Prison Planet special

21 May at 01:59
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Vicki........... Aaahhhhhh, the ways to trap a wolf dressed as a lamb.
21 May at 02:04
-----------------------------THE TRUTHFUL ARE THE HEAVENLY AND I AM KINGLY NOBILITY
HE HE HE
Huge baby
21 May at 05:11
-----------------------------Steve Wilson
awesome
21 May at 08:02
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
Top Rabbi Exposes Jewish Racism
http://www.davidduke.com
21 May at 21:42
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Kate of Gia is a guy dresses as a girl, new age lost guy!! Promoting lucis trust doctrines without even knowing it, he
blocked me for questioning some of his bullshit!!
24 May at 21:03
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer

You missed the perspective.
This division is so badly thought out.
Being at effect to the definitions of language is still being 'in' the matrix.
Every lie, every falsehood is a curse.
It's best to 'know' what we are saying,
Rather than to project with logic, based in alphabet language, attacks, which are unfounded.
Fear is the mind killer. Know thyself.
24 May at 21:31
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Santos bonacci and other
24 May at 22:05
-----------------------------Jaba WS
By pointing 1 finger.... 3 fingers always point on ourself! No Harm No Lost! Exposing ideas is not the same than
pointing finger on SOMEONE! Everyone have his own choice!
24 May at 22:09
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Just as giving direction but being lost your self!
24 May at 22:11
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=g7QQ3QEHU0k
Lucis Trust One World Religion 2009 Part 1/2
The Lucis Trust is the corner stone for the One World Religion.
24 May at 22:21
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
EXPOSED! Lucis Trust President Speaks ~ Satan, Lucifer, & the UN

24 May at 22:21

-----------------------------Jaba WS
Ali ... you know you refers allot to videos and other links all the time! I think if we want to get ride of the system we
have to stop the things that are coming from the system ... all this intellectual stuff is only half truth! And half truth is
entier LIE! Let's start to make our own creation and explain things as simple as we can ... LIFE IS SIMPLE!
24 May at 22:23
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Shaun, scrutiny has nothing to do with what you are claiming is going on here, NOTHING.
Why are you reacting so much?
Again, refer to the questions raised by us with Kate, Max, Mark Darwin, Stephen, etc........ We ask the tough
questions.
Can any of them answer the questions honestly without character assassinations???
NONE have thus far....
They can't because it will expose the lies they promote out in the open for all to see, which forces them to desist from
what they are promoting/doing/saying. Meaning, they lose all their e-go power over their victims.
They are most welcome to scrutinise the work we do and the insights we share but they avoid this with COMPLETE
SILENCE.
What is this telling you, especially when all they have got to offer is NOTHING, hence the character assassination
attacks.
THEY CAN'T BACK THEIR CLAIMS BUT WE CAN.
Go where truth takes you. This is what we always do. To us, this is the real everyday-practical-sense-message behind
"you shall know them by their fruits".
24 May at 22:33
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
So by somebody claiming to own it, I becomes theirs,
24 May at 22:29
-----------------------------Jaba WS
If you think you OWN then you get OWNed! Is the same with possession Is just not to use and spread THEIR creation!
Is to put our thought into MOTION!
24 May at 22:34

-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Exactly
24 May at 22:37
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Jaba, scrutiny has nothing to do with "own" - You are aware of this? Asking the tough questions is critical to routing
out all the lies and liars. Using scrutiny means we are free from attachment to any belief system because everything
we think, feel and do is always under the threat of scrutiny exposing lies and liars, which is what we have to do if we
really dream to move forward with truth as our power to create a living paradise all-around-us.
24 May at 22:38
-----------------------------Jaba WS
well yes i get this but i don't get why you say this ... please correct me, but where did i say scrutiny have something
to do with owning?
24 May at 22:42
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Life is just a dream and true life will truly wake up after death
24 May at 22:46
-----------------------------Jaba WS
I think it is quit simple to explain that everything that is part of the WORLD need a System, Pro-Gramming, Codes
(words) and do not exist ...
And living on Earth is the real deal back to life and reality!
24 May at 22:49
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
Arthur I am not reacting, I wish to understand this situation,
Besides, you posted he name at the top of the thread, if I said nothing, would people assume I had run. Away with
my tail between my legs,
I have gained much insight from your work, and Kate's, but not the same detail,

It is apparent to me when people say Kate is promoting one world religion, they have either not listened to the show
for ages, or their intent is to find fault.
Nowhere can I find a reference to one world religion in kate's work.
So I suggest that that suggestion is a lie.
From my neutral perspective.
I have no attachment to the outcome of anyone being, or not being Intel.
As i say I wish to understand nit to take sides.
That is polarised and dualistic, which is as good as apathy and blindness to the architects of the system.
24 May at 22:49
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Nowhere, just asking you to be sure you are clear on both "own" and scrutiny.
24 May at 22:49
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian T
he exposure of the Psyops Programs clearly exposes the true agenda......
words like Universal, being a classic
Uni- ONE
Verse - story/system repeated over and over and over again
All - everyone under its image power worshiping the uni-verse.
There are others, like "planet", "aliens" out there (refer to the original post for more on this.
The word Planet is part of a MASSIVE PSYOP PROGRAM - conning victims into accepting something out there, outside
of MAN, something of greater power than MAN.
This is clearly demonstrating a ONE WORLD RELIGION under another "oneness" guise.
See if you can rout out all the other key-trigger words of a Psyop Program being performed by Kate.
24 May at 22:59
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
Depending on which 'definitions' we accept
these words could be assumed and presumed to mean many things.
I get what you are saying, but this isn't the message I hear on outside the box,
Busting the alphabet languages removing assumption and presumption, so as not to be defined by another, and
introducing co-creative intent, is more the message I hear.
24 May at 23:08

-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
Being causal over our intentions rather than at effect to the projections and definitions of system and alphabet
languages.
24 May at 23:10
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Kate say things we are gods lol
24 May at 23:14
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
That's what many Christians thought about being a Christian until they woke up and fled it - Like we say the greatest
lie and liar is the one closest to the truth, they cause the greatest damage of all. The very instrument we helped to
expose back in 2005 that has completely destroyed the law in all its forms you now protect because you are still
wrestling with blind spots. LOLLLLL not at you the MAN Shaun, just at the hypocrisy of witnessing the symptoms of a
believer trying to protect his "master idol". Please take this with good cheer, we seek no harm upon you whatsoever
but this is how you are presently coming across. Just remember, if you have no remedy to get you out of "the
system" NOW, you will be forced to accept the remedy they will offer you down-the-line because you and others had
been caught with your pants down. Refer to the Alan Watt post. All our work is on setting into motion 2005-20062007 "The Steps Of Kindom" remedy - no one has yet found fault in it or debunked it, see if you can. Why is Kate & co
completely ignoring this very simple practical doable do no harm remedy?
24 May at 23:21
-----------------------------Kenneth Jeffrey Slem
ONLY THE TRUE ARE THE FREE AND HAVE ETERNAL WORTH.
24 May at 23:27
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Shaun, to us, you are half way there, learning the secrets of "name" and alphabets, etc is great but is not enough
because until you have overcome all the demons/pull of e-motions that presently plague you, you will always remain
trapped in "The System" with everyone else who is trapped with no way of getting out of it.
The Love For Life remedy work is far far far far far far far far far far far more comprehensive to heal all of MANS woes
in present-sense than the bastardised diluted version of our work being promoted by Kate Of Gaia. This is fact. The
pull of e-motion, reaction to trauma, image power, "spells, "spelling", all-seeing "i", etc, etc, is what you will have to
confront if you are ever to be fully healed and clear to move forward with a do no harm remedy in present-sense.
Until we completely overcome self-centeredness we are stuffed and trapped in hell.
24 May at 23:31
------------------------------

Shaun Hamer
no offence taken.
24 May at 23:34
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
We are clear that you are a very good hearted MAN and is questioning everything including us. This is very healthy to
see/sense. Good on you, most do not have the confidence or the guts to do this.
24 May at 23:35
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Dajjal [ The Anti Christ } by Ahmad Thomson
In the name of Allah The Merciful the Compassionate. And when the wizards came, Moses said to them: Cast your
cast. And when they cast, Moses said: That which you have brought is magic. by: AJay
Algii https://m.facebook.com/notes/ajay-algii/dajjal-the-anti-christ-by-ahmad-...
24 May at 23:40
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Arthur Cristian so you advocate that heaven and hell are a place on earth??
24 May at 23:47
-----------------------------Jaba WS

25 May at 00:48
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Yes, through the water of our breath every thing is MAN-made including hell. We are fully-responsible for everything
we experience. We are all at the effect of each others dreaming, intentions, thoughts, ideas, etc, set into motion in
the water of our breath.
25 May at 01:18
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Sweet Grass baskets from South Carolina

25 May at 02:29
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow

25 May at 02:29
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Deanna, scrutiny has nothing to do with making a MAN small. We go where truth takes us. Please show us where we
are lying. All we have done here is point out the FACTS. Again, you are peddling heaps of "buzz words" that are NOT
proof of fact, are NOT coming from our intentions, our actions for saying and doing what we have clearly stated in our
Disassociation From The Work of Kate of Gaia. Like we said in the other post:
"Deanna, based on what you have written, you are presently showing up the performance/act of a deeply
brainwashed, deeply traumatised, new age space cadet. There is hardly any, if any, original unique thoughts/dreams
coming from who you really are in this post.

To us, what you have posted is a load of bullshit "buzz words", that is all you've got. Yes we get your sentiments,
we've all been hammered severely by lies/trauma/etc for many many "years", and our battered hearts pour out to
you and your family, etc, but having you presently going down the yellow brick road distributing buzz words" is not
going to help you face reality, whatsoever, because they are not proof of fact that the beautiful good hearted woman
that you really are has escaped the clutches of a powerful Psyop Program presently doing your head in.
We love you, the real-living woMAN, our sister/co-creator of life, and is why we call an ace an ace and refuse to butter
you up with "nice looking good" words - we don't need your approval, appreciation, etc.
You can throw us in your head-space garbage in if you want but we will always point out bullshit when we see/sense
it. This is what all real friends should be doing for each other."
Deanna, to us this is all make-believe "No one has ever made himself great by showing how small someone else is".
25 May at 04:34
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
What will happen the the senses and logic are deceived by the grand deceiver and his servents??
25 May at 04:37
-----------------------------Jaba WS
how do you want to deceive senses without words?
25 May at 04:37
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
We are not creators!! We are subjects of the creator
25 May at 04:40
-----------------------------Jaba WS
So your doing is not creation? Please answer how do you want to deceive senses without words?
25 May at 04:40
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
I am unable to create anything without the will of the creator! With the intalect granted to me by him,
Furthermore the creator will test mankind, and grant a man the power to deceive the senses
25 May at 04:47

-----------------------------Jaba WS
Ok i see ... this is not the case for me ... i just can create anything i want anytime. But can you please tell me how
you want to deceive the senses without any word?
25 May at 04:49
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
I am not wanting to deceive any one!!! But the creator will send the antichrist dajjal saytan
25 May at 04:51
-----------------------------Jaba WS
And how they will deceive the senses?
25 May at 04:52
-----------------------------Jaba WS
Ali?
25 May at 05:16
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
He will cut a man in half and bring him back to life
25 May at 05:22
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Just I example
25 May at 05:23
-----------------------------Jaba WS
This is how they will deceive our senses?
25 May at 05:23

-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
in my grans bible I read et thye age of 6/7 I read/red that thye creator said/sed we were al his children so if so than
we would al haf thye dna from god an they say the ole seein eye is of thye devil but we al are born with one so does
this mean we r god an devil if so I haf to choice god an creation coz I can manifest rain an haf manifested other things
it is realy cool
25 May at 06:37
-----------------------------Jaba WS
is for you the bible a proof for god/creator?
25 May at 06:39
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
We are the supreme creation, but yet from the seed of Adam, with the knowledge of good and evil within us, the
massiah on the other hand was created just as Adam with the word " be" and theeeefore free from sin, yet another
will come an proclaim tobe the anointed 1, massiah, king, director of nwo etc
25 May at 06:42
-----------------------------Jaba WS
but how do you know of adam existence?
25 May at 06:44
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Well we certainly did not evolve from monkeys and apes, or it would just be a jungle or animal farm!!
25 May at 06:44
-----------------------------Jaba WS
ok so you take the book as granted because we could not come from monkey .. therefor the writings are the truth?
25 May at 06:45
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud

Faith
25 May at 06:45
-----------------------------Jaba WS
Is faith truth?
25 May at 06:45
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
And over 124,000 messengers sent for different tribes and nations,
25 May at 06:45
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
But yet still saytan misguide them all!!
25 May at 06:46
-----------------------------Jaba WS
This does not answer the question if fait is truth or a believe!
25 May at 06:46
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
The truth will be granted after we wake up from this dream!!!
25 May at 06:47
-----------------------------Jaba WS
Ok so if im one of this 124,000 messenger and i tell you that is wrong what you think do you have fait in what i say?
25 May at 06:47
-----------------------------Jaba WS

how do you know if one is a prophet or not?
25 May at 06:48
-----------------------------Anja Vis
why do you need profets? be clear-minded yourself and voila, you are to be a profet
25 May at 07:00
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
@ Arthur ~ I am unique and individual and I do appreciate all of the information given freely by you and your family
but I do find it very disheartening that people who are working to break the system, no matter how they do it, are
throwing jabs at each other and not helping each other. I know we are all different and all at different stages of our
development and I appreciate all beings who are working for freedom whether I agree with them or not. I believe one
little ripple will cause the wave. No I am not asleep. I am not under delusion and while I appreciate your comment I
do not agree with it. Your comments to Kate Rene were started by the fact that you felt she was using your material
and you wanted a pat on the back for it and when you didn't get it you acted like a child throwing a temper tantrum
which to me represents the issues we are currently experiencing at the present time. Me Me Me. Please do not get
offended but listen and realize how you are coming across to other people. Being full of EGO does nothing to help us
in our walk to break the system and free the earth and all its inhabitants. I do not sit around thinking because I
believe it will come true nor do I look for pats on the back for information I am freely sharing. You have been
defending your point for quite a while now and in the process threw some horrid jabs at the identity of Kate. Her
sexual identity does not harm you in anyway and is not intended to. It is not for you or I to judge that it is her
decision and hers alone. This is what I see true freedom as, allowing everyone the right to choose who they are
without interference as long as that choice doesn't impose upon someone elses. I Love You for All You Have Given and
I Am Grateful~ Namaste~
25 May at 07:15
-----------------------------Leticia Delgadillo
ALL the Books Written by "MAN" are "MAN" made tales conjured within the Brain of "MAN" to create a Mythos, a
Dream that has Absolutely "NOTHING" to do with reality.....The reality of Earth. A System, Mythology of a One sided
tale called HIS-story, again Written and In-spired. Breathed into by "MEN"......"Patri-Ruled" Patriarchy ! We do Not
need to be RULED by an Imagined ,Made UP, Male created god made in the Image of Mans INSANITY that does not
exist in the First Place! WE do not need "MANS" codes, rules, laws!!! The EARTH is Truth and Reality......
25 May at 07:30
-----------------------------Leticia Delgadillo
Profits-Prophets are conjured up bullshit from MAN! These MALE MIND Structures are being Dismantled and Exposed
by Persons like Jaba!
25 May at 07:32
-----------------------------Jeanice Barcelo

Deanna Klastow - You know, I am truly puzzled how, after reading what Arthur Cristian has written, you would say he
is full of ego. This just boggles my mind as he has not asked Kate not to use his words -- but only to make sure that
there is a distinction made between what Arthur is promoting and what Kate is promoting -- and also some freaking
credit given where credit is due. This is a standard professional thing to do, and yet here you are, spewing out
nonsense, talking about how Arthur is coming across to other people. Well my dear, you are not coming across as too
swift yourself. And this has zero to do with Arthur asking for pats on the back and everything to do with INTEGRITY!!!!
Very rarely have I listened to a person with a bigger ego than Kate Rene. This is not to say that he/she is not brilliant
or helping people to wake up. But it is to say that Kate is so unbelievably volatile when someone even slightly
questions his thoughts or words -- and this volatility is a sure sign of a huge ego. Kate has burned so many bridges
with people who once supported him -- people who were once extremely close to him and those not so close, like
myself. These fires were lit solely as a result of Kate's ego. And it boggles my mind that Kate thinks it is absolutely
fine to use the EXACT words of Arthur and the Love for Life work without acknowledging their author or their origin. I
guess Kate needs to pump up his own sense of importance by stealing other people's words and ideas and promoting
them as his own. Otherwise, why would he be so deceiving and thieving? Sorry, but I have no tolerance for people
who plagiarize other people's work. And I am completely baffled by your comment. It makes no sense.
25 May at 07:36
-----------------------------Leticia Delgadillo
The Dream you speak of that YOU need to wake Up from is this In=organic WEB of Lies Spinned By MAD men from
Looooooog ago that has Nothing to do with the Earth and HER creations! That's What you need to Wake Up from!
Written Documents that are as good as Toilet Paper....Who authored them....? MEN, EVIL MEN!!!! Only EVIL has come
from THEM!!!!!
25 May at 07:36
-----------------------------Rhokeheart Burkett
Wow, way to talk down to an individual! So when someone States a point you try to discredit it by saying it is
composed of "buzz words. " and then formulate your own sequence of "buzz words" and claim your "buzz words"
discredit theirs, it is quite a obvious attempt to start a conflict. Divide and conquer rite Arthur?
25 May at 07:59
-----------------------------Leticia Delgadillo
My comments are directed to Ali....
25 May at 07:37
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
@ Jeanice since this is such a hot topic PLEASE outline what work Kate Rene has taken from Arthur PLEASE Lets have
clarification.
25 May at 07:39
-----------------------------Rhokeheart Burkett

I say this is coming from ego because you are seeking recognition and credit where you did nothing and basing it on
assumptions.
25 May at 07:44
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Hello
25 May at 07:51
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Its funny everyone has an opinion but no one has clear evidence of anything being taken from Arthur and after all the
swords/words have been thrown around still no evidence is presented~
25 May at 08:15
-----------------------------Jeanice Barcelo

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=820917647937569&set=a.1713649462...
After watching all those horror films!
you still answer the call of the Necromancer.
by: Shaun Hamer
25 May at 08:17
-----------------------------Jeanice Barcelo
Deanna Klastow - please see my last post
25 May at 08:17
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
I Like the Post Jeanice but I still ask what material did Kate take of Arthurs?
25 May at 08:40
------------------------------

Deanna Klastow
This information has been going around and Arthur was not the first to discover hence not his material~ I guess you
must label and determine boundaries hence feeding the system your so opposed to ~ Very Sad to See So Much
Stones Being Thrown ~
25 May at 08:41
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
If you want to give credit where credit is due the credit goes to the system who created the game ~ If I figure out
how to win the chess game does it mean I created it?
25 May at 08:45
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Lol the truth is within you, if u can have total recall??
25 May at 09:10
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Lol

Lucuferian trust
Kate is a cunt and a dick at the same time lol
Even loosing the systems name!!! System will try to enslave,
Forgive it as it not know what it do
But alt least tell it fuck you!!!!
25 May at 09:31
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Falun Gong is a qigong discipline combining slow-moving exercises and meditation with a moral philosophy centered
on the tenets of truth (or truthfulness), compassion and tolerance. It was founded by Li Hongzhi, who introduced it to

the public in May 1992 in Changchun, Jilin.[4] Following a period of meteoric growth in the 1990s, the Communist
Party launched a campaign to "eradicate" Falun Gong on 20 July 1999.
25 May at 09:54
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Here goes some food for thought~ Why is the Chinese Government afraid of Falun Gong?
Falun Gong (also known as Falun Dafa) is a spiritual discipline from China. It was founded by Li Hongzhi in 1992.[1]
People who follow Falun Gong do five exercises and read books written by Li Hongzhi. They believe in "Truthfulness,
Compassion and Forbearance", and they also believe that the Falun Gong exercises can make them healthy, and
better people. There were almost 70 million Falun Gong practitioners in China, according to the Chinese government.
In 1999, after a big Falun Gong gathering in front of a Chinese government building, the Communist Party of China
said: people cannot practice Falun Gong, it is "illegal".[2] The police started arresting Falun Gong followers, and
according to human rights organizations, over 3000 people have been jailed and tortured to death.[3] The Chinese
government claimed that Falun Gong spread superstitions, while other suggest that Falun Gong's popularity
challenges the rule of the Chinese Communist Party.[4] Many people and organizations outside of China has called for
the Chinese government to stop jailing and killing Falun Gong people.[5][6][7]
25 May at 09:57
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Can We Get It Together
25 May at 09:58
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
What is Falun Gong? | China Uncensored
What is Falun Gong, or Falun Dafa as it's also known?
And why is Falun Gong being persecuted in China? On this episode of China Uncensored, I'll answer these...

25 May at 10:02
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
New David Icke Interview, Non Human Entities Enslave Us, But Creativity Can Free Us!
Vinny Eastwood Show - Mid/Late May 2014

25 May at 10:27
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow

Oh the Horrors of the Multitude actually Uniting and Respecting the Differences
25 May at 10:28
-----------------------------Jeanice Barcelo
Deanna Klastow - do you see the picture with all those words on it? Those are Arthur Cristian's words -- and yet those
words are not attributed to Arthur. What the hell does Falun Gong have to do with any of this and why are you
wasting space on this thread, totally taking it off-topic? What is your real agenda?
25 May at 10:28
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Actually give me a date on Arthur's words and I will find you the same words attributed to someone else at an earlier
time. We are in the condition we are in because someone wants credit~ You know many tribal people take credit for
nothing and when someone wants or needs they don't sit there and cry you cant have it its mine they give it freely~ I
have no agenda I just want the wave of consciousness towards total freedom to continue and not be disrupted by
divide and conquer ideals.
25 May at 10:30
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
Namaste
25 May at 10:33
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Deanna, where have we made comments about Kate's sexual identity?
Presumably you mean the comment "coupled with the image Kate presents".
Now this is your assumption that we are talking about his sexual identity whereas we are addressing the foul mouthed
aggressive manner in which Kate presents himself. Now he can behave however he chooses, but this, together with
the fact that he makes no attempt to give full disclosure about his sources, has nothing to do with a do no harm
remedy full of the virtues of love.
Since Dec 2006, in the 11,000 + individual videos, documents, articles, pdf's, podcasts, etc, found amongst the
8500+ posts in the Love For Life website, we always say where the information comes from, unless we cannot find
out.
Most other people do this.
WHY IS THIS SO IMPORTANT?
To avoid slander, misappropriation, defamation, etc, and fraud which is all about the theft of someones character to
impersonate that character so they can add their "own" slant to the body of this stolen work and in doing so corrupt

the character of another which occurs when one makes out claims and promotes intentions that never came from the
original writer whose work was hijacked. This is what Kate is doing.
Why should Kate and those of you protecting him mind so much because we ask to be acknowledged, just as we
acknowledge other people. As Jeanice said, why doesn't he use our work but make it clear what is our work and his
work and the difference between to two?
This is ALL WE ASK.
Since we started Love For Life March 2005 we have dealt with many, many hundreds of strong good hearted men and
women who have stood up to "The System" of lies and liars on many fronts and ALL OF THEM refer any of their work
to whoever and wherever it came from. Mainstream media generally does this too because they do not want to go to
court over slander, defamation, misappropriation, etc, and profiting from other peoples work.
We do not "own" our work but we will protect it when necessary. This is such an occasion. The point is, people with
good hearts refuse to do harm to others.
Any studious researcher will find ALL the evidence of all the work we've been putting up since 2005/2006 that backs
everything we are saying about Kate.
Here is a video we put up in Feb 2012 which is the first video about the "name" being the mark of the beast, etc,
etc..... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdOag66v7uo
This research work was first started 2005/2006 and we originally talked about "word-stories" which evolved into
"name" as we honed our insights and research. Here is a flier page we put up Dec 2006 and updated it a few times
until 2007: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/20
Here is a link to many articles we wrote - scroll down to find posts going back to
2007 http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385
Here is another video of a 2009 interview: Part One: http://youtu.be/yg7sbVyqUcw - Part
Two: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K2RjiJaA_rA
Another video of a podcast 2nd April 2009: Part One: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Km6SDH70AFA Part
Two: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwsZp3vj790
Vinny Eastwood Interview Oct 2010: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phP2fPXgsJ8
Using our lives as Guinea pigs since 2008 to test the State Debt Recovery Office: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6319
All our law work going back to 2005: http://loveforlife.com.au/cat.../main/law-articles-documents
All the Freeman/Sovereignty info we were putting up since 2005: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/895
2005 onwards court case documents: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5
Sequential Order of insights shared through articles, debates and
videos/podcasts: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514 scroll down to find them.
There is also a series of Podcasts with Giorgio Repeti put up early mid 2009: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8212
Interesting that Kate wrote to us a few times early mid 2012 thanking us for all the work we've been doing, sharing
the common story of family home stolen, and telling us how he had been diving into this Love For Life work for around
three years. These posts are still on the Facebook wall, that's unless Kate has deleted them all. We just checked,
everything to do with Kate has been completely wiped out EVERYTHING. Even PM's. WOWWWWW.
25 May at 14:14
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
All the background to "spells" and "spelling", to incantations behind the evocation of each alpha letter behind English,
to maths & geometry being behind each letter, that each letter is hieroglyphics, that each letter has a meaning and
has codes not educated to the masses, to con-structs, to con-cepts, to beLIEf, to the breaking down of the etymology,
phonetics and cryptography of sounds, of the fact that we create water every-time we breathe out and how the water
of our breath is used to encode/embed every thought/intention/feeling/etc we set into motion and how this is used by
Satanists/Freemasons to control victims under their "spells" by creating demons of trauma they've crafted and can
control through remote viewing, remote control and remote projection by causing reactions to trauma (reactions to
the demons), etc, etc, hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of these insights were posted by us including the
explanations of the psyop programs behind them all go back to 2005/2006. It's all in the Love For Life website, go and
do your homework.
25 May at 14:17
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
We've never made the claim that we "own" this work or that we want a pat on the back, etc. - These claims are
bullshit.
25 May at 14:18
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
We filed documents in the Supreme Court in 2006 that had the judges flee that were the result of a man who has
been studying the codes of the English language for 40 years as a layman and found many many clues in the
biographies and dictionaries written in the 1800s, most of which have now been removed out of circulation. Due to
agreements with him, we cannot make these documents free for all to see and do (many visitors have come to sight
them), but we have used what he taught us and developed it in our unique original ways. Where else do you find this
insight stuff, except in where the initiates of the high levels of Freemasonry are? Most of the insights we share are not
to be found elsewhere. Prove it.
25 May at 14:20
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
And Deanna, we do put all our work out there for free and have always said that people are free to use it, but why not
acknowledge where it comes from, especially if you are just going to copy great chunks of it. We always acknowledge
other people's work, even if it is just a great FB comment that we add to a post. We could easily slip it in and pretend
we thought of it but we always say, "As so and so said...". Why? Because we stand for transparency and full
disclosure and integrity and respect.
25 May at 14:20
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
The greatest part of this body of insights is the clearly defined distinction between SENSE (light/consciousness/directexperience/life) and NON-SENSE (darkness/unconsciousness/3rd party intervention/death/anti-life). This was a
massive breakthrough that has impacted millions of lives and again we thank the elderly MAN who came into our lives
late 2005 to help us with our court case. He was the stimulus that lead to these distinctions.
25 May at 14:26

-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Again, Deanna, it is not about getting a pat on the back or having egos that need placating. If you noticed, we wrote
what we wrote to stop people getting hurt by getting into something they did not comprehend fully, including
recognising the trauma that sets the performance of the system drone into motion. This is all part of the big picture
that Kate and you are ignoring. Is there anyone who has done what Kate says who is not still in "The System"?
Anyone who has just "stood firm in their invincibility" (to paraphrase) and is now living free of "The System? No one.
Read the post again. As we said we have been on the receiving end of scores and scores of people who have lost
everything and had their lives turned upside down as a result of following the ad-vice of freedom truthers.
25 May at 14:27
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Much of the work of Kate came out of Love For Life and yet he never acknowledges us, promotes what we are doing
or gives us air time. If he likes our work so much, why not invite us on his show? And now he is into the "name" well, how long have we been writing about this? Our first video about it was in February 2012 and there wasn't
anything else out there. We first started beating the State Debt Recovery Office 2008-2010 when we told them that
Arthur was not the authorised representative or owner of the "name". and that they should take it up with the
administrators of that "name". After 2 years of writing us letters, they stopped. That was it. Nothing more except the
occasional form letter dangling a carrot trying to get Arthur to take the bait.
25 May at 14:29
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Who else is talking about the curses and the reactions to trauma that need to be resolved if we are to be free of "The
System? You can give up the "name" all you want but if you haven't let go of the trauma, you will still be a system
slave because you will still be reliant on "The System". This is why we are strong on remedy and why we have worked
out a step by step practical, every day remedy to let go of the trauma, let go of "The System" and co-create paradise
again.
25 May at 14:30
-----------------------------Robert Petrovski
Remedy or backup plan is key to every action. This is why when revolutions in society take place the higher powers
still giggle as they seem to impose their own leader once again as society always seeks a savior. Our society has
conditioned us to have a physical savior to remedy us after a revolution.
25 May at 15:05
-----------------------------Robert Petrovski
Remember, the way to control the opposition is to lead it!
25 May at 15:06
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Will they wake up Robert...... sigh.......
25 May at 15:10
-----------------------------Robert Petrovski
The obvious answer is NO. People have been conditioned so well that intel is everywhere, including in my face
everyday and sometimes it's difficult to disseminate it unless someone by chance points it out. I do know however,
that LOVE expressions are key in my day to day life and that too has become a challenge when so many people are so
cold and heartless.
25 May at 15:12
-----------------------------Robert Petrovski
I'm dependent on the mark of the beast even today and the path out of this is one that brings many problems with
family and friends.
25 May at 15:15
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
A major part of the plan that brings in the NWO is to incite violence leading to revolution. This is what the
Satanic/Freemasonic world WANTS - We promote the opposite - a peaceful do no harm turning away from "The
System" where millions of us give up self-centeredness to serve each other in the co-creation of living paradise =
Kindom. We know that you live for this too - We need to start getting more serious and committed to co-creating a
living paradise in present-sense that sets a precedence, a do no harm example to break the back of the NWO
operatives. People need to see/sense how to live without "The System".
25 May at 15:16
-----------------------------Robert Petrovski
The heart of many people is growing tired of the old rhetoric and revolutions seem to be the expression. I can only
imagine that more revolutions and havoc will be played out by society over the next 20 or so years which will bring
light of a new paradigm, namely controlled once again by the NWO if we don't find a remedy soon!
25 May at 15:20
-----------------------------Grant Robinson
I don't usually have to deal with people very much but the last few days have had an in your face experience of what
normals are like and considering the tiny time frame this species has to get things right before all is lost I think we are
doomed.
Beautiful souls with loving hearts, expressing learned violence, institutionalized stupidity, proud ignorance, casual
hypocrisy, shallow belligerent egos buttressed by a foul culture and they are sweethearts who don't even know they
are asleep let alone knowing they are in mortal danger.

The nefarious shadow dwellers have done an astonishingly good job, convincing their prisoners to fight for their right
to be incarcerated, just flabbergasted,
Therefore tomorrow i shall plant another plant, tell the dragonfly i love it as my brother and listen to the lament of the
breeze through the yellow box and spotted gum.
25 May at 21:31
-----------------------------Deanna Klastow
@Arthur~ I acknowledge and am Grateful for all of your work but I must say in my own experience, I have always
stood my ground, papers filed or not, and I realized a long time ago that it is your will that is the ultimate decision
maker whether papers are in place or not. I don't necessarily agree one hundred percent with anyones work but I do
respect everyones right and I do appreciate that Kate has awoken and started the same process for many to find their
path. We do need to work together in co-creation and we need to stop worrying about imaginary lines of who's
information is who's. Think about it Arthur, have you ever heard of the hundredth monkey? and if you did do you
think the first monkey that learned to peel the sweet potato was angry for not getting credit for it? We shouldn't be
doing or living to be acknowledged but rather to learn grow and experience. We need to get back to our tribal space.
Look at tribal communities and see who gets credit for what? There is a ripple that has begun and is becoming a wave
and soon a tsunami~ If we begin pointing fingers and saying who is right and wrong even though we are all going in
the same direction~ Who Wins? I Am Grateful For All You Have Done and I began involving myself in the conversation
because I can see that many people who want freedom are imposing borders whether mental or physical. I am seeing
people who say that want love and community throwing stones at each other. Do you have all of the answers Arthur
or claim to have all of the answers? We need to realize that life is ever changing and we must recognize that we are
all different and give each other space to be that. Kate may not have felt a need to mention you because her intention
was to wake people up not give you applause. I believe we are winning this battle and I don't want to see it die off
and be swept under the rug because we cannot get it together and realize everyone has something to add. You say
that these are your words but you admitted yourself that you got it from another. This is called communication
whether written or verbal and there are no intellectual property rights on that. Please Arthur look at Tribal
communities again who do live in harmony with nature and have never had to file anything to maintain their natural,
harmonious lives. I See the Love and Passion You and Your Wife have, I fully understand how it feels when your
young and your Mom is not there because she has to work. I am not against you. We need to realize that we are all
riding the same wave and it doesn't matter what we are riding on as long as we arrive at the same outcome. I Love
You for Everything You Have Done and I Am Grateful. I appreciate you communicating with me so we can both come
to an understanding of Truth.
25 May at 22:11
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Deanna, we just posted this on the Facebook Wall.
Revolution Or Revolution
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 25th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8520
At the heart of all the work we have been putting '"out there" on the net since 2005 has always been about returning
to our tribal routes. This determination is a massive driving force behind ALL of our Love For Life work and is found
consistently through most of our articles, videos, debates, discussions, podcasts, etc.
We get it that we have a lot in common.
The obvious difference here is that we use the "English Language" to communicate our intentions clearly, word by
word, without vaguery or miscomprehension, words communicating the meaning explained in the Oxford Dictionary. If
you learn to read exactly what is written before you, you might come to sense our true intentions, sense who we
really are and sense where we are really coming from.

There is no need to add meanings that are not found in our writings, meanings that become claims made up out of
thin air, all of it rooted in make-believe.
If you go back and read our original thread here and then see/witness what you have added as "your" meaning to our
work, you can see why people like Jeanice have come forward to correct you, to clear the way forward in your
comprehension of our intentions.
The claims you have made about us are not "our" claims, they were not our intentions, not our creations, not our
thoughts, feelings and dreams coming from our lives. You are both re-presenting the life of the man Kate and representing the lives of Arthur & Fiona Cristian. At no "time" was Kate, Arthur & Fiona present to your performance of
us.
What you have actually done here is attempt to kidnap all our characters so that you can impersonate us here in this
thread to set up the "storytelling" performance of all of us, of your making, IN YOUR IMAGE.
It is clear that you are NOT the first parties Kate or Arthur or Fiona, yet you are clearly making it out that what you, a
3rd party, say's is actually coming from our intentions, from our thoughts, feelings and dreams, that all these added
meanings you introduced into our writings has all come from us.
This is blatant fraud and is lying Deeana.
All the reasons why we dissociated our work and our lives from Kate's work and Kate's life is CLEARLY explained in our
original thread, ALL OF IT. There was nothing more to say because it was all said, all written with pure and sincere
intentions - we provided FULL-DISCLOSURE so that there was no misunderstandings going on.
We point this out so that you might learn from this as we learnt from this over the years and rout it out of our waking
life habits. If Kate wants to sort things out then Kate needs to get in contact with us to sort it out. We refuse to represent Kate as we refuse to let anyone re-present us.
And yes, we attune with everything beautiful and inspiring in your last post. Thanks - We look forward to getting to
know you and learning about your dreams for the co-creation of the dream of life.
26 May at 01:07
-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
the only saver ur goin to find is not in the system it is not on any paper work this is what Kate a dresses on an the
legal name( mark of beast) an the number of the beast is 666 it is the number of a man.
26 May at 01:13
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Where do you think Kate got all this information from??? You have just written out the work we put out over and over
and over again on the net going back many years.
26 May at 01:15
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
BUT what Kate and you are addressing is ONLY HALF of the remedy - Kate left the other half out.... WHY????
26 May at 01:16

-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
I did not get that from Kate I al ways known this I read mi script urs when I wuz about 6/7 befor any one could realy
corrupt mi mind Kate has gotten some information from me an knew exactly what I wuz saing when everyone else
dismisses it an she says it al thye time listen wit ur eyes and see with ur ears as long as ppl stay in the literal (current
state of mind) will not see/hear this It is as simple as Kate says lose the name and yet it will be the hardest thin for
ppl to do until they know who they are and I got a lot of love for those ppl coz it is a narrow path and thin she says
win the game we al made a contract with our creator befor commin here to play the game so get in the game
scriptures say finesh ur first works ask ur wife what kinda of games did she and her friends play or the little nursery
rymes when they were youngsters/yung stars Kate an I didn't leave anythin out this is something that man needs to
leave out of his beleifs.I sent u and ur wife a post a few months ago about a summons and ask what u thot about
what i rote on the back u rote back an told me that I first must get mi house in order I have no hard feelins towards
any one but mi house is in order I have been ready to go home for a long time mi house is here and it is called
Aquarious everyone needs to pull it together because this is a war between good and evil and the grand prize is our
soul
26 May at 04:50
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
dropping the 'name' and running away is not remedy
and neither are these stories
26 May at 06:39
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Blu Skys Intexas - The demonic world operates as apparitions that are demons projected, performed and controlled
by Satanists through remote projection, remote viewing & remote control = marionettes pulled at the strings by
master puppeteers.
There are numerous methods used to attack victims with, this includes but not limited to the sounds of English &
other read and write alphabet languages, images coming out of Hollywood, TV, Videos, Movies, Internet, Advertising,
Media, etc, etc, and processed foods/liquids (nature) containing dead MAN placentas, abortioned babies, torturedritualised men, women, children and animals found in over 20,000 processed food/liquid products, chemtrails,
chemicalised/fluoridated/chlorinated water, vaccinations, etc, etc.
Satanists have many, many, mediums being used for these ethereal/aethereal "psychic" attacks and it is a vast
pantomime being carried out in the water of MANS (our) breath (collective-consciousness) since this non-sense began
"long-ago".
There is NO such natural-living-sensory-life-forms as "Aquarius", "mind", "contract with our creator", "before coming
here", "play the game", "game scriptures", "war between good and evil", "summons", "time", etc...... These are all
part of the demonic props of a "fantasy game" being performed between your ears that has sucked you in through
belief, faith and associated opinion, all deeply rooted in trauma/reactions-to-trauma since whenever you claimed
these demons as being part of the reality of the life of the fallen-MAN you are presently co-creating.
You are being seriously deceived BIG-TIME.
Trauma and reactions to trauma has got you hooked, line and sinker to the master puppeteers who are messing
terribly with your real-life.
Can you please bring forward all these images as sensory-living first parties without you having to perform on behalf
of them as a third party so that the living can have a direct sensory first party to first party experience with them?

If you can't do this in PRESENT-SENSE, then all you've got is this "psychic attack" being played out between your ears
which is making a terrible mess of your real-life as MAN. = you have been misled by all the perpetrators of this LIE =
"The System".
The fact is YOU ARE ALREADY HOME where all our ancestors and descendants have always been. Those who
remembered who they really are and what they are really part of are already amongst the living in present-sense as
living creators/co-creators of the dream of life.
There is NO journey to and from anywhere to anywhere because we already are where we have always been. Only the
conflict of fantasies, illusions & delusions bouncing to and fro between your ears of these "psychic attacks" is giving
you the impression that these demonic apparitions "exist".
When you completely stop giving these demons your life-force-energy as listed above (stop eating/drinking processed
foods/liquids, etc, given up drugs, alcohol, eating meat & dairy products) and you are strong enough with your freewill determination to be clear of these man-made-entities/thought-forms. these demons will fade away from your
dreaming - they will no longer play a part in the dreaming of the creation of the MAN you are creating in presentsense.
"Time", "space", "after-life-destination" con-cepts/con-structs are all props in the Satanic Grand Architects glorious
holy scheme.of MANS fall into committing spiritual suicide.
We have just provided you with some very clear clues as to who Kate really is and who Kate is really working for.
Things are not what they seem. The greatest lie and liar is the one closest to the truth, they cause the greatest
damage of all.
In the middle of the word belief is the word lie and in the middle of the word lie is "i" and "i" (demons in/of "name") is
the greatest lie and liar of all. "i" is the "all-seeing eye" - the victims all-see the demons being part of
truth/reality/nature/creation/etc, being part of their real-lives, but this is a lie.
All demons are reflections in the mirror of "i", who you presently believe you are. They are the echoes of non-sensory
images that are the apparitions con-ceived by Satanists bouncing to and fro between your ears and while you worship
these demons they are the "illuminated light" of your making, of your all-seeing-eye, to glorify their grand deception,
holy scriptures being at the heart of this grand deception. You are "right", the grand prize is your "soul" - they already
got it!
26 May at 10:10
-----------------------------Kenneth Jeffrey Slem
My baby and I have Eternity ahead of us and if you live with the stupid then you live with the dead.
26 May at 09:56
-----------------------------Max Igan
Lol... I have to comment here, just this once, its way too tempting not to, simply because this post of Arthur's - made
to 'dissaccociate' himself from a work he is not associated with to begin with - is a perfect example of the subtle
programming Arthur Cristian constantly employs, and stands as a great example of a spell master at work. The point
being this:
Arthur is in no way associated with kate of gaia's work anyway. He just isn't. We have all been talking about name
fraud for years. Many, many people have been doing so for many, many years. Even I have been saying for years that
you are not the name, the name is just ink spots on a piece of paper. You will likely find radio shows where I
mentioned it back in 2009 when I first began broadcasting on air before I had ever heard of Arthur. What Kate has
done, is find the way, the simple steps that can be used to navigate out of corporate jurisdiction, and is offering to the
world, nothing more. The work is not based on Arthurs work in any way, shape or form. Arthur however, by posting

an article to 'disassociate' himself from a work to which he holds no claim, has received no mention, and is already
not associated with in any way, is actually actively working to associate himself with the work, claim it as his own
intellectual property and attempt use it as an mechanism with which to steer people away from confronting the
system and convince them to join his commune. He does this, quite literally, ALL the time with anyone whose work he
feels he may be able to manipulate to further his cause. Arthur is terrified of the people uniting for any cause that is
not his own and, if you read his posts - not that anyone really can, because each is a self aggrandizing, mind numbing
diatribe that he uses to harvest the energy and time it takes to read and decipher his psychobabble - you find it is full
of subtle programming and written in such a manner as to confound the reader with logical fallacies and kind of numb
one into an almost trance state where you are open to his programming, the spells he is attempting to weave and the
NLP he includes in his lengthy diatribes. In typical narcissistic fashion, you will also notice that every link he posts as
any reference to his claims, also refers ONLY to his own work, as he constantly uses his own previous claims as proof
to back up any new claims he makes. Unfortunately Arthur is highly delusional and is running very deep Vatican
programming, hence his constant references to satanism and his claim that the name is the 'mark of the beast'. His
main goal in life appears to be self promotion coupled with relentless and tireless attempts at spreading distrust,
disunity, division, misinformation, outright lies and fabrications. And he does this without a shred of remorse or
consideration for those he hurts along the way... He does not ever attempt to converse with the people he makes his
accusations about in order to at least research the matter. As a point of reference., he began secretly spreading
disinformation and lies about me, completely behind my back, in news letters and private emails without ever once
discussing things with me at all, long before I ever confronted him about it, so I know his M.O. very well. And he
always, always uses his attacks on others as a mechanism for self promotion. This is pure and very obvious
sociopathy...
The fact is that all researchers have their own view, depending upon what information they have been able to
assimilate, and some are more awake than others. Some attempt to start movements because they believe they have
it figured out, sometimes they may have, some still have a lot to lean, but many know something has to change and
so they do what they can, what feels right to them, in order to help awaken others. You see the reality is that we are
all here together and everyone holds a piece of the puzzle regardless of their level of knowledge...
Respect and dialogue is what is needed. All egos aside, lets put it all on the table and see what we can make work...
So... Be very, very careful of people like Arthur Cristian and ask yourself the question as to why on earth he would
spend so very, very much of his time attacking other researchers - people whom he does not know, has never met,
never spoken to, never looked into their eyes. Arthur Cristian has perhaps done more to promote distrust,
disinformation, disunity, confusion and outright lies than almost any other single person I have come across, except
perhaps Ben Fullford - though Fullford is nowhere near as subtly deceptive as Arthur, nor does he appear to be
actively seeking to program his followers the way Arthur does.
Look into your heart folks because that is where you will find all the truth you need.
For my part, Well, Im thinking of driving down to Bowral and knocking on his front door so he can make his false
accusations to my face. He began posting lies about Mark McMurtrie and that's what Mark did... Arthur ran off with his
tail between his legs and never attacked him again. I may just do the same thing... I could do with a drive and it
would be kinda fun
My apologies for the length of this post.
Over and out
26 May at 12:14
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
And all stories change with perception.
Max, hope you do drive out. Have wanted to travel to see the family for a while. Truthfully, with different intent than
mentioned by you...but no less, sense is often over looked online, and feel coming together to better grasp each other
is often needed.
26 May at 13:51
------------------------------

Arthur Cristian
Max, in context to the way "name" is used as we have clearly explained in the body of the Love For Life work, there
was nothing out there anywhere. We know that because between March 2005 and mid 2007 we were heavily involved
with many hundreds of awe-inspiring good hearted men and women working on the front line of exposing the
corruption in the courts, etc, in the USA, Canada, UK, NZ, Australia, & elsewhere. Many of these people still remain in
contact with us and are friends. They all know who they are and most of their work is found in the Love For Life
website.
If the "name" was realised in the light of the work we exposed then we would have learnt all about it between March
2005 and mid 2007 from any of the many hundreds of freedom-truthers, constitutional, common law, citizen, etc, etc,
fighters/exposers, etc, etc, many who had been at this work for up to twenty years before we came along.
There was nothing out there. If it was out there we would have been using the material for our court cases.
Please bring forward documented factual information that has been filed in court prior March 2005 that reflects the
information we started bringing out for all to see - we would love to sight such documents.
What we did was show that "name" is the mark (contract) of/to the beast and using "name" already has you be the
right party.
This has nothing to do with the strawman, person, agent-in-commerce info because the duality of name with or
without caps being argued over was a blatant LIE - a yellow brick road for the duped to go down.
The fact was ---------- ANYTHING to do with NAME already is the contract, regardless whether "name" in caps or no
caps or a mixture of both or whether it comes with titles or not, middle names or not, etc, etc....
A massive difference here.
This is why Arthur dropped all contracts with "name" and started beating them.
Bring forward the evidence to back your claims Max.
Max, almost everything you have written is a load of bullshit. You have made all this up because you have nothing of
FACT to back your claims with. All you've got to offer is character assassinations which clearly reveals what you are all
about. Many are waking up to see through your Intel Psyop Program.
Refer to the post we put up about you and Mark Darwin and answer the
questions. https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853
A simple yes or no will do.
You see with us, we welcome you coming after us as much as you want because not only do you come out in the open
for all to see, you also only leave a trail of doubt behind you because you don't provide any factual evidence to back
your claims, NOTHING.
This is a clear INTEL trademark.
Many are noticing the real Max Igan wolf coming out from behind the front of the "nice sheep" persona. No matter
what you do you are destroying your "front" and are being exposed for all to see.
All lies are curses and all liars are processing curses.
If you are so confident in what you say, why not have a 3 hour live debate with us, with no interruptions, and be
recorded for uploading to YouTube etc, for all to see? How about that Max?
As for the first party Kate, he is most welcome to talk with us first parties and sort everything out between us. Thus
far, it appears he is not capable of this. We are not interested in dealing with 3rd party impostors of Kate and Arthur &
Fiona Cristian.

-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
This is a conversation with people that we claim are INTEL agents, Mark Darwin of Truthology and Max Igan. It all
started because we asked Ivana https://www.facebook.com/ivana.dirlicsindija/posts/10152427160663469 why she
was taking our posts down from her Facebook Wall when the information we are putting up is to help people wake up
to how they are being manipulated. This is what Ivana says she lives/stands for too. We also said that Mark Darwin
and Max Igan were INTEL BIG-TIME, implying, why is she protecting them by taking down posts that rout them out.
Ivana posted this (above link): To my Perth friends! Don't miss this opportunity...Freedom Summit is going on tonight
in your neighborhood....And they are offering free tickets!!! Lucky you guys I went to see it here in Sydney and it was
a brilliant event. There are some amazing speakers to be there ......Don't miss it!
----------------------------------Ivana replied:
Max Igan is not intel......neither is Mark Darwin. You got that wrong, BIGTIME Arthur/Fiona! Bigtime! By the way, I
don't like when people sharing their stuff on my wall as a separate posts.....if there is something you want to say
related to specific thread feel free and post it under that thread, but pls don't use my wall to promote your
messages....it's not cool. Ta
----------------------------------Mark Darwin replied:
Yes Arthur, I am intell and so is Max...... Mate you discredit yourself BIGTIME with such rubbish posts. Heal mate....
----------------------------------We replied with these posts.............
In reference to this video posted here: https://www.facebook.com/jeanice.barcelo/posts/10203671779503096,
Jeanice Barcello wrote today asking: Arthur Cristian - can you share more of your thoughts about the metal bowls? Do
you feel the same about crystal bowls?
Hi Jeanice, everything of nature/earth/life, all sensory-life-forms, inanimate or not, has an ORIGINAL purpose for the
dream of life - they exist where they are for that purpose. All we need to do is attune with them for them to reveal
their true purpose with each of us.
This is very different to having your head spinning with stories about crystals, crystal healings, metal bowl
resonances, etc, etc, not coming from these sensory-life-forms, BUT coming from impostors who hijacked the natural
characters (information) of sensory-life-forms so they can impersonate them, to act as the 3rd party storytellers of
information about the crystals that has not come directly from the crystals, etc, and making out that it does. The fact
is this is a lie, they are lying, they made it all up and are the blind-spots making a terrible mess of our real lives.
Just as every grain of sand is unique/original, so is every crystal, so is every MAN. So how can we say that "quartz
crystals do this and are good for that" when by doing so we are lumping all quartz crystals in one basket and all of
MAN in one basket. Every time someone puts something in our head and we superimpose it on life, we are creating a
blind spot because we are not communicating directly with the life form. This is how we form "The System".
This blind spot is a demon controlling your thoughts, feelings (turned/twisted into e-motions) and actions. How many
blind spots do we all have, as we struggle to reclaim who we really are?????? We just have to keep recognising them
and letting go, recognising them and letting go, recognising them and letting go, and trying to remain humble
because we can be sure that the area where we put our noses in the air and either refuse to acknowledge our blind
spots or justify them, are the areas where we are most in the grip of the demons.
EVERYTHING of the dream of life is sacred - not just the crystal spots, or the pristine spots, or a "special" tree. Even
the land we have scarred and carved is sacred, even if it doesn't seem so because of what we have done to it. All the

carving and scarring is the blind spots telling us that it is ok to carve and scar, which is why it is carved and scarred.
If we didn't have the story telling of cars, non-natural houses, mobile phones, ovens, etc, in our heads, we would
never think to have mines, or to create roads, etc. Same with mining for crystals.
The uniqueness and originality of everything in its natural, original and unique "place" is what allies with our
uniqueness and originality too. If we are brought up by pristine nature, we are able to tune into the uniqueness and
originality about everything and the uniqueness and originality of everything brings out the uniqueness and originality
of each of us, which resonates back with nature. We co-create nature with our unique and original thoughts and
dreams and nature gives us access to the unique, original thoughts and dreams of all of MAN co-creating with nature.
This allows us to be present to all of creation to create our uniqueness/originality which expands the unique original
dream of life with the presence of our unique original lives.
Imagine being a young child in nature without any system thoughts and stories in our heads; we have the natural
ability to access all the uniqueness and originality of every life form of nature right here and now, the WHOLE of it, in
present sense because that information is who we really are, it is our consciousness. And there is no "journey", no
"ritual", no "training", to get to the information - it is there in present sense at every moment. It is only when we get
blind spots that we disconnect from consciousness in present sense, creating "time", distance and separation so that
we are no longer conscious of the information of the dream of life. It is when we are no longer conscious that we are
able to scar, carve and destroy, unable and unwilling to sense the harm we are causing. We no longer sense the
original unique purpose of what we are destroying. Our heritage has become an abomination passed on to our
progeny. We have forsaken vast "parts" of who we really are.
Everything of life, from the ocean beds to the highest mountains, to the forests, to all the celestial bodies, to
everything deep beneath Earth, is the breeze of MANS consciousness blowing across Earth to ruffle our hair and
caress our faces, it is the warm embracing sunlight of MANS unique and original truth raising each of us in the joy and
celebration of our elation for being the unique and original MAN we all really are. It is constantly present.
Untampered by "system thought", the blind spots, we honour, protect, celebrate, rejoice, nurture, and expand the
uniqueness of our ancestors as our children will honour and protect ours, as we protect theirs by protecting them from
system thought, the blind-spots. But alas, this is not to be - we are all deeply bogged down with storytelling blindspots that are demons leading us out front with almost everything we think feel and do for a whole life-"time",
destroying the uniqueness and originality of all of life. We are now the scarred and carved remains of who we were
meant to be, of MAN. And people want to buy crystals that have been carved from Earth and sit "feeling their power"
and performing rituals with them. Are crystals powerful? Of course they are, but in our present dumbed down state,
we have no idea how to connect with them or use them to aid in our co-creation.
And here we are, creating "freedom" movements, trying to create freedom and truth for each other, all the time we
are continuing to scar, carve and destroy MAN/Earth/nature. We already are uniquely and originally free, we just have
to live it, be it (be left alone untampered to be truly free), just as all the information we need of creation, of our
creation, is available, if we would only sense it, if our heads hadn't been tampered with.
How do foundations/trust/money/commerce/movements of freedom, etc, create freedom? They are just image power
blind spots and this is what the whole Freemasonic/Satanic Intel world is all about - capturing gullible people through
their blind spots, through storytelling from third parties, which is what the freedom/truth movement and all the INTEL
agents involved is all about, desecrating our fellow MAN. It is full of men and women acting as imposters of a freedom
(the thought of freedom is not freedom) over other men and women by claiming that their story telling of a freedom is
the story of freedom when this is a BLATANT LIE.
How can you re-present another MAN and have the MAN still be unique and original? You can't it is impossible.
The freedom/truther INTEL agents come as rescuers, saviours, messiahs, etc, just as the Knights Templars waded into
the Crusades, and performed benevolent works. They rescued those under a deeply traumatised image power
problem to put them into another deeply traumatised image power problem. Nothing changed. The trauma, the blind
spots, never left them.
The sleight of hand cleverly crafts its deception.
Everything about the freemasonic/satanic world is about Kidnapping MAN and putting MAN under the image power of
their stories, their blind spots.
Nothing has changed.

This is blatant black magic because they are forcing other men and women under their image power of a freedom of
their standing, their storytelling of freedom that forces everyone under their standing of a freedom. There is no
uniqueness and originality of MAN here. It is still all about the "name" of freedom and we are just imposters
committing fraud. One freedom fits all - this is communism, socialism, dictatorship, the Cesar Empire, democracy, the
reincarnation of Roman Catholic Church and the Church of England under the Start Trek Federation version of
freedom, aka the New World Order.
Watch out for the rescuers who come to lead you out of the frying pan into the fire. Watch out for Sacha Stone with
his HUMANITAD, NEW EARTH PROJECT (Ushering In A New Era Of Planetary Innovation And Leadership - lolllllll),
watch out for Frank O'Collins with his UCADIA and ONE HEAVEN, watch out for THRIVE, ZEITGEIST, UBUNTU, OPPT,
SWISSINDO, ONE EARTH this or that, NEW WORLD this or that, ONE CONSCIOUSNESS this or that, watch out for
David Icke, Jordan Maxwell, Kevin Annett, Benjamin Fulford, Mark Passio, Santos Bonacci ASTROTHEOLOGY, etc,
watch out for FREEDOM this or that movements, organisations, like Mark Darwin with his TRUTHOLOGY and FREEDOM
SUMMITS, etc, as THEY ARE ALL Knights Templar (Freemasonic/Satanic) engineered Intel bullshit. They are all blindspots for the duped to remain blind to who they really are and what they are really part of. They are ALL shepherds to
the sheeple, the duped.
With all of these movements/shepherds, everything is in the "name". It is not naturally expressed and lived in/of the
MAN. It is the "name" Zeitgeist, the "name" Ubuntu", the "name" OPPT, the "name" Freedom. These are all
shadows/reflections bouncing to and fro between the victims ears and they are all the blind spots keeping victims
under control and pliant.
There are multi millions of men, women and children suffering under "The System", the blind spots, now being got at
with the very same methods that got them in this situation in the first place, under the guise of getting them out of
"The System". They are being provided with another system ("NAME") of "freedom"!
We are all unique and original, not one the same as the next, so how can we be provided with the same, textbook
freedom?
This is a lie, fraud.
This problem is appearing everywhere now - remedies full of mantras that sound as though they are offering just what
we need but are in fact only offering conformity and more image power, the blind spots. Again, we are relying on
others to provide us with Freedom through the "name" Freedom, rather than taking FULL-responsibility for our lives in
present-sense. Best we are all left alone to recreate our real-lives uniquely.
To expand on these themes in greater detail please read this post http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514 and follow the
sequential order links provided to other Love For Life articles and videos which collectively provide the big-picture we
see/sense, particularly these posts, listed below.
----------------------------------At this link: https://www.facebook.com/kipper/posts/10203671756662525
Capri Adirim posted this comment:
Sacha Stone Beyond Time, Money & Fear - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKVT1p18-o4&feature=share
New Earth Founder Sacha Stone interviewed by CNW TV in Belgium. This short (graphically animated) interview
outlines the New Earth vision and it's zero-point dimension. Please SHARE this widely and join the rising chorus of
sovereignty and consciousness-in-action.
----------------------------------We replied......
The World is "The System" - no such thing as "Old" Earth and "New" Earth - If we accept, honour, protect, nurture
and celebrate uniqueness/originality of everything and don't interfere whatsoever then there is no "old" or :new" just creation/co-creation of life from instant to instant of our every breath.

Some of the Humanitad members are Intel, people like Jerry Prus & John Walsh - He is revealing his part in the NWO
---- he says..... in reference to Chile "held in the protectorate in the "trust" outside the jurisdiction of any nation state
under pure law".
WHAT A LOAD OF SPIN-DOCTORING BULLSHIT THIS. IS.... "UNDER PURE LAW".
What Pure Law?
Whose Pure Law?
And who were the legal-papers filed to/with?
----------------------------------Capri Adirim replied
Arthur he said 'pure law' is individual law. We each choose individually. "Do no harm" imho should be universal.
Arthur, I am sure even within your own home their are 'rules' such as keep the toilet seat down, keep the music at a
level that does not disrupt other members of the family that say are trying to sleep/nap etc. etc. Ones 'job/rule' may
be that one takes out the garbage while the other does dishes etc. Unless we live completely autonomous (no other
human beings around to interact/commune with) then in reality we can't really 'do as we please'.
----------------------------------We replied................
And who is this lawful legal authority, based in pure law, with the power/force to protect this community?
Sounds like the Federation (NWO) of Star Trek coming together behind the scenes. Watch out..... anyone who
believes this shit is being had, are being led down another yellow brick road.
And has faculties for "economics"!
And much of the infrastructure are dead corpse buildings requiring "The System" to build, maintain them etc..... The
NWO is a cashless economy which AND he supports "Virtual Government" ----- UNDER UNIVERSAL LAW..... LOLLLLLLL
etc, etc..... This is not a remedy whatsoever.
He also says "the mask is almost off and once that mask falls and the emperor is found to have no clothes standing
behind the curtain the "world" is going to change very very quickly......"
Would love to have a discussion with him". He wrote to us a few years ago. He never answered the questions we
raised with him back then.
This post is expanding on what we wrote to Jeanice Barcello as posted above:
They are BLIND SPOTS Capri...... there is no such thing as "individual law" and "universal", again this is "NAME"
"individual law" and "NAME" "universal", implying "NAME" do no harm "uni-verse all law" and implying "NAME"
"FREEDOM"
Remember the stuff we put up about
phonetics: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203667898126064 (there are a few of the same post
floating around, this is just one of them)
Universe = UNI - VERSE - ALL = brainwashing = blind spots.
Individual = In Divide U All = brainwashing = blind spots.

Uni = ONE = a combining form occurring in loanwords from Latin (universe ), used, with the meaning “one,” in the
formation of compound words (unicycle ) - NOTICE THE WORD "LOAN-WORDS" MEANING NOT YOURS and CHOICE THIS IS NOT FREEDOM.
Verse = metrical composition; poetry, especially as involving metrical form. a particular type of metrical line: a
hexameter verse. a succession of metrical feet written, printed, or orally composed as one line; one of the lines of a
poem. (not in technical use) a stanza. MEANING = CONTRIVED, MECHANICAL, PRE-DETERMINED = this is not
freedom - this is CHOICE! You did not dream, invent and manufacture the car, you just learnt to drive and started
driving it. Again, this is not freedom, this is choice.
All = the whole of (used in referring to quantity, extent, or duration): all the cake; all the way; all year. the whole
number of (used in referring to individuals or particulars, taken collectively): all students. the greatest possible (used
in referring to quality or degree): with all due respect; with all speed. every: all kinds; all sorts. any; any whatever:
beyond all doubt. MEANING = ONE SHOE FITS ALL FOREVER = ONE SYSTEM (many system thoughts in one system =
law - individual law, pure law, universal law and all other bullshit laws conjured up) - THIS IS ABSOLUTE - THIS IS
ALL THE CHOICES YOU'VE GOT - THIS IS NOT FREEDOM!
Metrical = pertaining to meter or poetic measure. composed in meter or verse. pertaining to measurement. MEANING
- RULES MADE UP BY SOMEONE ELSE - NOT YOU - Again, CHOICE - NOT FREEDOM!
Measurement = the act of measuring. a measured dimension. extent, size, etc., ascertained by measuring. a system
of measuring or measures: liquid measurement. MEANING - THE ENCLOSURE - YOU CAN'T OPERATE/THINK OUTSIDE
IT.
Unicycle = a vehicle with one wheel, especially a pedal-driven device kept upright and steered by body balance,
commonly used by acrobats and other performers. - MEANING - YOU ONLY HAVE ONE OPTION = CHOICE - YOU ARE
TRAPPED IN THE CYCLE OF THE UNI ---------- VERSE
In = (used to indicate inclusion within space, a place, or limits): walking in the park. (used to indicate inclusion within
something abstract or immaterial): in politics; in the autumn. (used to indicate inclusion within or occurrence during a
period or limit of time): in ancient times; a task done in ten minutes. (used to indicate limitation or qualification, as of
situation, condition, relation, manner, action, etc.): to speak in a whisper; to be similar in appearance. (used to
indicate means): sketched in ink; spoken in French. MEANING = Inside the enclosure, the word spells of "name" that
imprison you, which all comes from education. You have had 20 years + experience of system thought to prepare you
for the "name" words of Sacha, etc. Very few of us have original thoughts. This is all black magic in action, compelling
you to perform under these word spells of "name".
Divid (in prescriptions) divide. In Latin, divid means divide
Divide = to separate into parts, groups, sections, etc. to separate or part from something else; sunder; cut off. to deal
out in parts; distribute in shares; apportion. to cleave; part. to separate in opinion or feeling; cause to disagree: The
issue divided the senators. MEANING = SEPARATION FROM DIRECT EXPERIENCE WITH NATURE = SEPARATION FROM
WHO WE REALLY ARE AND WHAT WE ARE REALLY PART OF. Why else would you fight for the spells that Sacha is
weaving? Blind spots keeping you blind to the "name" spells. All this is reaction to trauma.
U = You = the pronoun of the second person singular or plural, used of the person or persons being addressed, in the
nominative or objective case: You are the highest bidder. It is you who are to blame. We can't help you. This package
came for you. Did she give you the book? one; anyone; people in general: a tiny animal you can't even see. (used in
apposition with the subject of a sentence, sometimes repeated for emphasis following the subject): You children pay
attention. You rascal, you! Informal. (used in place of the pronoun your before a gerund): There's no sense in you
getting upset. Archaic. a. yourself; yourselves: Get you home. Make you ready. b. a plural form of the pronoun ye.
noun, plural yous. something or someone closely identified with or resembling the person addressed: Don't buy the
bright red shirt—it just isn't you. It was like seeing another you. the nature or character of the person addressed: Try
to discover the hidden you. MEANING = THE IDENTIFICATION OF THE HUE-MAN WITH THE "NAMES" OF "THE
SYSTEM" - THE REFLECTION/SHADOWS OF YOU BOUNCING TO AND FRO BETWEEN THE EARS THAT IS NOT YOU.
All = REFER ABOVE
Individual = They divide us with their brainwashing of creed, culture, nation, etc, and rule us with the choices they
provide us to perform "name" in "The System" - You did not create the English language with legalese, its
mathematics, its geometry, its university courses & careers, titles, standings, etc, you did not create the education,
religion, politics, law, Hollywood, TV, Media, Advertising, entertainment, supermarkets, highways, transport,

corporations doing whatever, etc, etc, AND YOU DID NOT CREATE "NAME". They are all just choices provided for you.
THIS IS NOT FREEDOM. See the post on the Mountain MAN charged and arrested with eating food in the forest
because he was hungry: https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203666156282519
You are seriously mistaking choice for freedom here. Choice has nothing to do with freedom. Shopping down the
aisles of a supermarket is not freedom, it is choice, its ALL BEEN PROVIDED FOR YOU BY OTHERS = slaves/slavery.
What you are seeing is a BLATANT PSYOP PROGRAM where you have been hypnotised to perform to suggestion, to
move to your master's command, all the while in a deep sleep.
The extensive brainwashing you have already been provided with is where you use your choice for imagining
"individual law" or "universal law" and with it, "freedom". There is NO FREEDOM here. Only sheeple go through the
gates of enclosures of one choice of green paddock to another but they have no freedom because they were already
enclosed and forced by sheep dogs, etc, to move from one enclosure to another. Sheeple do the same thing when
shopping down the isles of supermarkets or driving on roads to petrol stations, clothing shops, etc, etc......
IT IS ALL CHOICE - IT IS NOT FREEDOM
In fact, only sheeple are trapped in the UNI-VERSE-ALL that is ONE STORY going around and around and around their
heads, bouncing to and fro as shadows/reflections of "name" "freedom", but this is a blatant lie because it was really
only a choice already provided for them - they were already got at before they were duped into believing they had
freedom within the story-telling of the uni-verse they are performing/believing in as "NAME" "FREEDOM".
Working together as a team effort around the home has NOTHING to do with universal or individual law. That is
freedom when all first parties come to the table to co-create their uniqueness/originality for the team effort. NOTE:
there are no third parties coming in-between any of them, telling them how to think, feel and act about anything. A
MASSIVE DIFFERENCE HERE.
We need to be really vigilant and discerning about the blind-spots that are making a mess of our lives as we
think/believe they are part of our true-freedom, when the FACT is, they were choices, and nothing more, meaning
there is no freedom to be found there = YOU HAVE NO FREEDOM.
----------------------------------We then posted all of the above on Ivana's thread and then posted this comment
Mark, please show us in all your work and in all Max's work, where you are providing freedom and not choice and that
you are not providing the "names" of freedom and manipulating and using and abusing many, many people in the
"name" of freedom, when it is only choice masquerading as freedom. How many curses are you manipulating into
processing in the "name" of money as they react to trauma? You probably need to do some background work into
what we are saying to comprehend fully what we are saying but, if you are really interested in truth and freedom for
all, we assume that you will leave no stone unturned, in case you are on the wrong path. If you can't prove it and you
won't change your ways, then who are you answerable to, who are you working for? Who is your master?
There are many INTEL agents out there spreading lies and causing people to get hurt in the process and there are
also many, many people extremely angry about many, many things and some of them are vigilantes who have no
problem carrying guns and using them. They have been reading our work, and the work of others who are putting out
information that is waking people up to the truth of how people are being manipulated across the board. Many of
them have been watching the scene for years and we have been asked to join them, which we will not do because we
are not into violence. They have been harmed in various ways and those who are out there in front, leading the way
in the psyop freedom/truth movement, as well as though associated with them, will be sitting ducks when the
pressure cooker blows. For example, someone like Ivana could be a target if she is associated with you and associated
with the INTEL networks that have caused so much harm to so many. Even Stephanie is a sitting duck, and all the
others who support you. This is true healing that we are offering you here. Pull out, save your lives and stop the
harm, stop the lying, stop the blatant manipulation. .
Our commitment is to wake people up to the real tactics and more and more people are waking up to how they have
been used and abused. We don't think you guys realise the enormity of the backlash swelling against all INTEL.
This is Fiona and Arthur both writing in all these posts.

26 May at 16:42
-----------------------------Jan Aloha
26 May at 16:38
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Jan, this is not a quarrel and it is not over freedom-truth and Arthur is completely out of "The System" - no
corporation owners involved with Arthur to be applauding over a quarrel.
26 May at 18:46
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
outside the box is open forum, all you have to do is skype in.
26 May at 19:06
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
This was an interesting read. In Arthur and Fiona's defence....What they purpose as the solution I have felt in my
being for a long time is the answer.... a mass "Exodus from the system" "Gifts of Love/Life" A "Re-education" in
regards to all the poison and me, myself and I mind set...as expressed in their 10 steps to Kindom.
This has always been my intuitive thinking from my early teens...In defence of Max, I've been listening to him for
quite some time now. Watched him live etc.
I do think Max is right, everyone holds a piece of the puzzle and needs to come together, but I hold in high esteem
Arthur and Fiona's "solution" to the question, how to slay the beast?
From my humble perspective I don't believe either of you are pro NWO deceivers. Ya like two opposing political party's
who if come together could create something powerful towards slaying the beast but you are at each others
throats...In my way of thinking there are no messiahs...there cant be coz I am lol...Max, Arthur and Fiona...I love you
guys for the quality of your characters and what you stand for...I believe you are all quality beings with aspirations
towards love for mankind Love for Life And surviving the Matrix.
26 May at 20:25
-----------------------------Jones Common As Muck Tom
unfortunately even to the destruction of the planet the masses will still not turn away from their own demise , they
have become comfortably numb
26 May at 22:34
-----------------------------Wade Libbis
Say Hurah hurah...whatever will be will be...

26 May at 22:36
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Shaun - we provided all the reasons why we put the Disassociation in place with Kate Of Gaia and his work. This is our
standing. Kate is not answerable to us just as we are not answerable to Kate. BUT, if Kate wants to sort out any
issues that come up for Kate about us then this is up to Kate to do so. Our conscience is very clear - we have no emotional attachments to any outcomes with Kate. We just expose the truth as we see/sense it and move on and do it
again and move on and do it again and move on. The most important part of the work we do is the Kindom/Do No
Harm Community Remedy which is all about setting MAN free from being under the image power of another MAN. This
is all about being conscious of the many ways we cause and support harm and working through how to completely
withdraw from supporting and causing harm in all its forms as fast as possible. This is all about a mass exodus out of
"The System" back to NO SYSTEM. Refer to many of our posts for more on all this.
Yesterday at 02:02
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
i get that. what i meant was outside the box is an open forum, and kate says regularly, anyone who wants to disprove
her work is welcome to discuss it live on air, i think it would clear things up somewhat, is all. i noticed jeanice, posted
my post, of a section of text from one of your videos as proof/evidence that kate stole your work, which it is not, as
far as im concerned, i posted it for what it is, and not as a reference to kate, i have referenced and thanked you in
other posts of yours i have uploaded, i attempt always to consider the many ways information travels around, when i
post, to some extent to minimise the risk of misinterpretation, from people who maybe arent the ones i was thinking
of in posting, dependent on subject matter.but also to condense the point of the post to keep it simple, as so many
have no appetite for lengthy reads these days....i remain neutral in regards to the nature and integrity of all others on
this path of discovery, we are all travelling on. for instance when i post things relating to the fraud of politics, it is
mainly for people i know locally who are still under the spell of it. it doesnt reflect where i am at regarding politics, as i
have to 'travel backwards' on my path to address the retarded world of politicking.
Yesterday at 02:24
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
sometimes i come up with phrases and i add video/text/photos, in a way of expanding the words i have used, again
its all open to interpretation i guess, but i would never purposely post someone's work to further my own point and
diminish theirs, i like to think i stay in keeping with the messages i have recieved, while expanding on them where
possible. i also never purposely put anyone on a pedestal. i give credit where it is due, of course, and thank you again
for your inspiring work,.
Yesterday at 02:30
-----------------------------Alexandros Agelastos
Don't hold your breath. And why should he take part in Keith's "show" ? Arthur is not an attention whore.
Yesterday at 02:35
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

If he has any issues then it is up to Kate to clear things up with us.
KATE OFFERS NO REMEDY TO GET MAN OUT OF "THE SYSTEM" FOREVERMORE - NOTHING - EVERYONE IS STILL
STUCK IN "THE SYSTEM". Due to Kate's work, please bring forward someone who is completely out of "The System"
for a few years now - we would like to talk to he/she/them and their supporters - we will do a thorough background
check.
Yesterday at 02:36
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
Alexandros, i asked why not, i didnt say he should. . im not trying to make this argument bigger, i had considered
what a discussion would be like with kate and arthur, prior to the dissasociation post arthur put up, i would still like to
hear that discussion, though it does look unlikely now. i dont know how many times i have to say im being neutral in
my questions, i only care about getting to the truth, i have no interest in personalities and doctrines,
Yesterday at 02:44
-----------------------------Alexandros Agelastos
Shaun, np mate, i wasn't referring to you anyway, but Jan.
Yesterday at 02:46
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer ok.
Yesterday at 02:47
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
You see with our small tribe we already have someone completely out of "The System" since 2009, and we are
working on the next one completely stepping out and then the next one and the next one. Our tribe walks the talk.
THIS IS FACT. All our spare waking life is creating living things like this - our goal is to set free hundreds and
hundreds of us as part of the Kindom tribe we live for. People who are serious come and get involved in the DOING of
FREEDOM and not just the TALKING of FREEDOM. We are MORE interested in talking with people who walk the talk of
a living freedom.
From Bare Dirt To Abundance
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
51 Minutes 46 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
Yesterday at 02:47
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

This is how we are doing it
The Steps Of Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life 2006/2007
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
Yesterday at 02:50
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
all i can say arthur is many who call into the show have said they are out of the system, but i cannot provide proof of
this, just like if someone asked me, i couldnt provide concrete evidence that you and kate are the only ones who have
cut all threads from the system.
Yesterday at 02:51
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
WE ARE VISIBLE - WE COME WITH FULL-DISCLOSURE - ANYONE FROM ANYWHERE CAN COME HERE AND HAVE A
DIRECT EXPERIENCE - NOTHING IS HIDDEN - NOTHING.
Yesterday at 02:53
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Our rest is calling
Yesterday at 02:56
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
I know its a slave system, and i intend to witness and experience, real, authentic freedom for every being, not just
'my' in-divide-u-al' freedom, because that too is a lie,, yes, it must be late over there, sleep well, pleasant dreams.
Yesterday at 02:59
-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
I know a couple who also believes they are out of the system they went thru al the legal paperwork they travel with a
tag (common law)their names are out of that system but when they got pulled over a wk ago this is what wuz said
the cop stoped them becauce they do not have an inspection sticker and my brother told the cop who ask for a drivers
lic he told the cop that he didn't need one to travel he did not need a inspection sticker and ect the cop ask him what
is your name and as soon as he gave that a cop a name the cop got hostul with him and grab the car door and slug
the door open and tried to force him out of the car my brother did not get out of the car but the officer rote him up
tickets.So my ? is if the name u believe is urs and is taken out of the system then why did my brother get tickets?why
did the cop get hostul when given a name?becaws the name belongs to the system it is not ours so when taken out
and then u tell a cop a name ur are looked at as a being a theif and a liar I don't drink tap or aloc don't do drugs I eat

mostly fruits yogerts veggies and drink distilled water I don't use sugar and ect I have been judged by Arthur and not
once have I judged anyone got nothing but love for the human race I own nothing in this world nothing
Yesterday at 13:16
-----------------------------Max Igan
one more post
I'll tell you what Arthur. Lets clear all this up once and for all. So in the spirit of open dialogue, I've decided that I'm
actually willing to have you on the radio show to present your "remedy" and explain yourself to the world.
Before any of that is presented however, you will be required to present the conclusive evidence you have to back up
the false allegations and character assassinations you have directed at me. Evidence that proves your claims Arthur.
Not speculation, not conjecture, not opinion, but actual conclusive evidence that proves I am what you are saying
about me to the degree of certainty that you felt it necessary to start spreading warnings about me publicly the way
you have done, without ever questioning me about your "concerns". All of which, both you and I well know, are bare
faced lies
When we are done with me, then you will be asked to provide evidence proving every claim and character
assassination you have also directed at the many other researchers you have chosen to attack.
If you are prepared to stand in what you say I will give you the platform to prove your accusations and once you have
done that we can move on to other topics. Think you can do that?
And there you go Arthur, the offer is on the table. Care to walk your talk and present all your conclusive evidence to
the world? ...or do you choose back down and stand exposed as the bare faced liar and pied piper of psychobabble
that you are?
Your choice
Yesterday at 14:50
-----------------------------Max Igan
Oh and btw Arthur, any and all claims I have ever made about you are all in the above post and all the evidence
required to prove them is your website, the main body of which consists of character assassination of others. So I
don't really need to prove anything as you have already done a very adequate job of doing so yourself with 'Love For
Life'. which really should be more appropriately be named 'Hatred-for-all-who-are-not-arthur-cristian', than anything
at all that even vaguely resembles love... If lies truly are curses as you say Arthur then your words and website have
ensured your soul will be cursed for eternity.
Yesterday at 13:19
-----------------------------Max Igan
I wont be posting here again.. except maybe to say "I rest my case" if you refuse to walk your talk, so there is no real
need to respond here. However if you believe you have now compiled enough of your delusional bullshit and
fabrications to call me out, then I will welcome you to the show with open arms. All you have to do is send me a
message and I will organise to have you on.... bye now
Yesterday at 13:25

-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
Just one more thing and I AM out I see Arthur is saying a lot about court cases paperwork ect..U are playing in
bablyon don't court cases paperwork ect keep ppl babbling on and on ur stuck in the system
Yesterday at 14:29
-----------------------------Ricardo Almeida
just a question , about some of the stuff i've read ,, how can someone or something attack our character/name when
all this info about name , mark of the beast , strawman etcc tells us its not really us it's all a show , a persona we take
on.. isn't "our" character just acting out a play ? isn't that what a character is ....
Yesterday at 16:46
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
In response to this post put up by Jan Aloha late last night "Sydney time" which appears to have been taken down in
this thread (was posted around 3.00am before going to bed), might have been posted in another thread....
Jan Aloha wrote:
after many many years on this planet
meeting a whole lot of people all over the world
one thing they all have in common
always when they talk about others
what they really do is talking about themselves
talking to themselves
when they say you, he or she . . . .
they actually say i
---------------------We replied.........
Jan, this comment of yours is full of "buzz words". All you are doing here is trying to kidnap the living MAN, Hannah,
Fiona, Arthur, Bruno, Ricardo, Jasmin, Xanthe, Emma, Frances and many others who live for this Kindom dream and
re-present their thoughts, feelings and intentions = their REAL LIVES.
You are denying the originality and uniqueness of everyone involved and placing your story-telling of these buzz
words over who they all really are.
Do you know these people?
Have you ever lived with them or had private dealings with them?
Where is the evidence of your direct experience with these men and women?
You are now claiming that you know their dreams and know their intentions. Is this true?
Do you practice black magic as in remote viewing, remote control and remote projection?

Are you psychic?
Do you have an all seeing eye?
The meanings you have made up about us come from you, not from us.
Do you comprehend that all your buzz words come from you, not from us and that you are lying and committing
fraud.
You are doing exactly what those behind "The System" do to capture people under their image power and program
them into a performance under their image.
Do we have to be how you think we should be?
Do we have to fit into your box?
The image power of these buzz words has you behave as a control freak with anyone who does not fit into your box
swept under "buzz word" comments like yours.
Also, bring forward the first party Earth to back your claim that Earth is a planet. Let's here it directly from Earth, first
party to first party, and not from a third party acting as an imposter of Earth. Can you arrange this for us? If you can't
this is more evidence that you are lying and committing fraud.
You may have met a whole lot of people but you haven't met us so why are you trying to fit us in the same box as
everyone else you have met?
You have committed slander because you are attacking the living MAN through your slander.
Are you conscious of what these buzz words are doing to you?
Is this what you are all about?
Don't you think you are using the wrong tools here?
Fiona Cristian, Hannah Wood, Arthur Cristian, Bruno Ferro, Ricardo A, and many many others of the Kindom dream
we all live for.
Yesterday at 19:11
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Blu Sky, we just pointed out all the storytelling of all the constructs/concepts you are performing as a 3rd party there is no 1st party coming forward. We have not judged you, the living MAN, we just used scrutiny to expose the
lies that have compromised the living MAN you really are (the evidence is in your writings) and which we live for. You
are our living brother of the dream of Life. You are sacred as we all are sacred, hence why we expose all the lies to
protect the sacredness of all of MAN. We dream/seek to do no harm to you, the living MAN. There has never been any
intention to do harm to you. If you are detached from belief systems and therefore no longer e-motionally pulled by
the programming of the belief system that is a lie, you might come to see/sense where we were really coming from
when writing the last post to you.
Yesterday at 18:29
-----------------------------Wade Libbis

Would love you n Max to get on air together Arthur....
Yesterday at 18:50
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Bly Sky - come 2009 Fiona dropped the last of "name's" court cases and filing paper work etc. Even though Arthur
was no longer contracting "name" for any commercial benefits, services, privileges, etc, 2009, he was exchanging
letters with the State Debt Recovery Office until March 2011, then they gave up. Since March 2005 it has been a
massive learning curve for us - we blatantly and willingly used our lives as Guinea pigs to get to the bottom of
everything going on and work out what was lies and what was truth. Now we are clear and are moving ahead.
Fiona and others are still in "The System" - if they chose to come after Fiona, etc, we are now very clear what to do in
their world and even though Arthur is NOT of their world ("The System" of "names") Arthur will be taking fullresponsibility to make matters whole, one way or another.
Put it this way, any re-presentative of "The System" who dreams to have our tribe caught up in such
actions/dreamings of theirs will be, of their "own" free-will, committing spiritual suicide to who they really are and to
their families, their loved ones, their children, their associates, their benefactors, etc. Through clear
intention/dreaming set into motion in present-sense, we make/force them to process the curses of their "own" making
in present-sense and this intention is absolute, etc, there is NO doubt or uncertainty in our dreaming.
This "private" first party to first party process does not end until they make WHOLE with all those they harmed or
sought to harm or they have killed themselves in whatever way they create their exit. We provide them the choice of
eternal life or eternal death. Through first party to first party direct experience we use their free-will to experience the
consequences/outcomes of their "own" dreaming/intentions. We do not create the curse - they do - we just use their
"own" curses against themselves.
There already is a trail of wreckage involving at least 20 families in law and 17 pedophiles. Unexpectedly, we always
cry and feel sadness when news comes to us of their undoing. This is something not to gloat about or celebrate - we
sense the loss of our living brothers/sisters to the dark-side of MANS "own" making. There is nothing to advertise
about this and we protect the privacy of those who remain at the effect of such loss. These matters are private
between them and us BUT all were visited by Arthur and provided with FULL-DISCLOSURE of our intentions. Our
articles, etc, posted this year (more to come) explains all this in greater detail.
Yesterday at 19:06
-----------------------------Hank Lion
Arthur, will you do the show with Max?
22 hours ago
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Max. This is Fiona and Arthur writing. We are working on a reply, and it won't be short because we are giving a lot of
attention to detail to all your posts and we are going to explain a lot to you. It is unlikely to be finished tonight but it
will be done tomorrow, barring unexpected interruptions and posted. Fiona is going to bed very shortly.
20 hours ago
------------------------------

Vicki Victoria
I'm gonna put my 2 cents worth in....what Max Igan said I found extremely interesting because Kate of Gaia is just
like that description..he attacks people too: Heather Tucci Jarraff, Karen Hudes, Kevin Annett , the OPPT crowd, and
let's not forget the whining native cunt, as he called her, that he has such a disliking to. He says they can come onto
his show but they never accept the invitation...it doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out why. He storms off his
radio show when people oppose his opinion or off other people's shows. He talks over people and he incites violence
and has no remedy other than to 'have a bowl' or do DMT. He has said, "Don't read anybody else work. Just read
mine'....fair dinkum. He calls people meat-sticks and that's derogatory and then he says he loves us....he is a schism.
He says to tell the police that you are Phoenician...well that will help, won't it. Guests who were active have
disappeared from the show...the ones fighting the banks and going to court. If a guest seems to be more
knowledgeable than Kate then he either attacks or disassociates from them. What I've found with a lot of researchers,
especially when they've commenced on their own path, is that they become isolated and are not up to date with the
current research of others....oh well, looks like my 2 cents worth is suffering from inflation.
19 hours ago
-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
I said from the being I/we/us were not of this world and ya did nothing but critized me I do not own anything in this
world including the name but be my guest take ur name out of the system how much blood money dus this cost u (for
the love of money)
19 hours ago
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
"I did not get that from Kate I al ways known this I READ MI SCRIPT URS when I wuz about 6/7 befor any one could
realy corrupt MI MIND Kate has gotten some information from me an knew exactly what I wuz saing when everyone
else dismisses it an she says it al thye time listen wit ur eyes and see with ur ears as long as ppl stay in the literal
(current state of mind) will not see/hear this It is as simple as Kate says lose the name and yet it will be the hardest
thin for ppl to do until they know who they are and I got a lot of love for those ppl coz it is a narrow path and thin she
says win the game WE AL MADE A CONTRACT WITH OUR CREATOR BEFOR COMMIN HERE TO PLAY THE GAME so get
in the GAME SCRIPTURES say finesh ur first works ask ur wife what kinda of games did she and her friends play or the
little nursery rymes when they were youngsters/yung stars Kate an I didn't leave anythin out this is something that
man needs to leave out of his beleifs.I sent u and ur wife a post a few months ago about a SUMMONS and ask what u
thot about what i rote on the back u rote back an told me that I first must get mi house in order I have no hard feelins
towards any one but mi house is in order I HAVE BEEN READY TO GO HOME FOR A LONG TIME MI HOUSE IS HERE
AND IT IS CALLED AQUARIUS everyone needs to pull it together because this is a WAR BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL
and the grand prize is our soul"
18 hours ago
-----------------------------Blu Skys Intexas
I know a cuple who paid 33,000 dollars to have their names removed from system they haf no lic inspection tag
(common law) got pulled over the cop said he pulled them over for no inspection sticker and started askin for ID my
bro said don't need one to travel ect the cop ask him for his NAME as soon as the NAME wuz givin the game wuz on
my bro ther said the cop grabed the car door slung it open trying to force him out of the car but he did not get out but
got severl tickits.Now tell me if the NAME is out of the system why are these people haven to go fill out more
paperwork go to court and pay fines?no remedy in that just more money blood money
18 hours ago
------------------------------

Blu Skys Intexas
I listen to Katre be caws she knows who she is
17 hours ago
-----------------------------Max Igan
I am not interested and will not have you harvest my energy by reading one of your vacuous, mind numbing NLP
diatribes Arthur, a simple yes or no will suffice... either you are prepared to walk your talk and come on air to present
evidence of your false accusations against me, or you are not.... that is all I will bother reading a yes, or a no.
11 hrs
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Max - of course we will come on your show if you and your listeners would like us to BUT you need to know that we
will be working off the material we are presenting to you here so you might want to make sure you fully comprehend
it before you have us on air. We are providing you with FULL-DISCLOSURE as to the psyop programs that you are
performing and working with. This is Fiona and Arthur writing and due to circumstances, we have not finished yet but
we will notify you as soon as it is posted, and we will PM you a copy, if that function is available.
1 hr
-----------------------------Michael Amirault
This is interesting, please let me know when the show is and will there be a talk back/question and answer part for
listeners?
1 hr
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
@ Blu Skys Intexas - Not using the "name" means no credit card, bank account, medicare, social benefits, drivers
license, car registration, electricity, gas, telephone, mobile/cell phone, internet, council/govt/private-corp services for
water, land, lease, mortgage, etc, no vin numbers or trademarks/brand-names/model numbers, etc, on horseless
chariots (cars, bikes, trucks, vans, etc), no using tax file number, social security number, marriage certificate, birth
certificate, etc, etc --- NOTHING - Then there is no trauma based "name" conduit for re-presentatives of the beast to
exhaust your life-force-energy.
But there is more to this, it doesn't end there..............
As you are no longer of their world but still in their world you are not answerable to them SO YOU DO NOT TALK TO
THEM - YOU COMPLETELY IGNORE THEIR DEMANDS ETC FOR "NAME" ID and if they end up bashing you up you still
remain silent because they are not your master, etc. If you answer to their ID demands you are complying and
acquiescing to them.
If they steal the horseless chariot you remain silent - your are not going to be like them, act like them, behave like
them, think and e-motional behave like them, etc, etc...., MEANING YOU DO NOT REACT TO TRAUMA NO MATTER
WHAT.

You remain peaceful, forgiving, kind, generous, compassionate, empathetic, nurturing, supportive, etc, etc, because
this is who you really are, remember you are not of their "world" ("The System") anymore.
"The System" is trauma based and everything of "The System" is reaction to trauma = the pull of e----motion =
anger, rage, violence, screaming, hatred, denial, apathy, loneliness, emptiness, depression, directionless, distrustful,
doubtful, uncertain, greed, selfishness, self-centeredness, e---go-less, jealous, envy, covertness, power and control
trips, fantasy, illusion, delusion, lost in make-believe, etc, etc, etc, etc......
All the virtues of love set into motion in full array are not of "The System", because in present-sense they are the true
living consciousness of the living MAN you really are set into motion, meaning you are not a victim. ONLY SLAVES ARE
VICTIMS. ONLY SLAVES ARE TRAPPED REACTING TO E----MOTION (E = Ecclesiastical - MOTION =
motions/programs/instructions/uploads/performance/etc, for slaves, robots, drones).
So while you ignore whatever ID of "name" they are demanding of you instead offer them some organic food or
liquids to eat, offer them something of the virtues of love/life with them because this is who you really are, what you
co-create, is everything of what you are about.
You cannot control what they do but you can control what you do.
As for paying $33,000 to be removed from "The System, this is total insanity. If you decide to stop using the "name"
you just stop using it. That's it. Nothing else. Just DROP it. This is what Arthur has done. He is not answerable to
anyone so he doesn't have to contact ANYONE of "The System" to tell them what he is going to do or ask them if he
can do what he wants to do or talk to them in ANYWAY.
Your brother stuffed up BIG-TIME.
He paid them to maintain his/her/their slave status. And that is exactly what he got - he ordered it.
Imagine if we said you needed to go and ask your neighbour for permission to mow your lawn. You would say we
were crazy and that you did not have to ask anyone when you could mow your lawn and the neighbour is not anyone
you have to ask to do anything, unless it is something that involves both of your properties. This shows you how deep
"The System" brainwashing goes - we know full well that we don't have to ask the neighbour's permission to do things
and yet we still go, cap in hand, to the authorities all the while kidding ourselves that we are getting our freedom!!!!
Your brother was well and truly "lost in space" - he set his "person" up to be ripped off and he must take FULLRESPONSIBILITY for not using his SENSES as he was doing his homework because he would have sensed/realised
that the whole idea of buying your freedom has nothing to do with freedom and everything to do with a system of
slavery.
The moment you write to or phone anyone in "The System", you are already admitting that you are their slave and
that they have "higher standing" over you and that they are your master, your authority, and that you are their slave.
Why else would you be writing to them?
Or ringing them?
Anyone who is a citizen is a slave as is anyone who is a person, or part of society, or public. They are all of the
"name".
AND, if you are addressing the "name" of any construct of "The System", you are acknowledging them and their
power over you TOO!!!!!
Everything you have described here is trauma based but you are in denial of it. Does Kate teach you all this? Does he
show the consequences of these sorts of actions? Everything about Kate is trauma based and he is encouraging you to
remain bonded with your trauma and therefore bonded with "The System".
Kate has no effect on anyone who doesn't have the same aggression that he does. People who are sorted out and
know how to be peaceful and calm walk past Kate because he has nothing to offer them.

What we do is make them process the curses of their own making. We have written a lot about this. The info is found
in many of our posts. Below are two examples.
We prefer to co-create a tribe around us and us around them than leaving the body exposed to "system" drones who
do not sense the living amongst them and are e-motionally programmed to do harm. You have to be very clear and
clean in body, brain, heart, senses, etc, so that you are always using your wits and your senses to navigate past all
the "minefields of deep-seated e-motional reactions (traps). It may happen down-the-line but so far they have not
gotten to Arthur's body to damage it.
Processing Curses
A Lie Is A Curse
Liars Process Curses
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
26th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8503
30 mins
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
How The System Is Really Constructed
Bouncing Back Curses Upon Curse Makers
To Stop Harm Forevermore
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
27th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8504
35 mins
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Interview with Peace Pilgrim
From David Weissbard's show "FUSION" on WIFR in 1981. This is said to be Peace Pilgrim's final televised talk.

33 mins
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Peace Pilgrim: An American Sage Who Walked Her Talk (1 hr documentary)
This is a powerful documentary about an extraordinary woman. At age 44, Mildred......

32 mins
-----------------------------Max Igan
Arthur if you have actual evidence to back up one single accusation you have made against me you could sum it up in
one sentence or one short paragraph. And as I said I will not subject myself to one of yourself self-absorbed
misinformation NLP diatrib...

25 mins
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Max, Psyop Programs are not freely available instruction manuals. The INTEL world operate in "stealth and secrecy" they do not provide full-disclosure of their intentions and tactics and the outcomes of following the image-power of
their psyop programs. This is all about DARKNESS INVISIBLE - so we remedy this to bring it all out into the open for
all to see in PLAIN SIGHT = DARKNESS VISIBLE.
Also note, Max, that you are full of conditions that we have to meet for you to be able to talk to us. We do not do this
to you because we stand for freedom of speech and expression and we are not afraid of open discussion. You know
who we are, Max and as we always give full disclosure, you know what to expect. So why the conditions? Why the
hurdles?
24 mins
-----------------------------Max Igan
the only hurdle you have to overcome Arthur is your own delusional self, So Put up or fuck off and I will do as I said
and we can sort it out in the old fashioned way because frankly Im over your lies and the shit you are spreading and
its about time we sorted this out like men. And I've never hit anyone in my life, no one has ever got me that riled, but
there comes a time when one must draw a line in the sand and make a stand for truth so congratz brother looks like
you have brought me to a new level of low... but then, I hear that about you from many people
19 mins
-----------------------------Michael Amirault
“You never change things by fighting the existing reality.
To change something, build a new model that makes the existing model obsolete.”
― Richard Buckminster Fuller
I think awareness is primary in this. "If we do not fully comprehend what has been done to us AND how the
brainwashing tactics that keep us in "The System" work and have us fall for the "we will lead every revolution against
us" shepherds, we will never escape "The System", be it this version or the next."
There is truth in this. Escaping an "idea" is as easy as having awareness that is what is programing is in you. If finding
"remedy" is so confusing and complicated that the ordinary person can't understand it, it is not much use. That being
said we are the ones who wish to find end the unjust and cruel acts of the current system. How can we do this if we
don't see how cruel and unjust we are?
If you want to spend the show focusing on personal attacks and then all that energy that could of been used to find
the common ideas and wisdom to create a better system would be lost... We are like children arguing who spilled
broken glass in the sandbox instead of using the tools we already have to sift the glass out of of it. Yet not seeing if
that task is to difficult to build another sandbox/ or find one and move to it.
Ask yourself this question... does it really matter who said what about who when your standing in a burning house?
Do you smell smoke? Do you see flames... What do you both do? Leave? Can you find the common sense and do what
needs to be done? Can you simple find agreement on any level? Or are we 4 blind men feeling an elephant convinced
we have the one and only solution? I tell you I don't, and it is why I keep and open mind and l examine what you both
write and discuss. We all want a better world for our children and ourselves. It's time we all park our egos and have
some awareness of the good in all our works.... I'm not perfect and I have never met anyone who is... If we truly
want a better world (not a perfect world because that is impossible), we must behave like it.

“People have this belief that what we believe is the effect of the facts that we’re exposed to, and therefore, if we
expose people to different and newer facts, they will change their beliefs. This is not true. […]
The contents of people’s minds, the belief systems that they hold, are in no way, shape or form a result of any
objective evaluation of information. The prejudices are inherited. They are socially inflicted. They are propagandized in
school, in church, in communities, in families. They are reinforced by endless bouts of patriotic media and other sorts
of nonsense. People are just an emotional Gordian knot, kaleidoscopic clusterfrack of prior prejudices [which have
been] stuffed into their heads and held aloft by the spears of social approval or ostracism. Everybody is prejudiced,
almost, and everybody maintains those prejudices for fear of social attack, ostracism, or disapproval.
Because people haven’t been reasoned into their beliefs, they can’t be reasoned out of their beliefs, [and] when
people have existing prejudices, showing them facts that run counter to those prejudices does not dislodge them. In
fact, statistically, it is more likely to make those prejudices stronger.”
― Stefan Molyneux
and
“To see the farm is to leave it.”
― Stefan Molyneux, The Handbook of Human Ownership: A Manual for New Tax Farmers
17 mins
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
This is Fiona writing here too Max - are you going to bash me too?
15 mins
-----------------------------Max Igan
no Fiona Im not going to "bash" anyone, and for you to even use the word it would appear that you have chosen to
respond in a typically delusional cristian manner. ...but the point is this. Arthur Cristian has publicly spread lies and
disinformation about me in a very brutal, underhanded, sociopathic and dishonest fashion. He has continued to do so
now for a number years and his most recent attacks have served as the proverbial straw that broke the camels back.
So the line has been drawn and arthur has repeatedly chosen to cross that line and so Im going to come and see him
and he can either 1, show his proof of my corruption or 2 receive a smack in the face, 1 because he deserves it and 2
because after all the shit he has put me through, it would feel damn fucking good to give him one.
6 mins
-----------------------------Max Igan
and yes, I am quite happy to post it here for all the world to see. I after all am human too... but then Arthur doesn't
have anything to worry about does he Fiona? Because surely he has evidence to back up his claims and didnt fabricate
it all did he? ... so there you see? Im being fair after all and Im sure that you are as confident as he that when I arrive
he will have all the proof we require right there waiting for me right?
3 mins
-----------------------------Michael Amirault

and so it goes... so sad...
28 May at 20:26
-----------------------------Amper Lux
ok
28 May at 20:48
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
A man who feels the need to solve self fulfilled problems with violence and callus name calling, is no man at all.
29 May at 00:04
-----------------------------Max Igan
well Naturr, Arthur Cristian is a toxic hatemonger, a liar and a black magician of the most insidious kind and I have
suffered the emotional, mental and spiritual violence directed at me by Arthur Cristian for almost 3 years now, and
I've finally had enough. I have asked him repeatedly to remove the lies and disinformation he has posted about me
from his website but he not only refuses to do so, but has also resorted to trolling friends of mines' threads and
spreading lies about me there too. Well, so be it, sometime one must simply embrace the divine masculine and do
what needs to be done. So I am going to embrace my divinity and I'm going to say here very publicly: Arthur Cristian,
You have one week to remove every lie and every reference you have made to me from your toxic website and also to
remove the links you have to my films. If you do not do so then I am going to come to Bowral to see you and you and
I are going to sort things out the way men do. That's right, Naturr. Im going to drive to Bowral, and I am going to
confront my accuser, this toxic little liar and attention whore who has chosen to sully my name and defame my good
character, I will stand face to face with this toxic black hearted little sociopath and I will stand in my truth. Lets see if
Arthur Cristian has enough conviction in his lies to stand in his....as I said, I have suffered Arthur cristian's emotional
violence for almost 3 years now so man or not I will now speak to him in the only language it seems he can
understand.... and Naturr, no offence meant, but... what on earth is a "self fulfilled problem"???
29 May at 21:44
-----------------------------Stanley North
Max Igan
...Ask Arthur what the late Archbishop Makarios would think of his actions against you lololol
29 May at 20:51
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
Delusions brother. Have sat back and read the discussions Arthur and Fiona have had with you the last few years, non
of these claims you make are true by me. Perhaps the cristian family emails you and sends you messages of hate
behind all our eyes, but sure don't see anything in any regards to what you have said in the discussions read.

If you would actually read some of the things the family speak of.....and yes an assumption is made that you don't
read anything, merely on how you speak with them.
Max, think you can answer that question on your own. We all create the world we sense. If you sense a problem, it is
likely your own creation.
Why don't you consider going to visit on friendly terms, and see where that takes you instead. Sense the family,
before you go in smashing.
30 May at 03:10
-----------------------------Max Igan
The character assassinations, disinformation and lies Arthur Cristian posts about virtually anyone who is not Arthur
Cristian, indicate Arthur has no wish to be friends. I will visit friends on friendly terms, I will visit hatemongering liars
with other intentions. ... And besides, Naturr, Arthur has no interest in being friends, had he been interested in being
friends, he wouldn't have started spreading lies hatred, disinformation, and making false accusations about me to
begin with.
30 May at 05:46
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
I haven't read the whole story here and I am not privy to all of what may have passed between the two of you, but I
do find it interesting that in the middle of being angry regarding alleged character assassination, you call him a black
magician and essentially a Vatican agent. What proof do you have of this? My experience with them has been
completely different and you are the one coming out with anger and proposing violence. I've enjoyed many of your
audios Max, however, I haven't heard anything lately.
One point that I know Arthur makes, is that very few speak of real remedy and that just dropping the legal name is
not enough. Perhaps the two of you could do an audio together on true remedy. Grouping together, growing food,
taking back the land and then dropping the legal name. Just my two cents.
30 May at 06:55
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
Some of my closest friends/family where those who trusted me enough to call them on their bullshit, with out letting
there ego get in the way and kick and scream like a spoiled child....And vice versa.
Took me a while to humble the part of thought that was taught to be 'right' all the time.
As a righter mind is an ignorant mind, and the best lessons ever learnt, where often those learnt from trying to
fathom the things thought 'wrong'.
Egos are toxic
30 May at 07:42
-----------------------------Max Igan
Denizen, I called him a black magician due to the NLP he uses and spells he attempts to weave in his posts ...and re
read if you believe I called him a Vatican agent, because I didn't. I called him Vatican programmed because his
constant references to Satanism are due to heavy religious/Vatican programming... the fact that you would use that

observation to accuse me of naming him as a "vatican agent" shows just how willing people are to construct fictional
scenarios. I thank you for the illustration.
30 May at 13:33
-----------------------------Max Igan
And as for doing an audio with him. Well, my experience has shown him to be very toxic individual, so I don't really
feel we would have much to talk about.
30 May at 13:36
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Thanks for the reply Max. What is NLP if you don't mind? I'm also very curious if you could point to any specific spells
he has woven in a specific post? I would find that most interesting and helpful. I don't believe that you directly called
him a Vatican agent. Are you suggesting then that he is unwittingly programmed by the Vatican? How would one
become Vatican programmed without their knowledge? I had assumed you meant he was knowingly programmed by
the Vatican, which didn't then seem like such a stretch to assume the word 'agent' would be appropriate. I also used
the word 'essentially', which I feel takes it a step back from 'accusing' you.
How do you know his constant references to Satanism are due to such programming? I would be most interested if
you could elaborate on this and provide some direct evidence to back your claims.
1 June at 04:03
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Max, in regards to your second comment, would not discussing a remedy be quite a lot to talk about? Perhaps you
could talk about the remedy that he proposes and offer your opinion on that? Perhaps you both could agree on a
mediator or a pre-arranged debate on the subject of remedy. You both have a very wide audience and I sincerely
believe that you could reach a lot of ears. The subject of remedy is so important for all the obvious reasons. Thanks
Max!
30 May at 14:41
-----------------------------Stubborn Bull
I found this very interesting, I believe I have found remedy myself, but it does requires intelligence. Which we all
know a lot of people are lacking that vital ingredient
30 May at 14:48
-----------------------------Stubborn Bull
Denizen NLP means Neuro-linguistic programming
30 May at 14:54

-----------------------------Max Igan
Look the bottom line is this Denizen. Arthur Cristian has no remedy. Arthur Cristian has defamed so many people its
ridiculous. And he has defamed me endlessly for no reason whatsoever and without a shred of evidence and all
because he is a gutless heartless self motivated attention whore. He is a lying little maggot who needs to be taught a
lesson in manners. And if any of you think that anything I have said to the toxic little prick here on this thread
constitutes a threat, well it doesn't. The fact of the matter that yes, I am a very calm and rational person but yes, I
am also human and Arhur Cristian has at last pushed me to far and so this is not a threat, its simply a lesson in
manners, respect and decency... a threat is more like the death threats I get from deranged lunatics on a weekly
basis because they think I'm a government agent because lying assholes like Arthur cristian make the conscious
choice to spread rumours that I am... or the death threats I get from people who think I am some Greenberg wearing
a mask because dallasgoldbug says I am... These people sit there and they attack others with absolutely not a shred
of thought or concern for the damage they cause... these feebleminded sociopathic, self absorbed, fucking rodents like
Arthur Cristian who sit behind their keyboards tapping out false accusations, rumours and hatred about people they
have never met are the most toxic form of vermin the internet has ever produced and frankly, Im just totally over his
bullshit, hatred and divisionism. So, if he has so much conviction in his own lies that he going to ruin the lives of
others, then fuck the little prick, he can walk his talk and speak his lies to my face. ... after we have cleared all that
up, sure, if he has managed to grow some decency, Im happy to discuss his "remedy"
30 May at 17:04
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
Interesting to think, loooong ago, it was Arthur AND Fiona, asking you to back your claims, to which you never did.
Starting to realize why they think you are intel, but from this mans perspective think you just suffer from an irrational
ego. But hey, this is the internet, sense isn't exactly easy to discover in this pigsty.
Was actually the conversations you would have with Arthur and Fiona about 3 years ago, that inspired me to read
more of what remedies they spoke of. Lol, used to think they were bat shit crazy too!!
But yes, there is a remedy, with many sound and rational ideas for which they hope people would read, challenge,
and scrutinize so that we can all take part in creating a remedy.
Fighting the system with another system, or fighting at all will continue the cycle of slavery and is exactly what the
system needs to stay alive....All they have ever pointed out to you, is that you are leading people into supporting
more destructive system beliefs, which create more system supporting slaves......Which CONTINUE to destroy the
world.
30 May at 23:18
-----------------------------Max Igan
Arthur has never attempted to point anything out to me, all he has done is spread disinformation and lies about me,
when he stops doing that I may consider listening to what he has to say but up to this point his methodology has
been to lie and make false accusations.
30 May at 23:38
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
Purposely ignorant. Another good example of someone covering bullshit.
Arthur AND Fiona, constantly try to point things out to you, it seems you just refuse to listen because it doesn't

conform to your beliefs.
Nothing further to say, wish you well Max Igain
31 May at 00:10
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Max. You say Arthur has no remedy. Personally, this is not the conclusion I reach from reading many of his posts and
listening to many of his audios. Would you be able to clarify your position on the remedy that Arthur proposes,
namely self-sufficient communities/households meeting basic needs to create a support base from which to remove
contractual relations with the System and cease using a legal name.
Are you stating that individuals coming together to grow food and to support each other in meeting basic needs of
water, food and shelter is not a remedy to life in the System? Do you think that such a community would be able to
effectively take land out of the System by standing strong and supporting each other in the effort? What remedy are
you proposing? What actions do you propose individuals undertake?
I can understand that you have no time for my questions or don't wish to make time, but can you see that by not
answering my questions you exhibit the same behaviour that you are accosting Arthur for? You claim he is a black
magician that weaves spells in his posts yet you don't point out a single spell that we can look at and discuss. Please
point one out for us. This would clarify much of what you say. Also, if you wish for others here in this anonymous
world to have an understanding of your anger, could you please post what he has said to you that you call lies and
false accusations. Don't you think this would go a long way to back your claims and help us to see your point? It is
what you are asking him to do is it not? Clear things up via full disclosure.
I have no idea what he may have said to you to make you use such strong language towards him, but I shall tell you
that to me it makes you look very bitter and foul. You say he has 'tapped out false accusations'. I would invite you a
second time to point out a spell in one of his posts to back up your accusation and so we can view it and discuss it.
I am also waiting to hear if you think Arthur is unwittingly programmed by the Vatican. You have claimed 'Vatican
programming' yet you don't clarify this? If he is unwittingly programmed, then we can help him. If he is knowingly
programmed, then this is quite the claim you are making and could lead to threats to him don't you think? Please can
you point out an example of his programming so we can view it and discuss.
You talk of lessons in decency and respect yet you call him, 'feebleminded, self-absorbed, rodent' etc. Personally, this
is very confusing and is certainly not the kind of manners I would ever propose. I have not received threats myself so
I really can't speak to the kind of reaction I might have but I just wanted to point out the strange contrasts you put
forth.
31 May at 03:52
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Max. You say Arthur has spread disinformation and lies about you. I'm not saying he hasn't as I am not in a position
to say either way. Would you be able to post these lies and this disinformation so that we can all scrutinize it and see
what you are claiming? Thanks Max.
31 May at 03:54
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
How do people posting put spaces between their paragraphs. When I hit enter it just posts the whole thing. I would
like to make things more readable. Thanks.

31 May at 03:54
-----------------------------Max Igan
he has claimed I'm intel running a psyop on this very thread Denizen, he does it almost every time he mentions me,
just check any of his posts or any of the "articles" he has posted about me. But anyway, I'm over it. As I said, he can
do one of two things, he can remove every reference he has to me from his toxic website, and we can go our separate
ways and be done with each other, or he can leave it all there and continue to bad mouth me in which case he can
expect a visit from me so he can speak his lies to my face and things will go where they will. I've said my piece and
the way things go from here is his choice entirely. Goodbye now, I have far more important things to do.
31 May at 18:39
-----------------------------Max Igan
my last post for this thread... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnGeuvQJdXw
Reality is a Double Edged Sword
Max Igan - Surviving the Matrix - Season 2 - Episode 8 http://thecrowhouse.com/ ...
31 May at 20:12
-----------------------------Sandra Cairns
Fun Boy Three - The Lunatics (have taken over the Asylum)
LIVE (umm, yeah, whateverrrrr! LOL! ;p) in TOTP I love how Terry Hall looks so cute in this video!

31 May at 20:19
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
That is not a choice Max...that is dominance and a threat. Why are you bothering to control another man? You are
attempting to control another man's life's actions and also his mind. What does it matter what he says about you?
Your reaction is by far more damaging than his comments about you. You are promoting physical violence with your
antagonistic approach. Why? He must be over the target or something? For goodness sake pull yourself together. If
his comments about you are incorrect it shouldn't matter to you. Who cares. So what. You have many followers of
which some may be incited into violence because they put you on a pedestal and everybody is losing the plot. If this
man or his family are hurt because of your posts and your latest radio broadcast it will be your fault 100%. Thanks a
lot Max....this is really helping the situation. Bloody Nora......
31 May at 22:05
-----------------------------Max Igan
over the target vicki? ok, well understand something, and be very clear about it... my family, my son and my life are
hurt by the death threats I receive due to the disinformation and lies posted by Arthur cristian so fuck Arthur cristian,
fuck his disinformation and the threat his disinformation poses to my well being and the well being of my family... and
I'm not promoting physical violence, what I'm proposing is Arhur Cristian walking his talk and speaking his lies to my
face, what Im proposing is a reasonable response to the false accusations, and emotional violence I have been subject

to from arthur cristian and reasonable response to the threats of physical violence I receive due to lying maggots like
Arthur cristian spreading disinformation and unfounded rumours about me... have a nice day
31 May at 22:25
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
You are making matters worse. You are not being reasonable at all. Again you are inciting violence by saying fuck
him....he has a family too just like you. No. In this circumstance you are wrong. You are not an ordinary man. You are
a man that many people follow and admire and you are abusing your position by inciting negative feelings towards
another man. You are not autonomous. This is the path you have chosen albeit reluctantly...I know you have had
trouble embracing your position. But for goodness sake remember who you are and that people are influenced by your
words. People are traumatized and want to lash out. You are in a position to deal with this conflict of opinions in a
manner which creates a positive outcome. Maybe the two of you can compare notes about the death threats to you
and your families....you both have probably been targeted by the same crowd.
31 May at 22:48
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
BTW: Maggot is not a good choice of insult words. They are great little critters that clean up dead shit and clear up
gangrene in living tissue. They only eat necrotic flesh. They don't touch living tissue. Maggots are used to save lives.
But I know where you are coming from. They are a little revolting. I think it's the environment that they are in that
makes us feel revolted.
31 May at 22:58
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Max, we finished our reply to you and it's all posted here in this thread:
Routing Out Psyop Programs Routs Out Intel Operatives + Exposing Max Igan's Psyop Program - Arthur & Fiona
Cristian - 31st May 2014 http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524
Will copy it all below.
1 June at 02:10
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Have just re-read one of your posts Max and we note with interest that apparently Mark McMurtrie came to visit us
and hear our accusations face to face and Arthur ran off with his tail between his legs and never went after Mark
again. Where did you get this info. from? We had a phone call with Mark who said he would call in and visit. We said
he was welcome. He never came. This was posted on the website years ago and we have had many debates with him
since and have continued to call him out as INTEL. You need to check your sources Max because right now you are
sounding like News of the World. See the posts below for what was happening at the time and that Mark never
showed up. Check the comments sections too, because there is relevant stuff there as well.
In Fighting Keeps Us Fighting
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
A Reply To Deb Regarding Mark McMurtrie

Love For Life - 13th May 2010
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7315
[Ab]originals Denied Self-Determination
An Invitation To Brave Souls
To Co-Create Community With
Clan On Traditional Land
Love For Life - 30th September 2010
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7469
A Facebook Discussion About OPPT
Involving Arthur & Fiona Cristian,
Chris Mansergh & Mark McMurtrie
Love For Life - 8th March 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8452
Address The Work
It is also interesting to note that your long post all about Arthur never once talks about the Love For Life work and
where you can see problems with it, or where you think we are on the wrong track, and what you like about it and
where you think it could be improved. NO MENTION whatsoever. So what do we conclude from this, especially as you
have never addressed our work, only made stabs at Arthur, always leaving Fiona out of the picture, even though she
is heavily involved and is writing this. Do we conclude that you cannot find fault with our work, the insights and
remedy, but cannot be seen to be agreeing with it either so having a go is your only option? Or have you never read it
so you do not have an opinion of it and so can only make stabs at Arthur in an attempt to turn people away from the
work you know nothing about? Or do you not want to address our work,not bring attention to it, because it exposes
psyop programs such as yours and if you address this, you have nowhere to go with your work except to take it all
down and give everyone full disclosure as to the fact that your work was actually only leading them to continued
enslavement.
Back Your Claims
We continually catch you out with the claims you make against us, Max, but you never clean up your act, just avoid it
and carry on until the next opportunity to do it again. We notice that you always come in performing as a third party,
never as first party, never with direct experience but with "all the answers" acting as a man with "standing" and
"authority" on the subject. Vatican programming, eh? Can you prove that? Can you show us in the work, with clear
examples of our writing, how the Vatican programming is operating and bring forward the written testimonials of
victims who have been hurt by our work? And can you provide us with evidence as to when the Vatican programming
occurred? And by whom? And how? And for how long? Do you even know what Vatican programming is or is it just
one of those freedom/truther buzz words? And if it is a program, which version is it? Which update?
Can you give us evidence of Arthur's Vatican programming from our work? Can you show us and others what it is in
our work that gives you evidence to back your claims? Please deconstruct it and show us how it applies. This is what
we do with you Max; we point out where in your work you are leading people down the garden path, how you are
doing it and the consequences of this. Our work is all about getting MAN back to being free on the land, taking full
responsibility for his/her life and not having a system to answer to, of any sort, no OPPT, no Ubuntu, no Thrive, no
"name"and not under our image power or the image power of anyone else. Can you show us the evidence of Vatican
programming in this? How does this aim benefit the Vatican, which will be no more when we are free as MAN on the
land? Can you answer these questions, Max?
We continue to expose the psyop programs running in your work with evidence and examples of your words and
techniques. You don't/can't do this with our work. Why not? Can't you find fault in it? All you have is attacks on the
MAN because you don't want to address the work.
Remember, we are not attacking Max , the MAN. We are attacking the psyop program that you are peddling. Just as
when we address the brainwashing belief system of a man who claims to be a Christian, we are addressing the
brainwashing that is running you. To help someone overcome their brainwashing, you have to help them comprehend
the program and see the harm in it without hurting the MAN. Unfortunately, many people operating out of belief
systems think that this is part of who they really are. We know that the NWO will come in on the back of "Good Guy"
INTEL operatives peddling belief systems with no remedy, off the back of the reaction to trauma caused by the "Bad
Guys" who all work for the same Grand Plan, that being the continuation of the enslavement of MAN to their systems.

We deconstruct the psyop programs running in your work and the work of Mark Darwin, made plain for all to see. We
gave you the link and left you with a simple question to answer. See copy of post below. And you can't answer just
yes or no. Why is that?
Is it because, if you answer yes, you have to completely change tack, take down all your work as being misleading
and make an apology for having misled people all these years. Then you have to stop doing things the way you are
doing them and start operating as a MAN of truth who leaves no stone unturned and will always go where the truth
takes him, even if that means reading long posts by Arthur and Fiona. You have a background in exposing the harm of
the "conspiracies" of "The System" and yet you cannot see the harm in your work where it is pointed out to you.
The many people who contact us and thank us for exposing the harm that we see, have often come through you, as
well as David Icke, Jordan Maxwell and all the big "name" players of the freedom/truth movement. They are often in
disbelief at how clever the pysop programs are and this is why we point out that the greatest lies and liars are the
ones closest to the truth because they cause the greatest harm of all. Truth is pure white without any black or grey
spots in it whatsoever.
How far are you prepared to go with this, Max? We have routed out plenty of harm from the early years of our work
and will continue to do so if we find any more. Are you prepared to do this with your work? Are you prepared to go
where the truth takes you?
More and more people are starting to rout out the grey now to get back to the pure, sincere, uncorrupted white, the
true path of no harm which we will not compromise and which is no system and full responsibility, no passing the
buck. Don't you live for this? If you do, why are you packaging our work as Vatican programming when you can see
that the end result is Kindom, as clearly explained in our work in great detail, over and over again. If Vatican
programming is no system, no education, no image power and returning to Kindoms where nature brings up our
children and everyone has their unique dreams and thoughts, then Vatican programming is what we are peddling.
LOLLLLLL
If you say no to the question we posed you and Mark Darwin, you are going to end up in the same spot as you are
now because we will keep challenging you until you can back your claims with first party evidence. As we keep saying,
we would welcome the opportunity to show you where in your work you are committing fraud and you can show us
where you find fault in our work. Why don't you bring Mark McMurtrie, Kate of Gaia, Mark Darwin, Mark Pytellek and
anyone else you want along too. It is not about getting on the Max Igan Radio Show because frankly we don't care
whether you have us on your show or not. Why not do it independently on neutral ground, film it live for all to see?
If you are interested in "open discussion" why not have us on the radio show anyway. All your conditions have given
you the perfect back door to never have us on the radio show because you can continue to protest that we haven't
met your conditions, even though we are blue in the face from doing so!!!! This is more cat and mouse. If you want to
have us on your radio show because you like to give all views a chance and are not afraid of open discussion going
where the truth takes us, great. If you want us to fit into your boxes and perform to your conditions, we are not
interested. Why don't you ask your listeners if they would like to have us on?
Or do as you put up in a post; take a drive down here and have a chat face to face. We have nothing to hide and
nothing to be afraid of. You are welcome to visit and we will feed you good food and give you a place to sleep and
treat the MAN with respect but we will not sit and nod our heads if we do not agree with what you say. We don't hate
anybody and you are our brother, which is why we ignore your aggression, your name-calling and attempts to control
how others think about us and our work. This is all just trauma, Max, controlled opposition, and what keeps us all
apart.
Until we see you face to face, let us explain again the importance of comprehending the difference between third
party information and first party information.
The Conflict Of First Party And Third Party
We will go into this so that it is fully explained and we can show you how you create conflict. We are showing you first
party evidence of your complicity with third party tactics and what we do is show people how this works so that they
learn to recognise when they are being smooth talked by system shepherds/shills and when conflict is being created
that makes them unsure and puts doubt into their thoughts so that they feel helpless and powerless and need
someone else to tell them what to do and how to think, feel and act, leading them down the Yellow Brick Road to the
Land of Oz where they and all their ancestors have been for many generations, trapped in "The System", under the
traumatic spells of the psyop programs.

You refer to Arthur as a "spell master". Well, we know a fair amount about the codes of the English language, the
phonetics, etymology and cryptography, and we have learned how the psyop programs derived from these constructs
(image power) are used as man-made demons (thought forms/non-sensory make believe images) to compel MAN to
perform the e-motion of the makers intention. This is all about trauma and reaction to that trauma, which is the spell.
The demon is actually the trauma, no different to the software program that controls the performance of the robot.
Over the years, we have made it very clear that we do not "spell" and we are not "spellers" because we don't write in
third party to re-present a first party because this is then a psyop program of the "spell" set into motion by the
victims who are never provided with full disclosure of the deceit. If we did do this, it would be clear evidence of fraud
and lying in plain sight, which would then beggar the question as to our motives. You won't find this in our work but
we see this deception all through your work and the work of Kate, Mark Darwin, etc. All of it is blatant "spelling" =
psyop programs = hypnosis/hypnotic suggestions = a drone's program set into motion.
We don't have another language to communicate apart from the English language but we work very hard to let people
know that the English language is a fraud and a deceiver and to let our writing show the intention behind what we
write. The English language is a third party in itself because it has been put into our heads by other men and women,
all third parties. People who have lies in their thinking and their beliefs cannot help those lies creeping through in their
words, sentences and paragraphs because they are relying on falsehoods here, whether innocently or not, and so
these is what are set into motion through their writing.
While we are stuck with this language, we have to use our senses to sense the intention of the writer behind the
words. This is why we go to so much trouble to write in a way that makes our intentions as clear as possible, and why
we get such a huge response from people who are waking up to the third party "spelling".
Just look at the post you have written about Arthur. It is all third party information of your dreaming that has nothing
to do with reality. Anyone who came and had a first party experience with us would find it very hard to relate the
Arthur they met and talked to with the version of Arthur in your third party re-presentation of Arthur. Are you not
trying to put doubts about Arthur and the work we do into peoples heads without any evidence or examples to back
your claims? Is this not your intention?
This is what the NWO INTEL operation is all about. Previously the programs put the "fear of God" into people but, with
the downturn of "spelling" religion, other ways to create doubt, fear, uncertainty and distrust are in operation because
if this e-motional conflict exists in their thinking and dreaming, they are easily manipulated because they are not fully
conscious and do not see the harm in creating their lives out of this kind of thinking. There are plenty of e-motional
blind spots for the INTEL operatives to slip in behind the black curtains of the e-motion and mislead people through
stealth.
If you train a horse through harsh, painful methods, the horse is always under the power of the fear that you have
created in the horse. In the same way, if people are manipulated into fear and trauma, they are always under the pull
of that e-motion which acts as a form of domination. This is why we say beware of those who peddle aggression and
violence the way Kate does, and what you have done in threatening to come down "do it the old fashioned way, man
to man". You are threatening physical violence, which is never the answer to anything. Or were you suggesting having
a hug and a laugh?
Imposing Your Image Power
Max, we expose DARKNESS VISIBLE. Let's delve a little deeper into your use of third party constructs.....
Let's start here - Use SENSE (1st party) and NOT NON-SENSE (3rd party).
The idea of freedom is third party (non-sense). You were pushing OPPT, Ron Paul, Universe, Planet, etc, etc, which is
all about 3rd party, not first party. There is no direct experience. Any remedy or dealings in law is also third party. We
got caught up in the law stuff too, but we dropped it when we realised that you can't force someone under another's
image power, which you have to do when teaching people about legal "remedy", etc.
A child brought up on nature never thinks of the "idea" of freedom because he/she already is free. He/she does not
have "not free" in his/her consciousness so freedom is never an idea not in his/her life. For them to comprehend the
construct that is the idea of freedom, they have to be already enslaved, already a victim of system brainwashing.
The whole of "The System" is about forcing men and women under someone else's image power, third party
explanations about everything of their relationship with everything so that we are always looking through the eyes of
another MAN, never learning through direct experience, first party to first party, and where has that got us?

It is impossible to create "The System" without doing this, be it through overt or covert means.
We are all unique and original, not one the same as the next, each to our own skin, so how can we all be forced under
the same image, third party?
If you comprehend this and you are who you are and we are who we are, why did you try to impose your image
power, third party, over us, first party, and Anastasia, first party, by claiming that you knew what happened between
Arthur and Anastasia when you were not present as a first party? This is blatant evidence of you acting as a third
party impostor of Anastasia and Arthur and setting off the conflict through your storytelling as an impostor in the
performance of Arthur and Anastasia to set doubt in the brains of all those who were reading the posts. (Link below)
There was no first party evidence coming forward to back your claims and this scenario is common throughout "The
System", where people tell stories about other people, even though they have no first party experience of what they
are talking about. This is more examples of third party explanations and explanations so that we are always
experiencing the programming of the intentions behind the psyop programming that sets the duped down the road
that the master manipulators have determined for them. We do to a lot of trouble to expose these tactics and you call
this Vatican programming.
To us, the controversy you tried to create around the first parties to the direct experience, Arthur and Anastasia, was
a blatant attempt by you acting as a third party to discredit us by introducing doubt into your performance of Arthur
and Anastasia and making it out as if that performance was coming from us, from our dreams and intentions when
the fact is, you made it all up as a third party and have never apologised for doing so, or made whole with anyone
who may have been affected by those posts. Were you concerned that what we were sharing would cause harm and
damage in people's lives? This leads to the question; Do you practice black magic? Are you psychic? Do you have an
all-seeing-eye? Are you trained to remote view, remote project and remote control?
Remember you have full responsibility to maintain honesty, integrity and sincerity because you have a large influence
on public thinking, as we do, and this was carried out in the public arena in the "name" of Max Igan and the "names"
of Arthur and Anastasia and, by association, Fiona.
This is clear evidence of fraud and lying and using your hypnotic, persuasive influence to carry it out. WHAT MORE
EVIDENCE DO YOU WANT? This is in plain sight. This is DARKNESS VISIBLE. Senses, direct experiences, do not lie,
though anyone can twist the story of a direct experience. If you weren't trying to discredit us, why bring any of this up
when you don't even know us or live with us? What gave you the reason to do this? Fair enough to say if you don't
know if it is true or not, but coming out and attacking us is a different ball game. To us, it is clear that you tried to use
your influence to discredit us. Does not a priest or a politician try to influence his flock? This is also slander.
Before we move on, we already explained all your claims of us "backstabbing" you in the post below so we suggest
you go back over it because you are still trying to influence people e-motionally about this. As we explained, many
people over the years have asked us privately for our opinion of you and we have told them that you support "The
System" and have no remedy to offer that gets us all out of "The System" forevermore. From the Australian
Constitution to Ron Paul to the OPPT. It's all system stuff leading to more systems. No freedom on offer.
Max Igan & The Fraud Of The OPPT
(One Peoples Public Trust)
Facebook Discussion With Arthur & Fiona Cristian
17th to 19th February 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8357
Do a search inside this webpage for this
"Max, in private, to people who rang us asking about our opinions, views, insights,"
to find the post where we explained this "backstabbing you" claim/non-sense.
It's All In Your Work
We expose the lies in your work because we show all the third party constructs that you cannot back because you
cannot bring forward first party evidence that they exist. And when we ask you about it, you do not want to talk and
nor does anyone else spouting third party rhetoric. If you were a MAN of truth, would you not leave no stone unturned
in your search for truth and stand for that? And if you comprehend the third party/first party situation, why haven't
you stopped doing it and stopped the lies you are spreading. But you haven't. So why do you continue along this
path? If you do not have an agenda that is NOT truth, why do you keep going on the path of not truth, meaning why
do you keep pushing third party constructs and making them out to be true? If you are a man of integrity, why aren't
you going after people who are spreading third party lies as imposters, many of whom you openly support. If you

have been innocent of this until now because you haven't read the posts where we explain this to you, fair enough,
but, if you have read the work where we set out what you are doing, then you have no excuse unless you can show us
clearly where we are wrong in what we say.
When anyone acts as a third party, it creates a conflict in people who have not worked out the difference between
third party/first party and they get easily manipulated. When we put out a video explaining that this is the universe
and this happened and that happened, it creates a conflict in those who believe this. If we bring up a child in nature
having direct, first party experiences with life forms, there is no conflict because the child is getting their information
directly from first parties. There is nothing to believe or disbelieve. This is very different between a man getting in
between a man and a man or a man and nature and acting as a third party impostor of a first party between them.
The whole purpose of exposing the lies is to wake up to how we fall for them and setting each other free from each
other, and to show people how they are being manipulated so they learn to recognise the tactics and free their lives
from the consequences of those tactics. We are so used to the storytelling coming from third parties programming our
lives that we are drawn to this spelling and easily manipulated by people such as David Icke and you who are trained
in storytelling techniques. It is like being in the movies and having a script to follow. We no longer remember how to
have original, first party thoughts and dreams.
We work so hard to break the spells because most people are sedated by the storytelling of people with influence over
"public" thinking. We have never grown up from having people read us fairy tales. The scene has changed but the
same tactics still apply with the "grown up" fairy tales being full of money, Oneness, aliens, ownership, and all
system-based thought. The duality tactics continue; as in the fairy tale, as in real life. Throw in the trauma and you
have created a slave to do your bidding while you manipulate their trauma to have them continue to create the
outcomes you desire in the prison of the psyop program. Tavistock reigns supreme.
The Freemasonic/Satanic world operates by stealth, trickery and sleight of hand. There is no full disclosure of their
intentions and agendas and outcomes. They like to keep their darkness out of sight and what we do is make that
darkness visible for all to see. You know this to be true because you have been talking about this sort of thing for
years, and now, here we are, pointing out the trickery and sleight of hand in your work.
Notice that we do not attack you the MAN, because it is in your work that the harm is being done.
Darkness Created
Why do we keep going on about third party and first party? Because the difference between the two is the difference
between living in "The System" of hell or living in Paradise. As we have said before, if we tell you that the life form
over there is a daffodil and is yellow and you place this third party information over the life form that you see, you are
shutting down your senses that can give you a direct first party experience with that life form so that you can access
all the information the life form has to offer you. Placing third party information over the first party information of the
life form is placing the "illumined light" of darkness (non-sense) over the sensory light of our creation. This is what we
are doing with all the constructs of "The System" that we learn about through the journey of our system lives,
especially through our system education. What we are really being taught is the craft of spreading darkness and the
craft of disconnecting our lives from the dream of life that is who we really are and what we are really part of.
Imagine a child dreamed for and created by loving parents and brought up in nature having direct first party
experiences with all the life forms of life around. A child brought up in this way will have no vagary, no doubt in his
thinking because there are no third parties, other men and women, putting ideas in his head about what he is sensing
about the life forms he interacts with and causing him to doubt the information he is receiving directly from the life
form. His thoughts about what he senses are clear and he is free to create unique original dreams that do no harm to
life. He will have no thoughts about free because he is already living free and does not have to fit into the one-shoefits-all "freedom" of system constructs.
When we introduce system education that brings a whole world of third party constructs into the child's head,
everything becomes cloudy. He can no longer trust his senses because the constructs and concepts he is being taught
are non-sensory; they cannot be sensed by the child because they are nothing to do with life/Earth/nature that is who
the child is and that he can sense because they are sensory. He now has to fit into the boxes of his education,
including whether he is a man or a woman rather than just MAN. He becomes a living MAN being forced to go through
a shattered reality, going from the perfection of the wholeness of creation to the millions of third party stereotypes
the child must fit into to make non-sense of his life and everything around him.
The child has no direct experience with any of the third party constructs that make up the world that is "The System".
They have no connection with who he is and as his brain is filled with more and more constructs through constant

repetition, the child loses connection with the sensory information of life as his senses are deafened by the memorized
constructs bouncing to and fro between his ears. Adrift from consciousness, and with no clear direction in his thinking,
the child becomes dependent on the constructs that are the thoughts and ideas of other men and women and learns
to live a life of limited liability because all the information that his head has been filled with is telling him how to think,
feel and act. There are no longer unique, original thoughts and dreams in his head and those who created the
thoughts in his head have all the power over him. As in the fairy tales of shattered reality, as in real life.
Just a year ago Max, you were promoting OPPT as being the real deal which is just more of the lies of a shattered
reality. What we are asking for is to be left alone, all of us, so that we can get back to co-creating our real lives with
unique, original do no harm thoughts and dreams, and you call this a Vatican program. When people go to freedom
workshops, they are already shattered and when they leave, they are still shattered because the Tavistock program
continues. They are continuing their enslavement to the shattered reality because they don't know how else to be.
This is what Mark Darwin, Mark Pytellek and others are making money out of. We cannot educate others into freedom!
If you can imagine a large sheet of glass being shattered into many, many tiny pieces and each of those pieces being
a fairytale for us to build our system lives with. We end up with a life made up of many, many bits and pieces, none of
them unique and original to us, all of it imposed upon us. Thus we remain under the "spell" of all these pieces, too full
of doubts and fear to be able to make sense of what is going on around us and what has happened to us. Our first
party relationship with nature has been shattered which means that our consciousness of who we are has been
shattered.
What we are about is exposing the lies of the shattered realities, which means exposing all the third party thoughts
and dreams in our heads. We help people wake up to the source of the shattered reality and get back to nature where
we can begin to put the pieces back together. All the conflict, the harm and the chaos comes out of the shattered
reality; someones idea of God over another's idea of God, the idea of freedom, of how to live with each other. People
cannot be boxed under an idea of freedom. There is no freedom in this!
\
There is nowhere to solve this problem in "The System". All we can do is roll our sleeves up, heal the damage, learn
to love without harm and set out children free in nature where they will not learn about ownership or limitations or
limited liability. A child living with full responsibility is a truly free child.
The shattered reality is the darkness created.
Falling For The Lies
Cults, sects and religions come about because people are so used to other men and women telling them how too
think, feel and act throughout their childhood that they look for people to tell them how to think, feel and act when
they are adults. This is how we are easily manipulated and cannot sense that we are being fed lies that maintain and
support "The System" that has no purpose other than to keep us enslaved to its makers and leave us open to falling
for the next wave of constructs coming through, even though we may have become aware of the older ones. This is
the ONLY way they can manipulate us. If we were all thinking clearly from our direct first party experiences and our
unique, original thoughts, we would see the constructs for the lies they are and refuse to let them into our thinking.
This is why we always warn people about the spells of the English language and ask them not to believe what we are
saying but to work things out for themselves. We cannot tell people how to be free. We can show them how they are
being manipulated into slavery and provide them with a remedy to step out of "The System" so that they can then
contemplate and work things out, re-learning how to trust their senses and have the direct experiences with
consciousness so that they remember who they really are and begin to create their unique, original lives as cocreators of the dream of life. Our challenge is to come together and set each other free from each other's image
power. This is healing the shattered reality. The way most of us think now, we just look for someone else to tell us
how to think, feel and act when we see through the lies of the last man or woman we relied on to tell us how to think,
feel and act. "The System" teaches us to be dependent on the judge, the politician, the local council, David Icke,
Sacha Stone, or whoever to tell us how to lead our system lives.
This pull between our senses trying to connect us with consciousness again and all the alien system thoughts crashing
around our brains is what causes the conflict in our bodies and in our thoughts and feelings. It is what confuses us
and has us unable to distinguish between the pure white of truth and consciousness and the black and grey shades
added to truth to mislead us. It is the conflict between us being present in present sense to creation and someone
else putting thoughts in your head that are reflections of creation that we cannot sense in present sense but only
memorise to keep them echoing between the ears.

The freedom/truth movement is going nowhere because instead of people painting the picture of their unique original
freedom that comes from relationships inspired by co-creating with nature without doing harm to anyone else, they
are being manipulated into painting a picture with grey and black in it that are the ideas of freedom and are not
freedom. This ties them to the intentions behind the grey and black that are to keep people enslaved and easily
manipulated so that they accept whatever remedy is offered to them because they still haven't learnt to take full
responsibility for their lives.
INTEL Operation New World Order
To us, it is very clear that the NWO is being brought in by an Earth-Wide Intel Operation performing Psyop Programs
that stretch right back to when the Bible was first crafted into practice and continued on through the "self-fulling"
prophecy of its projected "business plan", recorded in code in the Bible, and concluding shortly with its planned "endtimes".
There are many recruited from "The System" music and film industries and all other enterprises, who now work as
Intel. Collectively through the storytelling of their Psyop Programming, as first parties committing fraud, they are
casting an interweaving net of complex, overlaying 3rd party re-presentations (con-structs/con-cepts/storytelling)
that are blatant lies, used to con and trap the duped into the enslavement of a make-believe "freedom" performance
of those lies, to construct the NWO prison out of their "own" making.
This performance is the continuation of "The System" under another feel good/god, cosmic-galactic, oneness
consciousness guise led out front by the "Good Guys", who are all Intel wolves dressed in lambs clothing. What a
scam this all is. We have been around long-enough to SENSE and completely trust what we sense without being
blinded by the "illuminated light" derived from belief, faith and associated opinion in the storytelling of 3rd party representations, all of it rooted in trauma and reaction to trauma. The behaviour of many of these wolves is carefully
crafted to maintain the trauma, hence a lot of the aggression thrown out to anyone who dares to deconstruct what
they are saying. The trauma is the invisible rope that binds us to "The System", even while we think we are thinking
freedom! Reaction to trauma is what is pulling everyone towards the NWO. This is the only way they can pull it off.
Refer to posts such as 'The Pull of E-Motion" for more on this.
There is no manual freely available anywhere across Earth that explains how the psyop programming works. It is
DARKNESS INVISIBLE. This is where our work comes in - we are bringing the psyop programs into PLAIN SIGHT to
make DARKNESS VISIBLE through what we expose, even though many hate us for it. Funny how those who think
they long for freedom hate those showing them the door!
We are all unique and original and cannot become free by conforming to the image power of another MAN, which is
what is happening with all the "Good Guy" shepherds beckoning to those yearning to escape "The System" but with
too much doubt in their thinking to realise their free-will-power to live freedom day by day, step by step.
The Supermarket Of Choice
"Freedom" the system way is always through third parties and make-believe third party con-structs/con-cepts. It is
like a supermarket where we can make a choice of whatever type of "freedom" we are allowed within "The System",
not realising that the choices of "freedom" have been set up by the INTEL networks whose job it is to keep everyone
trapped in "The System". They do not want men and women to have their unique and original dreams of freedom and
do no harm set into motion in their lives because, once this happens, "The System" where they gain all their power,
control, glory, privileges, etc, is no more. Hence the INTEL networks go out of their way to feed our doubt in our
ability to be free, doubt about our relationships with each other and with nature/earth and doubt that we can do
without "The System" supermarket, spoon-fed "freedom". We live to remove all doubt and cause a mass exodus out
of "The System" in this life.
All the conflict bouncing to and fro between our ears is derived from doubt, distrust and uncertainty.
Third party constructs are not the unique creations of the men and women thinking and feeling them and, while they
are thinking and feeling them, they are cloaking who they are in this illumined darkness. This is what happens to the
men and women who attend freedom workshops and have someone else's freedom constructs superimposed over the
unique men and women they are. They do not get freedom from these workshops, only choice, as we explained in the
post about you and Mark Darwin, see https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853 The only
way they can create true freedom in their lives is if they create it in present sense without anyone interfering or
putting doubt into their heads about what they are doing, instead supporting and encouraging them. Freedom starts
in our thinking and spreads out into the practical steps of creating freedom from "The System" back to freedom in
nature.

As soon as someone else starts telling them how to be free, they are putting their lives under the image power of that
man or woman and, while they are under someone else's image power, they can never be free. All the freedom/truth
movement is offering people is another aisle in the supermarket of "The System" where they have a range of
freedom/truth choices to choose from. True freedom is nowhere to be seen, just as real food is not to be found in the
supermarket aisles of "The System", even though there are many choices of stuff pretending to be food.
Look For The First Parties
The freedom truth movement is full of men and women peddling third party information and third party remedies.
Again, if you are not sure of the difference, just look for the first parties present. Christians claim that God is the
almighty father; can they bring forward this authoritarian God to back their claims? People claim that the photo on the
driver's licence is them; can the photo come forward and confirm this? We are so used to the complicated, convoluted
system way of complicating everything so that the truth is veiled in a fog of non-sense information, that it is
sometimes hard to realise that things really are this simple. Trust what your senses are telling you through direct
experience with first parties, even if third party system science or religion have a very long, complicated explanation
as to why your senses are wrong and why you cannot trust them.
The freedom/truth movement is full of men and women acting as imposters of a freedom (the thought of freedom is
not freedom) over other men and women by claiming that their story telling of a freedom is the story of freedom
when this is a BLATANT LIE.
How can you re-present another MAN and have the MAN still be unique and original? You can't, it is impossible.
Hijacking other people's information to impersonate as your "own" creations is all about creating conflict and all about
limited liability and nothing to do with full responsibility. If you make an animal dependent on you for food, you have
taken its freedom to be what it naturally is in nature away. You have changed its purpose. If you make a MAN
dependent on you for freedom information, you can be sure that he doesn't have freedom!
Even thinking about freedom tells us that we are slaves. If you continue thinking about freedom, you are still a slave.
A free man doesn't think about being free. He/she just is free.
With all of these movements/shepherds, everything is in the "name". It is not naturally expressed and lived in/of the
MAN. It is the "name" Max Igan in the "name" of freedom, the "name" Mark Darwin" in the "name" of freedom, the
"name" OPPT in the "name" of Freedom, in the "name" of Arthur and Fiona Cristian in the "name" of freedom. These
are all shadows/reflections bouncing to and fro between the victims ears and they are all the blind spots keeping
victims under control and pliant.
Hijacking With Image Power
The black magic priests/priestesses behind "The System" are always on the lookout to infiltrate and counteract any
genuine attempts to gain freedom from their power and control so they hijack any movements that come along. An
example of this is the controversy over the Ringing Cedars books where Vladimir Megre ended up removing the rights
from the English publishers who he felt were not re-presenting his work as he wished it to be presented. There is
much speculation as to whether the books were the same as the originals and whether they have been altered. That
aside, we can see one very clear sign of the priests of "The System" imprinting their darkness over the information
being shared.
Disregarding the writing for now, the fact that the covers were changed to BLACK does not seem to re-present the
intentions of Vladimir and Anastasia; there is no living nature set to the background of darkness and that's because
darkness does NOT exist. The sun casts no shadow. There is no darkness even at "night" as can be seen by the fact
that we can see all the celestial bodies, even after the "firmament" was terribly damaged and collapsed destroying
vast parts of Earth and filling up ALL the low-lands across Earth to become ALL the oceans and seas, etc.
Everything of celestial space and bodies was hanging over MAN through the firmament (water of MANS breath
expanding and holding the dreams of MANS creation), so say many tribal people as passed down through word of
mouth from their ancestors and alternative archeologists and scientists. Anastasia and our ancestors could literally
touch the stars because they are not limited by time and space constructs the way we are. Their speed of thought is
greater, is unlimited, is unrestricted.
We can still see/sense ALL the celestial bodies, even though our communication with them is limited by the priests
image power of "time" and "space" that puts everything into lineal thought (confined reality = shut-down-MAN))
because that is what we are projecting/dreaming as being true, who we think we really are, when all we are doing is
putting our life force energy into apparitions to corrupt MANS dreaming in PRESENT-SENSE.

Slowing The Thinking
Anastasia talks about the speed of thought and how the priests needed to slow down MANS speed of thought in order
to have control over MAN. The priests needed their speed of thought to be faster than MANS so that they could
remain one step ahead all the time. Inventing the constructs of "time" and "space" is one of the confining methods
they have used to slow down our speed of thought because, when we believe in "time" and "space" and a lineal
reality, through their offering of education, we are in the confines of this apparition that becomes the rules of
engagement of our whole lives with creation. Consciousness is shut out and we are prisoners in present-sense, to the
fantasies that rule us as demons. Absorbed by this kind of thinking, we are no longer conscious of present sense and
therefore unable to expand consciousness wherever we dream to expand it to. We have become birds with clopped
wings.
Added to this is the fact that we are looking at the celestial bodies through the influence of all the third party
storytelling (prosthetics) such as astronomy, system science, quantum physics, astrology,
numerology/mathematics/geometry that we are subjected to from very young, shutting out all the information of
consciousness (wisdom) that the celestial bodies (our ancestors) have to offer us.
This is the darkness of the covers of these compromised books. This is in plain sight. DARKNESS VISIBLE. Can you
not see/sense the imprint of the priests intentions on these books carried out by all the lackeys who are still under the
influence of the priests dreaming that they follow, that being the Freemasonic/Satanic world? This is all done through
remote control, remote projection and remote viewing which means that the English distributors were under the
influence of these black magic warlocks and witches to make the covers black. Someone has put these ideas in their
heads.
MANS speed of thought is greater than all of this, if we are prepared to let go of all these demons. Our consciousness
can shift anywhere throughout the dream of life in an instant but we have to let go of all the apparitions and not use
them as a means of engagement with creation all around us. We are dealing with MANS dreaming here - nothing else
is going on.
BUT the third party, dark-side of MANS dreaming wants to create a darkness through MANS projection of darkness as
the combined force of all the apparitions the priests dream for us to set into motion to become the limited tools of our
dreaming so that ALL celestial bodies (ancestors) cannot be seen/sensed anymore through our senses. Instead we
look at the celestial bodies through non-sense, the apparitions/demons/constructs/concepts, projecting darkness over
these creations, over them, because we are rejecting and forsaking them. We are disconnecting from the wisdom of
our ancestors. What better way to control MAN than to capture our children in this educated, third party darkness?
To us, the celestial bodies are the consciousness of our ancestors creating the dreams of their lives as those celestial
bodies through the water of their breath, the very water that makes us who we are and which we add to with our
breath and what we dream. Remember, all our ancestors could "fly with the stars" and that's because the "stars" are
the dreaming of MANS creation of the dream of life. We are creators.
Can you comprehend that if enough of us dream of this darkness, we will shut out the living dream from an absolute
darkness in our image that will envelope all of MAN, leading us to total oblivion as we shut out all of life all around us?
This is the third party instruction of spiritual suicide. Such is the power of our free-will. The strength of this third
party, suicidal dreaming is the cause of so much unhappiness and lack of fulfillment in "The System" First party
connection makes you feel alive and joyful. Third party disconnection makes you feel empty and sad. The dream of
the freedom/truth has not been created naturally. The freedom/truth movement is not natural.
The Ringing Cedars books aside, Max, this explains why we are so swift to point out third party darkness when we see
it. It is all the third party non-sense imposed upon us that cloaks us in darkness and keeps us confused and doubtful
of our power to co-create the dream of life, co-creating light rather than re-presenting darkness. This is why so much
harm is being done in the freedom truth movement when choice is re-presented as freedom and when man and
women are left doubting their own ability to create light because of the constructs imposed upon them so that they go
with the constructs that only create darkness.
Third party darkness is the illumined light in the dark cave that is "The System". People flock to the "light" oblivious to
the fact that it is just a form of darkness and that the cave wall are still strong surrounding them. No one involved in
this scam is going to make it because they cannot escape the consequences of MAN falling into third party darkness.
The more MAN departs the dream of life, the more the dream of life departs from MAN until there is no more life in
MAN and MAN/life is no more. This is the price we all pay for the actions of all those INTEL shepherds keeping us in
the darkness. We work to stop this darkness from spreading to stop the annihilation caused by our focus on anti-life,

removing life out of life which only happens when we deprive MAN of first party, direct experience with nature. There
are no winners in this.
What Is Your Intention
If you are sincere in your desire to help people, you need to be honest with them, just as Mark Darwin and all the rest
need to be honest about the consequences of following the third party work you and they promote. For example, does
Mark Darwin explain to people that when they follow his methods, they are putting their lives under his image power
and that his methods are all system based and have nothing to do with getting out of "The System", even though they
think they are getting protection in "The System" and "freedom" from some of the obligations of "The System"? Does
Mark tell them that a piece of paper cannot stand against the full force of the British Empire and that a trust or
foundation does nothing in the face of this force and that trusts and foundations come from THEIR system and THEIR
law and that they can and do change the rules of THEIR playing field as and when they want to? Does he tell them
that they are paying him for not telling them of the consequences that will arise down the line? And we know that
they do arise because we have heard from and helped many, many people who have experienced those
consequences. Do you, Max, explain to people that while they may learn a lot from your work about how "The
System" works and all the things wrong with "The System", nothing about their system slave lives will change
because all there is is talk and no action, no practical, every day steps to free their thoughts, feelings and lives from
system brainwashing? Do you tell people this?
If you were sincere about helping people to extricate their lives from "The System", all the focus of your work would
be to help people see the practical, day to day steps they can take to create the food forests and the communities
that give us independence from "The System" and from being underneath each other. Instead of educating people
about freedom, we need to work together to take care of the land so that each of us have direct, first party
experience with nature all around as we help each other. Through this direct experience and full responsibility for
land, they lose the pull of e-motion to system ties and begin to be able to wean their lives away from system
prosthetics, especially if they are raw food eaters. As they reconnect with the land, so they naturally reconnect with
freedom and peace.
This Kindom remedy is the ONLY one we have come across that will work because every other so-called remedy we
have seen promoted is always within "The System" and third party based. If a federation-type, global leadership
comes into power, we will be witnessing the final capitulation of MAN to third party darkness that spreads across Earth
as the greatest man-made apocalypse ever. Only a very few of us will make it and they will be those who are so
conscious that the darkness will not come upon them. They will know where to be when the "time" comes. The end
times games have got to stop.
Max: remember when you were pushing the OPPT and saying that it was the real McCoy and refusing to listen to any
evidence that it is not? We won't go into it here because it is all available for those who want to read it in the links
provided below, but this brings us back to freedom workshops and Mark Darwin.
They do not work and they are not a remedy. Freedom is not the intellectualised thought of freedom, which is what
you keep promoting. Again, refer to the post on Mark Darwin and you. You cannot put the idea of freedom in
someones head and tell them that this is freedom. So why are you doing freedom workshops that teach people about
the idea of freedom?
While you keep promoting third party constructs and failing to bring forward first parties to support your claims, you
are part of the problem, not part of the remedy.
Reminder To Answer The Question
Max; below we have copied the questions we wrote to Mark asking for clarification of some points. They have yet to
be answered. In this post, we are clearly showing the psyop program at work and we have also clearly set it out in
other posts. Either you do not read our work, in which case how can you have an opinion about it, or you are in denial
of what you read. We always write as clearly as possible and your intellectual prowess is surely more than capable of
comprehending what we explain. And if it is not, how about asking for more clarification?
https://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian/posts/10203677889935853
Mark, please show us in all your work and in all Max's work, where you are providing freedom and not choice and that
you are not providing the "names" of freedom and manipulating and using and abusing many, many people in the
"name" of freedom, when it is only choice masquerading as freedom. How many curses are you manipulating into
processing in the "name" of money as they react to trauma? You probably need to do some background work into

what we are saying to comprehend fully what we are saying but, if you are really interested in truth and freedom for
all, we assume that you will leave no stone unturned, in case you are on the wrong path. If you can't prove it and you
won't change your ways, then who are you answerable to, who are you working for? Who is your master?
There are many INTEL agents out there spreading lies and causing people to get hurt in the process and there are
also many, many people extremely angry about many, many things and some of them are vigilantes who have no
problem carrying guns and using them. They have been reading our work, and the work of others who are putting out
information that is waking people up to the truth of how people are being manipulated across the board. Many of
them have been watching the scene for years and we have been asked to join them, which we will not do because we
are not into violence. They have been harmed in various ways and those who are out there in front, leading the way
in the psyop freedom/truth movement, as well as though associated with them, will be sitting ducks when the
pressure cooker blows. For example, someone like Ivana could be a target if she is associated with you and associated
with the INTEL networks that have caused so much harm to so many. Even Stephanie is a sitting duck, and all the
others who support you. This is true healing that we are offering you here. Pull out, save your lives and stop the
harm, stop the lying, stop the blatant manipulation. .
Our commitment is to wake people up to the real tactics and more and more people are waking up to how they have
been used and abused. We don't think you guys realise the enormity of the backlash swelling against all INTEL.
This is Fiona and Arthur both writing in all these posts.
Threads relating to Max Igan
A Spell Master At Work
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
21st April 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8401
The Continuation Of The Max Igan Saga
21st August 2013
Facebook Discussion With
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8478
The Continuation Of The Max Igan Saga
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 21st August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8478
Max Igan & The Fraud Of The OPPT
(One Peoples Public Trust)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 17th to 19th February 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8422
OPPT Facebook Discussion
Started By Gypsy Rob/Freeman Delusion
20th February 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8466
OPPT & Slavery Through Intellectual Conscription By Deceit
The Scam Of UCC And CVAC
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 27th Feb 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8421
Another Facebook Conversation
Between Max Igan And Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 2nd July 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8467

1 June at 02:18
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
It is quite apparent to me that Max Igan will not answer any of the sincere questions put to him in this thread.
Perhaps he is just too busy. He does attack people's character as has been pointed out. I found a message from him
in my inbox this morning and thought to myself, "hey, perhaps he has some answers to the honest questions that I
put to him. Instead, I received a private lesson in 'manners' from Max himself that I can share with you all:
"Max Igain?
I-Gain?
my name is Igan but ok, go fuck yourself you arthur cristian programmed fuckhead"
1 June at 06:27
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
As our first party testament, Fiona and Arthur Cristian are saying that MAX IGAN is lying and lying and lying through
his teeth. Refer to the links provided to see how much ground we have covered with Max and yet he continues
repeating the "same" lies, even after we explained everything to him about "Satanism", etc, and here he is still
completely ignoring our views to put his own slant over it.
As far as we are concerned The Intel Networks will use one of their own as a sacrifice to bring down one of their
perceived enemies - LOLLLLLLLLLLLL Your anger and threats do not faze us. We know you love to bait - LOLLLLLLLL and we know you are intel - our senses do not lie to us.
You are still our brother and you are most welcome to visit us and we'll share lots of freshly picked organic food with
you, provide you with a comfy bed, shower, towel, and even give you hugs, etc. We know that you are deeply
compromised but this does not mean that we hate you. In fact we love you unconditionally and is why we are outing
the burdens that plague you deep underneath the clever guise of your intel training. Nothing you can say or do will
change this for us.
And yes, we are happy to do a radio show with you - we just need some planning in advance as we are currently
extremely busy and finding it challenging for both of us to be together. It appears Wednesday's mid-morning is the
only "time" we've got for both of us to be together to have a long discussion/debate with you. Arthur
1 June at 03:24
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Max doesn't engage like an honest man would do. This is my opinion and from what I have experienced here. I
suppose this is based on my ideas of honesty. I don't think I can and won't likely spend any more time on this as it
has all been laid bare by Arthur and Fiona and by Max himself by his responses. Time to get back to promoting
remedy 24/7.
1 June at 03:25
-----------------------------Brett Anderson
Lol, the real 'Max Igan' crawls out from under the stone he was hiding. So you're going to punch on with Arthur eh
Max? This should be just as an effective remedy as the OPPT intel scam you were pushing...oh wait, did you forget

about that little gem did you? If I were you Max I'd quit before you could do yourself anymore damage to your "good
character".
1 June at 05:00
-----------------------------Beatnic Bee
looking forward to seeing your show arthur with max in it
1 June at 06:04
-----------------------------Naturr Boii
Denizen, that msg must have been for me ;-P since it was me who wrote Igain. Just a friendly reminder to him that
memory is a useful tool. As it was part of a discussion from long ago, to which he did much the same thing he is doing
in this discussion. As pointed out by the love for life's work.
Seems the tricks have not changed, these programs/lies/beliefs are losing their power over us.
1 June at 06:05
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Heheh, yeah I saw that it must have been for you. Ah well. For discussion's sake, let's for a moment give Max the
benefit of the doubt. There are indeed many posts on Love For Life critiquing his work and claiming an Intel directive.
In my opinion, the critiques focus solely on his work, provide examples for this claim over and over again, provide
discussion and do nothing to attack his character, ad hominum style. Arthur and Fiona also go out of there way to
explain their intentions for their critique, namely to help other people who may be duped by what they see as
misleading information. So he gets angry, so be it. What counts for me at the moment, is what we can decipher and
discuss by what is posted here in this thread.
On that note, I accept his invitation, directing anyone to look at the posts on Love For Life as his evidence for his
claim that he has been accused. I'm sure he is a busy guy and doesn't want to make the time to direct us to
specificities. I leave that for each one then to look at the work and decide for him or herself.
I would, however, still be interested in Max backing his claim that Arthur is a 'black magician' by providing an example
in Arthur and Fiona's work that can serve as a 'spell'. One example, just one. I think this would be extremely
productive. Does anyone else? It would give a chance for Max to back his claim and his words and for Arthur and
Fiona to explain themselves. It would give us, the others, a chance to see what a spell looks like and to learn how to
recognize them and avoid them. C'mon Max, please provide us one example to look at.
I would also very much like to hear Max's opinion, thoughts and critique on the remedies that Arthur and Fiona have
and provided and continue to tirelessly promote. I summarized them briefly for him in this thread. Why does he not
address this? Why not Max? It is beyond me how you can say Arthur and Fiona offer no remedy. It may be your
opinion that the remedy they suggest can not work, but how can you say they don't propose "remedy". Anyone who
spends any amount of time looking at their work will see that it is imbued with the discussion of remedy. Is not the
discussion on remedy the most important subject, and worthy of all of our time and effort?
He also never touched on the subject of his claim of 'Vatican programming'. I'm not saying he's wrong or right with
this, but I do think it would be worth him explaining himself if he desires his claims to carry any credibility. After all, it
is what he is asking of others. Well, carry any credibility with me I suppose. Perhaps he just doesn't care. Max, do you
see how it looks when you make a claim like this but never continue the discussion when asked about it? How can you
get so angry at someone and ask them to provide evidence for their claims when you are not willing to do so yourself?

Finally, Max what are your remedies. If you don't have the time to type anything out, please provide links to specific
episodes from your show, or links to articles you have written which deal specifically with remedy so that we can get a
good sense of it. Could you please find some time to do this? I think that due to the amount of people who read these
posts, it would serve well. Considering that you are all about remedy of course.
1 June at 06:44
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Max, when are you available for a debate on remedy with Arthur and Fiona? They have expressed their willingness. All
is needed is a neutral and willing moderator and the technical platform i.e., Skype. Or perhaps attacks on character
will be left ou...See More
1 June at 06:47
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
Denizen Ape: Did Max Igan really leave that message in your inbox?
1 June at 13:59
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Only because you asked, I'm not bothered by it. If Max is just a misunderstood dude with good intentions, I could see
why he would be angry.
Denizen Ape's photo.
1 June at 14:18
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
You need to put in context the whole thread of discussion we had with Max Igan from the outset where it all started in
the public domain with Max taking many many shots at Arthur (and Fiona) over the sharing with Max in 2010 of the
direct Anastasia experiences Arthur had with Anastasia back in 2007. This attempt to discredit us backfired on Max
BIG-TIME. His Intel Psyop Program was made redundant and useless. We are just witnessing the gradual decline of
his Intel Program entering the NWO scrap yard of failures. The links to all these Max Igan attempts to discredit us are
provided above - we posted them late last night at the end of the article "Routing Out Psyop Programs Routs Out Intel
Operatives + Exposing Max Igan's Psyop Program - Arthur & Fiona Cristian - 31st May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524".
1 June at 15:49
-----------------------------Mark Jonas
Pope Francis Declares Himself the Antichrist and Lucifer "the Father"
This ceremony was supposed to have been broadcasted across the world in 3D HD on...

1 June at 15:51
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
I suppose I should have emphasized the 'if' in that post! I was reading much of the back discussions today and
decided I had to stop and just focus on solutions. That is all I really care about and I truly resonate with the same
ideas you have Arthur and Fiona.
I remember when it hit me that I was absolutely irresponsible for not growing my own food and taking care of my
own water and shelter. It hit me so solidly and I froze. I mean, I knew growing food was important for health and
sustainability, but I had never framed it in my mind that to do so is really the true meaning of responsibility. It was in
this moment that I realized how utterly dependent I was on the System for my life and this made me feel sick. This is
also when I realized that one cannot just up and drop the Legal Name without preparation, and especially not without
community.
This is also when I realized that the claiming and control of land is one of the strongest undercurrents of the System
and without access to land we are subject to slavery. I also remember realizing that I had 'woken up' into a
completely compromised situation and that there was an inevitable transition time going to happen and to not even
bother about doing it for my own well-being. Time to serve and give for future generations. I also remember getting
hit with the understanding that the control of ideas is mandatory for the System's survival. Words and ideas compel
behaviour and thus shapes reality.
One other realization worth mentioning is that the System persists and perpetuates by our participation in it. Without
our participation, the System dies. Finally, I realized that without our consent, the System only has force and will use
force as it has done. When one frees the mind, the force becomes very apparent.
There is a reason for this long diatribe here, but perhaps it is just rambling as it is late here on my side of the world. I
want to express that these ideas came through contemplation and internal debate a la John Taylor Gatto, fed by all
the information and reading over the years coupled with my own experiences. All of it independent of you guys
although I'm sure your info came to me filtered through other sources. Somehow I hadn't come across your work yet.
So in the last short while after coming across your work, I see you have been saying all of this for so many years! This
obviously gives me a strong resonance with these ideas and with you. As I read and listen to your work and see these
same insights, there is a corroboration that this is the right tack. It for sure is a union between my gut and my head.
I have heard Max state that Arthur and Fiona's idea of remedy is turning their back on the System to leave it to
destroy the world. I personally don't see it that way. How else can we stop the chaos and destruction? We can't go at
it with force, as the System has that wrapped up tight and would annihilate us like they have always done to the
peasants who took up arms. Hire one half of the poor to kill the other half.
So I would love to hear other people's thoughts on the remedy promoted by Love for Life, especially Max's. Let's get
on with it and get this idea out there. What is your remedy Max? What do you suggest people do in their lives?
1 June at 16:33
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Regarding the Anastasia audio, I can see why Max would not believe you if he was thinking she actually visited you,
but you seemed to make it quite clear in your posts as to the actual circumstances. In the audio, Arthur never states
that she got on a plane or whatever, just that he was visited. Sigh, let's grow some bananas all day.
1 June at 16:38
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

Mark, the key here is to completely ignore all this madness so we stop giving our life-force-energy to these lies/liars
con-structs/concepts/demons and focus all our life-force-energy on co-creating complete unconditional bonds with
nature which naturally bonds us all together without "The System" coming in-between us.
As we posted elsewhere.....
The NWO is already being played out through the Psyops Programs being waged against us by many, many, hundreds
of Intel Operatives - Destroying the Psyops Programs neuters the influence Intel Agents have over all of us who are
really waking up to the REAL tactics of a war being waged against all of us. The work we do IS the Empowering that
bonds all our brothers/sisters together into being the mass exodus out of "The System" forevermore. Then there is no
more fighting.
There is a choice of either people standing together in nature with NO SYSTEM all around us or of people standing
together bound to "The System" all around us. We live for MAN being bound to nature - we refuse MAN being bound
to "The System" under the guise of being "natural".
1 June at 17:09
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
People are really waking up to the real Intel Psyop Program tactics going on EVERYWHERE - What you see being
posted here in this thread, particularly during those days when we were not on FB, is just the tip of the iceberg of the
influx of correspondence coming in from men and women all-across-Earth. What you are experiencing is the REAL
awakening going on. They are waking up to/from THE PSYOPS PROGRAMS that have done their heads in - Max Igan's
Psyop Program is redundant and has entered the NWO scrapyard as a failure. More to come until all Intel Operatives
Psyop Programs are completely destroyed.
We live so others may live for what we live for too!
The NWO is already being played out through the Psyops Programs being waged against us by many, many, hundreds
of Intel Operatives - Destroying the Psyops Programs neuters the influence Intel Agents have over all of us who are
really waking up to the REAL tactics of a war being waged against all of us. The work we do IS the Empowering that
bonds all our brothers/sisters together into being the mass exodus out of "The System" forevermore. Then there is no
more fighting.
There is a choice of either people standing together in nature with NO SYSTEM all around us or of people standing
together bound to "The System" all around us. We live for MAN being bound to nature - we refuse MAN being bound
to "The System" under the guise of being "natural".
We live so others may live for what we live for too!
1 June at 18:52
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

= NO SYSTEM (no man-made system)

1 June at 18:52
-----------------------------Grant Robinson
I'm still wondering if the read was worth not finishing that piece of art, lol.
Wow, Max just lost it there
Considering the powers that are being dealt with here wouldn't it make more sense that the threats made to Max and
his family are intended by the nefarious monkey swine to cause fighting where a great team could be formed.
Max has a way of awakening asleeple and Arthur has a real remedy.
After personally trying for a few decades to change the system from within with cogent covert manipulations of that
system and having been in the boardrooms of the big 100 over the years with concepts,i can honestly tell you, the
system is not going to change, disengagement is the only answer.
Max could well be sincere in his promotion of groups and such, he seems like a positive guy and could well be
dissapointed himself and is lashing out. A drowning guy gripping at answers that seem cogent but are just too
complex to really understand. People in general even when they are awake are to scared to disengage, it is a HUGE
thing to do. So far out of everyones comfort zone.
Metaphysics and co creation aside, I would just like to reset, repair the earth and be the forefathers of whatever
comes next. A great big leap of faith with a capital F.
I can guarantee you that if humans can pull this off there will be a day of celebration centuries in the future when
what was accomplished by the generations alive today will be remebered as the point when the survival of the species
began.
That was a bit scattered, would love to contibute more but am tired after shovelling dirt to transplant citrus and
mixing adobe all day and Im a bit punchy with fat finger syndrome.
everybody love everybody!
will ferrell

1 June at 21:01
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria

OMG Denizen Ape....I'm speechless. What has happened to our hero Max Igan? It's like he is infected...infected with
an emotional fluke worm.
1 June at 22:06
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
That's a great rant Grant...very informative and encouraging as well. I totally agree with you! I think we can pull it
off. I agree about dis-engagement. I reckon Peace Pilgrim's principle of "First things first" comes into place
here....disengagement starts with our minds. The rest will follow. It seems to me that that is where they are
controlling us....and it's the easiest place for us to start. Mostly because it is silent and the System doesn't know what
we are thinking if we don't display it. The System wants us to complain and protest and get all upset and fearful. But
if we silently disengage with it (the system) while preparing ourselves with independent living (food forests, healthy
living ect) we will gain enough health and strength to step away on mass and quickly. But there will be many we have
to help. And I reckon that's OK. Because there is safety in numbers and each man has incredible value to share.
1 June at 22:24
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
The Intel Psyop Programs at play - we could see/sense this coming. Refer to the reasons of our disassociation with
Kate of Gaia. Moment by moment, all involved in this scam are amplifying, intensifying and enveloping the curse of
their "own" making upon themselves, their children, their loved ones, etc, and all their beneficiaries and associates,
without respite and without relief. They are all committing spiritual suicide. "Father forgive them for they know not
what they do". https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=1491713417726845&set=a.142864143... - It's best we
start moving away from "The System" as fast as possible. Those who have really woken up will know where they need
to be.
Finally!
CNN (Cunty-News-Network)... Shares Truth!
by: Ninja Bambi

1 June at 23:48
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Out of all this mega intensive Love For Life work we've been doing since March 2005 what keeps coming back to us is
the creation of a living Kindom where we live in the Southern Highlands because it will be roughly 60 to 90 minutes
"drivetime" from most parts of Sydney, roughly 2 hours by car from Canberra and when you include the Illawarra
region (and further down the coast, the central coast, Newcastle and Hunter Valley, we are reaching around 6 million
people (of the 20 million Australian population) most of who can come for a day trip to have a direct experience of
how to live with each other with NO SYSTEM, demonstrating a do no harm, Life Is A Gift way of life.
Having such an example spread out and out and out and out as we inspire the local and wider communities through
our celebration of life and our standing/walk-the-talk and sharing the abundance of our co-creation freely (no
contracts/commerce/fees/etc) to benefit the local and wider communities (health, labour, support, Shchetinin
"schools" (Mikhail Petrovich Shchetinin - Kin's School - Lycee School at Tekos: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5173),
care for the elderly (we have heaps of ideas on this that leads to children/teenagers working together with the elderly
on a wide variety of fronts), growing/creating food forests, do no harm homes, etc, etc, creates "community
immunity" and sanctuary. This is how we break the back of "the System" - helping others to overcome doubt,
uncertainty, apathy, denial, fear, trauma, etc, etc, is as powerful as it can get. Kindom needs a large committed nonself-centered walk-the-talkers to pave the way of freedom for all. Who is putting their hand up?
2 June at 00:16
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
The Steps Of Kindom
2006 to 2012
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
2 June at 00:16
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
From Bare Dirt To Abundance
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
51 Minutes 46 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
2 June at 00:16
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
No remedy from Love for Life? I must scoff. I just started reading Steps of Kindom...literally just a paragraph or so in.
Two comments must be made regarding what was spoken of so far. Arthur and Fiona start this remedy document off
by speaking to the need to scrutinize all the aspects of your life in the System, including your intentions. Why is this
such an important first step? Well, someone can read until their eyes fall apart, but until they actually examine their
own beliefs and the contents of their mind and thinking patterns and do the work of self-reflection, introspection and
contemplation, they will not own the realizations and insights. Doing this mental work brings about ah-ha moments
where the 'penny drops', 'the pieces of the puzzle fall in to place', etc. Then these realizations will never leave you and

only grow and refine. These realizations motivate your behaviour and your new thinking patterns which then compels
your behaviour and influences the words that you communicate with.
The article goes on to stress the importance of raw food. I can attest to this with every fibre. I started eating a high
carbohydrate low fat raw food diet about 5-6 years ago due to gastrointestinal issues and was literally slammed with
unexpected positive results all over the place. Not only did my acute health issues clear up within days, my mind
came out of a fog that it didn't know it was in. Folks, this is the real deal. There is now a great deal of scientific
evidence and literature, China Study as one example, but this will simply be some anecdotal testimony, and I'll keep it
brief. Unheard of energy levels, a clarity of mind that can't be described, heightened memory retention, patience,
calmness, peacefulness. You will think on a new level! We're talking loads of fruit here, not just greens. You do need
calories. There is a forum out there 30bananasaday.com that one can peruse and connect with others. For those who
think about the pineal gland literature, I suggest that something goes on here once your body starts to clean out the
gunk and is replaced with proper fuel that your body can digest easily with minimal effort. Eat starches like yams if
you can't get enough fruit. Even rice makes a better substitute if in shortage. Anyways. Remember a ripe banana is
spotty and full of simple sugars. An unripe banana is yellow and full of hard to digest starch, like chalk.
Time to read more. No remedy my ass.
2 June at 06:32
-----------------------------Denizen Ape
Oh yeah, does it really seem like Arthur and Fiona are turning their back on the world Max? Doesn't it seem more like
they are spending ridiculous amounts of time spreading good messages and ideas that people can incorporate
immediately into their lives to start their transition away from the System. Why do we have to turn our backs on the
world if we develop sustainable communities? As long as the internet is still available, people can be reached with
ideas to all corners of the globe. I don't believe I've seen anyone suggest that people enclave and hoard. It has been
more like share and give and serve and help. C'mon Max, get on board.
2 June at 06:37
-----------------------------Max Igan
yes why on earth would I be mad with Arthur.... here is an email my son received this week for his 21st birthday...
hey Igan, fuck you. you dont know me but I know you. I know where you are and I know what your government intel
father is doing and next time I see you out Im gonna fuck you up. Happy 21st. Enjoy it because you wont enjoy your
22nd
signed
Right when you least expect it
... so yes, why on earth would I have any issues with Arthur Cristian spreading lies about me.... silly me, Im just a
drama queen after all... yes, Vicki, being concerned for my sons well being, its just emotional fluke worm isn't it... I
imagine you would never over react to something so petty as someone wanting to ruin your childs 21st birthday with
death threats... A place where people are receiving these types of emails is just the kind or world Arthur likes to
create
Well he can explain it all to me when I visit him ...and for all of you here who support his lies and false accusations...
well, fuck you too. Have a nice day
2 June at 12:16
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

All lies are curses and all liars are processing curses.
Max, if we were in your shoes we would be dropping all the work you do and apologizing to everyone for misleading
them with your psyops tactics, cleaning up your "act" and start reinventing your life.
Multi-millions of children and adults are already deeply deeply damaged by all the psyops tactics that causes them to
perform the death to who they really are ritual through harm-doing foods, liquids, air, media, materials, education,
war, chaos, poverty, malnutrition, drugs, chemicals, poisons, reactions to trauma, etc, etc....
Doing the Love For Life work we do has already brought upon our family 12 death threats, 4 assassination attempts,
Fiona kidnapped, two elderly married supporters in their late 70's hog tied, hooded, bullet put through his hip and
tortured for hours, lots of hate mail/posts/comments/phone-calls, abuse, intimidation, ridicule, scorn, threats of
violence, etc, stalkers following our children, two large raids of up to 16 police, sheriffs, detectives, etc, upon the
family home, vast varieties of attacks coming from "ethnic groups" including the NSW Jewish board of deputies
determined to shut down the Love For Life website, loss of family home, breaking and enter, low-down helicopters
hovering above the home for 5 minutes or so, plenty of surveillance, phone tapping, etc, etc.....
Either "your way" with the "trauma" you ONLY offer here or "our way" through all the trauma thrown at us reveals
that nothing has changed because the trauma of "The System" is all embracing which captures everyone regardless of
the psyops program used to control/medicate their performance and behaviour/attitudes and which ONLY benefits
those men and women thriving from such outcomes.
But in spite of all the embracing trauma there is a very large awakening of men, women and children all across Earth
who are no longer intimidated by trauma and are being strong enough to rise above the trauma to think and dream
clearly for unique ways of life without trauma being part of their lives anymore and therefore are no longer
intimidated by trauma which is what you continue to offer here Max.
Staying in "The System" or any other "psyop program shaped" "feel good" version of "The System" under another
guise is NOT acceptable. Millions of people are now seeing/sensing through the manipulated scams which is what you
offer here Max, and you are, because you are demonstrating a "victim mentality" that ONLY OFFERS TRAUMA to react
to. This is a BLATANT INTEL PSYOP PROGRAM TACTIC. There is no pure and sincere love (any virtues of love) set into
motion here. No direction to step away from performing trauma in all its nefarious forms that inspires MAN to cocreate paradise (no man-made systems) all-around in present-sense.
The point is, the people you work for, your masters and their networks can kill our children anytime they want to and
if they do, this will NOT stop us doing the Love For Life Kindom remedy work we live for and that is because there is
no death for those who remember who they really are. Our children are already conscious of all this. They do not want
to live in a "world of harm/trauma/reaction to trauma and are already seeing/sensing through all the psyops
programs/tactics and realise what it is going to take to co-create paradise all-around. We realise we are not the
problem, not the cause of "trauma", AND we realise that we are fully-responsible to depart from "The System" of
trauma and depart from all the reactions to trauma that keep us enslaved to the trauma of "The System".
All you offer here Max is reactions to trauma. This is CLEARLY in plain sight and is DARKNESS VISIBLE. E-Motion-all
blackmail is an Intel Psyop Program tactic. We are not buying into your offer and we guess most others won't either.
What is happening Max is that there are now many many people waking up to the trauma tactics and not being fazed
by them anymore.
Max, you can come on down here and bash Arthur up, bust his body into whatever "state" you want his body to be in,
but unless you kill him and Fiona, we will continue on doing the Love For Life work we do. We are not intimidated by
you and we refuse to be like you. We will not raise our hands against you, we will not be attacking your physical life.
We will have our arms outstretched so you can fire away. So unless you kill us you are wasting your "time" on us.
What are the options we have here? Maintaining a system of slavery in whatever guise or walking away from "The
System" and taking full responsibility for our lives.
Can you prove that the hate mail you and your son are getting is coming from us? There are many, many vigilante
groups out there that we are not associated with and never will be as we do not stand for violence. Our stance on this
is very clear. All we are doing is exposing the lies which exposes the liars. So perhaps you had better go back to your
work and scrutinise it for lies and clean up any that you find. Again, if we were in your shoes we would be taking down
all your work or at least providing full-disclosure of the falsehoods it contains and apologising to everyone for
misleading them. Such is the way of "psyops programs".

Your PSYOP PROGRAM has been completely exposed for all to see/sense. We're doing this with ALL Intel Operatives as
are many others who are really waking up. This is not a warning shot fired over the bow, this is a series of fatal
torpedo blows into the hull of the Freemasonic/Satanic world that is presently sinking their NWO ship into oblivion.
And we are all providing sanctuary for all those escaping the "dead-world" in "life-rafts" (Kindoms), if it is not too late
for them to do so.
2 June at 16:04
-----------------------------Vicki Victoria
Max Igan OK. I apologize for saying that about you (the emotional flukeworm) That comment wasn't directed at your
reaction to your son's 21st email. It was related to your behaviour in general. I've never experienced you like this and
I'm quite confronted by it and then made that comment flippantly. I'm sorry Max. I really am. I'd never want to hurt
you. I reckon you should take that email threat to the authorities....all the way. If it's an email it must have an
address that can be traced. Death threats are a serious offense. I reckon over reacting (though understandable) only
gives the threat more energy and life that it does not deserve...if you know what I mean. You have to be certain
where the threat came from before making public accusations. Because, like it or not, you are a public figure and that
comes with responsibilities. Big ones...bigger than mine that's for sure. Will you accept an olive branch your way...???
2 June at 21:53
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Grow up the lot of you!!!
2 June at 22:27
-----------------------------Jaba WS
Max Igan Your childish RE-Action shows clearly your "Light and Love" you spread! Why do you come now and RE-Act
when Arthur Cristian did already approach you so many times? If you are really about truth and no harm! Why don't
you talk with people like us??? I never got a response fro you even i write you a couple of times as many do! But you
continue to spread the system doctrines New(C)Age B/S all over the place! And did not change a little since i even
hear you for the first time! If you really would like to help people and spread truth, then you would also be able to
admit that allot of stuff you talk about, is just TRYING TO CHANGE THE SYSTEM! But you also can give a painkiller to
a death ... would make the same effect!
2 June at 22:38
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Are you grown up Ali? Are you a certified expert in growing up? Can we see your certification please? LOLLLLL
Yesterday at 00:38
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Lol I want to play a game lol

Yesterday at 01:03
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
The Crusades: From Prophet Adam to Prophet Isa, Part 1.wmv
This is recreation of the Lecture Given in Joint Seminar with Imran Hosein in Kuala Lumpur, 7 April 2012, and provides
greater detail.

Yesterday at 01:04
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
I wonder wether they need Psy ops at all,?
When Divide and rule, still serves them so well.
Yesterday at 01:22
-----------------------------Ali Ali Mahmoud
Shaun Hamer well said
Yesterday at 01:24
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
Divide and Rule IS the Queen Bee Psyops Program of them all - it starts in each of us as the echoes bouncing to and
fro between our ears (so to speak) to separate/divide us from who we really are, MAN, and from what we are all really
part of, Earth/Nature.

The Queen Bee is made up of every 3rd party con-struct/con-cept instructed/educated/explained to us as "a", "b", "c",
"1", "2", "3", "compass", "square", "name", etc, etc,.................... These are all the echoes.
The divide is the 3rd party image-maker/storyteller casting "spells" (psyop programs, the echoes) over us, an
example being: "that life form over there is a daffodil and is yellow and is part of this and that, etc, etc".
THIS IS THE DIVIDE THAT RULES US.
The divide is the 3rd party intermeddler, interceder, interloper (fallen-MAN = liar/deceiver) acting as an impostor of a
1st party sensory life-form, a he/she coming in-between our first party to first party direct-experience of a sensorylife-form, with the intention and determination to break (hijack/kidnap) us from having a direct
experience/connection/perception/etc with nature/earth all-around us.
They create the DIVIDE (psyop program) so that they can step in-between MAN and Earth/Nature to RULE us, to
RULE MAN and to RULE Earth/Nature.
Their IMAGE POWER (Psyops Program) reigns supreme.
Nothing else is going on.
DO YOU COMPREHEND?
If you have been educated YOU ARE ALREADY DIVIDED AND BEING RULED. You have already been got at by their
Psyops Programs.
THIS IS FACT!
What do you think "name", Max Igan. and all Intel operatives."name", have been doing to you, to everyone
susceptible to such very clever manipulation?
Our work is to inspire MAN to use our senses (touch, taste, feel, smell, hear, see), and not our
education/instruction/explanation/trauma/storytelling/etc, to heal all the damage done to us so that these liars and
deceivers and their psyops programs can no longer come in-between us and Earth/Nature to rule us anymore.
Yesterday at 02:55
-----------------------------Paul Brooks
So stop dividing?
Yesterday at 01:58
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If you are not conscious of these tactics you will remain divided = stuck in "The System" with NO WAY OUT.
Yesterday at 02:00
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer

I'm not sure of the point of this, New thread.
The comment was neutral.
And relating to the division apparent despite the stated "good intentions" in the thread it was placed in.
If you know what I mean .
Everyone claims they are working for the good of all, and yet conflict harms all.
The planting of barren or damaged seed brings no fruit to the harvest.kind of thing.
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
It's not about you, the MAN, leave the "name" (self) out of it, it's about sharing insights to help anyone (MAN) wake
up to what is really going on. Life is a gift and we let these works be set free (we don't own anything including
"name"/"self") for the benefit of others, for all of us down-the-line. Any pull of e-motion coming in-between us is the
psyops program at play messing with our heads.
The trauma of our brainwashing is so extensive that we need to help each other learn and connect until we can
completely surrender "name"/"self", cause then, we are no longer divided to be ruled by the trauma of the psyops
program. If we don't learn to completely surrender to all forms of reaction to trauma (self-centeredness) we will
continue clinging to the trauma of "name" that binds us as "The System".
Most of us are deeply in denial of the trauma that rules us as "name". We have perfected desensitising/distraction
skills to such an extent that we can no longer "sense"/feel the pulling power of the trauma that rules us as the
information of the psyops program messing with our heads.
We have embalmed who we really are under a hood of trauma in the belief that every 3rd party con-struct/con-cept
(educated/system thought forming our alphabet language "name" of communication) bouncing to and fro between our
ears is who we really are.
This is a lie.
All of it is a fraud.
It is NOT who we really are.
In fact, they are all the blind spots that perform as the DIVIDE in each of us, as the divide between MAN and
Earth/Nature and the divide between MAN and MAN, and it is here, in this chaos of echoes, where they gain all their
power to RULE us over with.
While we are blinded to the mesmerising image-power of their psyops programs, they use this "illuminated light"
("names"/con-structs/con-cepts) to slip in without any of us noticing, and from their, while hiding behind the curtains
of their "illuminated light" (DARKNESS INVISIBLE), they can continue feeding us with more and more psyops
programs ("spells"/echoes/"names") to maintain their power and control over us.
This is what Kate Of Gaia is doing to you and is what David Icke and all other Intel Operatives are doing to all their
victims seduced under their IMAGE-POWER.
This is the ONLY way they can con everyone into creating the New World Order.
Things are not what they seem!
PS: Did you experience any pull of e-motion (reactions to trauma/reactions to "name"/"names") when we posted this
thread to the wall???
If you did, what "names" (image power) did you react to???
Do you have any conflict going on inside you???

If yes, are you aware of who is in power over you???
You don't have to answer any of these questions in the public domain.
You can chat with us privately if you want to down-the-line.
Yesterday at 03:35
-----------------------------Shaun Hamer
In all honesty I posted the comment because I sensed the conflict in the other thread,
As stated it was neutral my focus was on Arthur the man, Fiona the woman and max the man
I feel that definitions of words are the trap
Words are the trap even.
Beyond all programming we are all man.
Beyond that we are all love
P.s. responded here mainlly to see what your intention was, or if you'd misinterpreted it as being on one side or the
other.
Yesterday at 03:41
-----------------------------Paul Brooks
Arthur you seem to have lost all respect for others views, privacy and right to express themselves. You've created
division by posting a thread about how the system divides us, how psyops operate, and then operated in pretty much
the manner you're bemoaning...something tells me you're having doubts about your purpose lately so you're crying
out...hope it gets sorted...PS: Did you experience any pull of e-motion (reactions to trauma/reactions to
"name"/"names") when we posted this comment to the wall???
If you did, what "names" (image power) did you react to???
Do you have any conflict going on inside you???
If yes, are you aware of who is in power over you???
You don't have to answer any of these questions in the public domain.
But I'm sure you will...
Yesterday at 03:41
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
There was NO DIVIDE coming from us whatsoever about anything - just sharing insights with you and others.
Yesterday at 03:43
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian

Paul, this is all the storytelling going on between your ears. These are not our intentions. What you are doing here is
acting as a 3rd party impostor of us - this is the DARKNESS VISIBLE of a psyop program presently ruling you to
create the DIVIDE which RULES you and comes in-between us.
Yesterday at 03:46
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If we had no respect with others views we would be censoring your posts, your views, etc....
Yesterday at 03:48
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
We are/were sincere in asking such questions. Are we not brothers who care for each other, who seek to help each
other learn from each other???? Do we have to bring a DIVIDE between us to RULE us???
Yesterday at 03:51
-----------------------------Paul Brooks
NLP codes 'darkness visible' 'divide' and 'rules' noted there, thank you for those assumptions. (No thanks...)
Yesterday at 03:52
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
If you have any doubt going on they are your doubts bouncing to and fro between your ears. They are most definitely
not coming from us.
Yesterday at 03:53
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
You are admitting to the DIVIDE that presently RULES you Paul. This conflict lives ONLY with you - this conflict is not
coming from us. This is NOT a game - we are being very serious, honest and frank with you. Notice the power of this
conflict and how much you have acquiesced to it.
Yesterday at 03:56
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian If guys are up for it why don't we have a video Skype chat and go into this further? Off to have a rest
now. PM us if you want to.
Yesterday at 04:01

-----------------------------Paul Lane
Arthur, great thoughts set down here, we are divided within, their infection reaches into our thoughts and bodies and
we war within our very selves....divide and rule is 'macro' and 'micro', for the one is the other, there is really no
difference ..... KUDOS my friend x
5 hours ago
-----------------------------Arthur Cristian
We just watched this video about how to create a mind-control cult. Excellent and spot on. However the makers of
this video are already part of a cult, are already practising the oc-cults before, during and after making this video. All
the education, instruction and explanation they/we have received since sperm & egg is already the effects of the occults upon us and we continue setting into motion the deep-seated psyop programming of the oc-cults upon us and
upon everyone and everything all around us = "The System" of an occultic program.
It just shows us why we have to set into motion the Kindom remedy that stops us educating, instructing and
explaining everything to our children. The only way to break this ocCULT stranglehold over us is to set each other free
from each other but to do that we have to recognise and let go of our ocCULT trauma, the pull of e-motions of
someone else's ocCULT-i-c image power in our heads that we have been dancing to, as well as working hard to clean
up the damage we have all been party to.
"The System" is a cult, a program that tell us how we should live, how we should think, etc. It is an occult in itself.
An oc-cult.
While we have to use the occults, the tools of "The System" CULT, to get out of this, so long as we are clear in our
intention to expand the light of the Kindom remedy (NO SYSTEM OF A CULT) at the end of the tunnel, the mass
exodus from "The System" CULT, we will get there so that our children and our children's children are free from this
CULT and we have stopped the power of the occults over all of us.
This requires a strong group of people committed no matter what and without doubt about each other and what they
are doing, as well as being strong enough to withstand being called a cult, which we undoubtedly will be.
We are called a cult now when we are just a family + 1!
Those who attack people breaking away do so because they do not want to let go of "The System" CULT and do not
have a remedy to "The System" CULT . They do not want us to leave the CULT of "The System", THEIR CULT.
This is why 2006-2007 we created The Steps of Kindom, a breaking away from "The System" CULT forevermore, a
present-sense (being conscious) living remedy that focuses on do no harm and life is a gift.
This shuts people up because how can they attack do no harm and life is a gift!
How can that be a cult?!
To put the nail in the coffin of the dead and send them back to their dead ocCULTic world with their tail between their
legs, we ask them for their remedy that provides freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance, do no harm, no loss of
uniqueness/originality and no slaves and rulers for everyone and everything = NO SYSTEM OF A CULT. By confronting
them, we are showing them that they have nothing except "THE SYSTEM CULT to offer us.
This makes our intentions very clear and is not something people can really argue with if they are honest. If they are
not, they will continue to fight for their oc-CULTic belief systems and continue to attack anything/anyone who
threatens them.

AND, confronting them with these do no harm life is a gift remedy questions exposes them right out in the open for all
to see. They have NOWHERE to hide............. enter Kate Of Gaia, Max Igan, Mark Darwin, David Icke, Michael
Tsarion, George Green, Benjamin Fulford, Alex Jones, Santos Bonacci, Marl Passio, Zeitgeist, Thrive, Ubuntu, OPPT,
Michael Tellinger, "Oneness Consciousness/One Earth" this or that, Deepak Chopra, David Wilcock, David Woolfe,
Project Camelot/Project Avalon Bill & Kerrie, Mike Adams, Quantum Physics, System Science, Oprah Winfrey, Barack
Obama, Queen Elizabeth, Prince William, EU, UN, NATO, WTO, WHO, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, etc, ..... :) <3
Mind Control Cults
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mnNSe5XYp6E

The Steps Of Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life 2006/2007
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
Routing Out Psyop Programs
Routs Out Intel Operatives
Kate of Gaia, Max Igan & Mark Darwin
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 31st May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524
Wednesday 4th June 2014 10.30pm

Sequential Order
We ask you to NOT believe anything we say/share and instead use
scrutiny like an intense blow torch and go where the logic of
truth/sense takes you. This is very, very important. Put everything
you believe up to the test of scrutiny to see how it stacks up. If you
are true to your heart/senses and go where the logic of truth/sense
takes you will find that NO belief, etc, will stand up to the test of
scrutiny. They just do not stack up because they are lies/fraud.
After you have watched and read all the material and any questions
are left unanswered, send us your landline number and we will use
the internet phone as a free unlimited call. We are on Sydney NSW Australia time. Best times for us to chat are
between 11.00am and 6.00pm.
It is critical that you fully comprehend Image Power, "Name", Contract To "Name", "The System" Of "Names",
"Spelling", Trauma, Reaction To Trauma, Curses, Processing Curses, Full-Responsibility/Liability, Limited
Liability/Responsibility (passing-the-back), Slavery, Senses/Sense vs Non-Sense/Senses, 1st Party vs 3rd Party, RePresenting Intellectual Property such as but not limited to "Name", Storytelling/Storytellers, Duality, Black-Magic,
Belief, Lies, "i", All Seeing "i" (eye), etc..... These themes and others are covered over and over and over again.
If you do not comprehend these insights and are unable to use your senses to sense your way through all the nonsense/non-sensory-images that enslave MAN under their image power (darkness = "The System" = Hell), men and
women will remain deeply trapped under a terrible state of trauma. Our intention is to inspire you to remedy by
showing you how to move away from reacting to trauma in all its nefarious and devious forms.
His-Story/Her-Story (History)
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
2005-2007 - Re-posted July 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8529

The Dream Of Life Part 6
Under The Spell Of Intellectual Property
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
19th April 2012 - 51 Minutes 52 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMK7CkU1ih8
The "Name" Is The Mark Of The Beast
The Strawman Identifying
Your Slave Status In "The System"
By Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
5th February 2012 - 56 Minutes 25 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdOag66v7uo
IMAGE POWER
The Nefarious Tactics Used
To Disguise Truth And Distract Us
From Remedy
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
24th January 2014
This post contains many recent Facebook comments
and email replies which collectively provides a big picture
into exposing the deception behind IMAGE POWER.
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8496
The Pull Of E-Motion
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
8th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8499
IMAGE POWER
Superb Diamond Range Interviewing
Arthur & Fiona Cristian 4th February 2014
http://youtu.be/qFnuuw3kLog
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8501
Trauma Induced Fantasy
July 2013 Interview With
Jeanice Barcelo And Arthur & Fiona Cristian
http://youtu.be/CZVj-ddUoZw
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8500
Processing Curses
A Lie Is A Curse
Liars Process Curses
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
26th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8503
How The System Is Really Constructed
Bouncing Back Curses Upon Curse Makers
To Stop Harm Forevermore
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
27th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8504
Slave To A Name
Parts One, Two, Three, Four,
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life

3rd to 6th March 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8505
Educated Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
20th March 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8506
The Only Path To Freedom
Beware The False Steps
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 2nd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8508
Free-Dumb For All
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 5th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8510
Revoking The Ego
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 8th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8511
How MAN Commits Spiritual Suicide
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life - 3rd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8509
How To Detect Intel Operatives Working
For The New World Order Agenda
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 10th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8512
How The Psyop Program & Intel Networks
Are Messing With Your Head +
His-Story/Her-Story
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8513
Godzilla Through The Looking Glass
Destroyed By Name"
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 20th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
What It's Going To Take
To Co-Create Freedom Forevermore
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 22nd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
Falling For Fairy Stories
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 24th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
A Disassociation From The Work
Of Kate of Gaia
Arthur & Fiona Cristian

Love For Life - 17th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8517
Separating The Wheat From The Chaff
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 22nd May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8516
The True Satanic/Freemasonic Symbolism
Of John The Baptist
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
24th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8518
Denial And Apathy
How Deep Does Duplicity And
Complicity To Harm Doing Go?
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 24th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8519
Revolution Or Revolution
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 25th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8520
Routing Out Psyop Programs
Routs Out Intel Operatives
Exposing Max Igan's Psyop Program
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 31st May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524
The Psyop Program Scam
Behind Religion Belief Faith
& Associated Opinion
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
11th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8525
Another Delusion
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
11th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8526
A World Of Words Is A World Of Lies
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
13th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8527
E-MAN
The Name Of The Beast Is MAN
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 9th May 2014
Includes Mountain MAN Arrested
Facebook Discussion About "Name"
Uploaded 25th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8528

E-Motion
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 13th August 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8537
Crop Circles Are A Massive Hoax
Facebook Discussion On Simon Kawai's Wall
Involving Arthur & Fiona Cristian
31st August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8470
OPPT & Slavery Through Intellectual Conscription By Deceit
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
27th February 2013 onwards...
Part One: http://youtu.be/Qjp_9nlrBao
Part Two: http://youtu.be/tbybeOWZ-Bc
Part Three: http://youtu.be/yOWoxH-HbVw
Water Is The Life Of MANS Consciousness (Breath)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life - 8th February 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8350
Part One: http://youtu.be/4ze66_33wxM - 70 Minutes 5 Seconds
Part Two: http://youtu.be/43gIi-sjxJc - 81 Minutes 13 Seconds
Part Three: http://youtu.be/oooY6W63K-M - 70 Minutes 18 Seconds
What Do You Believe On Origins?
Who Said There Was A Beginning?
Who's Truth Do You Accept?
Belief Is A Strange Idea.
Discussion Lyndell, Scott and Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Between March and April 2013
Posted 29th October 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8487
So You Want The Good Bits Of "The System"
But Not The Bad Bits?
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 12th August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8468
Turning Away From The Reflection
Of MANS Looking Glass
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
30th April 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8404

REMEDY
From Bare Dirt To Abundance
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
51 Minutes 46 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
Control The Land
And You Control MAN On The Land
Displace MAN From Land
And You Turn MAN Into Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life

•

April 2011 (Updated 14th September 2011)
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8237
The Divine Spark
Facebook Discussion With Raymond Karczewski
Arthur & Fiona Cristian & Others
2nd October 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8483
Capturing Another MANS Uniqueness
A Facebook Debate With
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
And Raymond Karczewski
Starting 13th May 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8414
The Spell Is Broken
Taking The Land To Create Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
3rd March 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8365
The Steps Of Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life 2006/2007
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
To explore these themes in greater detail go here where you can find links to all our Love For Life comments, articles,
debates, discussions, videos, podcasts, etc: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385
All the best
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Email : action@loveforlife.com.au
Mobile : 0011 61 418 203204 - (0418 203204)
Snail Mail: PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia
Facebook Arthur Cristian : http://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian
YouTube Arthur Cristian : http://www.youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife
Register To The Love For Life Mailing List: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/05/14/mailing-list
Facebook Group Why Aren't We Free Discussion : http://www.facebook.com/164918753537287
Facebook Group Kindom/Do No Harm Community Discussion : http://www.facebook.com/151811728195925
Links below will kick in when the professionally recorded Love For Life music is released.
SoundCloud : http://soundcloud.com/loveforlife
Nimbit Music : http://www.nimbitmusic.com/loveforlife
Twitter : https://twitter.com/loveforlifemusi
Facebook Music : http://www.facebook.com/loveforlifemusic
YouTube Love For Life Music : http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
MySpace : http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
Google + Fiona Cristian : https://plus.google.com/100490175160871610090
‹ "Oprah and Friends" to teach course on New Age Christ - Oprah Winfrey - Marianne Williamson - Neale Donald
WalschupAlan Watt ›
Articles/Emails Arthur Cristian

•

Australian Stories

•

Banks

•

Corporations

•

Freedom Fighter Updates

•
•

Law articles & documents
Love for Life Campaign

•
•

Videos and DVD's
Add new comment

Support The Love For Life Campaign, Kindom & The Cristian Family
Supporting The Love For Life Website, The Cristian Family and The Living Dream Of Kindom (Creation Of Do No Harm
Communities) - The Love for Life website is produced for free without a fee (no contract or conditions attached) as a
gift of love for the benefit of others. If you feel you have gained something from visiting it, feel inspired, and would
like to reciprocate as an equal exchange in substance and support (value), you are most welcome to make a gift of
love to keep it and the dream of Kindom going. As always, we thank you for your gifts of love.

Bank:
Account name:
BSB:
Account number:
SWIFT BIC Code:

Australia New Zealand Banking
Group (ANZ)
Fiona Caroline Cristian
012 547
5576 81376
ANZBAU3M

PAY PAL
Go To Your Pay Pal Account To Send Gifts To action @ loveforlife.com.au

We Stand For NO SYSTEM
Kindom (Do No Harm Communities) is the dream for freedom, but
it is the dream for the freedom of those around us who also live the
dream of freedom, because it is in living for the freedom of others
that we get our freedom. When we live for the dreams of Kindom of
those around us, we live life as a gift because we live for (dedicate
our lives to) their dream of freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance,
etc, just as they live for our Kindom dreams too. This is true cocreation (cooperation) with no attack on the uniqueness of each of
us. When we live this way, we have no need for any man-made
system - everything/everyone has already been taken care of by
our love for life.
Just as we do not have to jump 10 feet across the room to grab our next breath, neither do we have to worry about
food, water and shelter because it has all been taken care of as we each co-create Kindoms/Kin-Domains for
everyone. Now everybody and everything of the dream of life that is Kindom/Paradise is free (has been set free once
again). The issue is greed and selfishness, power and control trips, arrogance, ignorance, being fed many many lies

and being traumatised. The issue is not overpopulation - there is more than enough land available for every family to
have a hectare (2.5 acres Kin-Domain) to care for. The land of Australia can provide a Kin-Domain for every family
across Earth, each with a food forest, clean fresh drinking water and plenty of space for building natural do no harm
habitats and with plenty of land left over.
Everyone must have the freedom to take full-responsibility for their lives, for the water they drink, the food they eat
and for their shelter. Currently, "The System" forces everyone to give up taking full-responsibility so that we become
grown up children accustomed to sucking on the nipples of "The System" corporations for everything, having to use
money to get by and to follow the rules of money because we are not co-creating freedom, peace, truth, joy and
abundance for each other. Money only leads to haves and have nots and all the abuse, manipulation and distractions
that we are subjected to as slaves to money.
When we give up living for other's Kindom dreams, we start creating hell ("The System") all around us because we
become self-centred - now it's all about "my freedom","my money", "my land", "my belief", "my saviour", "mine",
"mine","mine", "i","i", "i", "own", "own", "own", etc. To protect what we claim we own requires a man-made system
with FORCE to protect those self-centred claims. This is ALL trauma based and all story-telling
(brainwashing/braindirtying).
NO SYSTEM = KINDOM/DO NO HARM COMMUNITIES

Our true freedom comes when we set our thoughts of freedom into motion so that we live freedom rather than just
talking and thinking about it while we still slave for "The System". Kindom will not happen while we meditate for hours
in the bush or do yoga retreats or wait for Jesus or follow the processes of the OPPT (One People's Public Trust now
called One People). This is not freedom because we are not living freedom because we are living the story-telling of
Jesus or Zeitgeist or The Secret or Thrive or One Earth/Consciousness/People.
Living Kindom is very, very hard work as we set about repairing the damage to MAN/Earth/Nature that we are ALL
responsible for but the burden becomes lighter the more of us put our life-energy into the dream of returning Earth to
Paradise. Day-after-day, we all have to work our arses off until Kindom is all around us (MAN) once again. This is the
price we pay to set each other free on a piece of land (Kin-Domain), so that no one is under the image-power
(education/brainwashing/story-telling) of another MAN anymore and so that everyone can have their space of love to
create and live their unique, do no harm dreams. This only happens once we have the Kindoms set up so that
everyone is provided for.

Once we re-create the food forests, whether on land or in the suburbs, we can re-claim our freedom, breaking the
strangle-hold of "The System" because we are no longer reliant on its services and benefits and no longer turning
each other into slaves of "The System", cogs in the wheels of "The System" machine. If we don't put the effort in to
set everyone and everything free all around us then we still live in HELL ("The System"). The key is to live for
everyone else's freedom so that we can have it too.
From Bare Dirt To Abundance
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
51 Minutes 46 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Two A
5th November 2014
http://youtu.be/TPTPn8tgcPI
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8545
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Two B
Coming Shortly
We live for NO SYSTEM. We do not lose anything by not having a man-made system and, in fact, we gain. We gain
our freedom and we gain abundance. Let go of the fear.

A Collection Of Various Love For Life Posts
Providing The Big Picture We See
Sequential Order
We ask you to NOT believe anything we say/share and instead use
scrutiny like an intense blow torch and go where the logic of
truth/sense takes you. This is very, very important. Put everything
you believe up to the test of scrutiny to see how it stacks up. If you
are true to your heart/senses and go where the logic of truth/sense
takes you will find that NO belief, etc, will stand up to the test of
scrutiny. They just do not stack up because they are lies/fraud.
After you have watched and read all the material and any questions are left unanswered, send us your landline
number and we will use the internet phone as a free unlimited call. We are on Sydney NSW Australia time. Best times
for us to chat are between 11.00am and 6.00pm.
It is critical that you fully comprehend Image Power, "Spelling", Trauma, Reaction To Trauma, Curses, Processing
Curses, Full-Responsibility/Liability, Limited Liability/Responsibility (passing-the-back), Slavery, Senses/Sense vs NonSense/Senses, Re-Presenting Intellectual Property such as but not limited to "Name", Storytelling/Storytellers,
Duality, Black-Magic, Belief, Lies, "i", All Seeing "i" (eye), etc..... These themes and others are covered over and over
and over again.
If you do not comprehend these insights and are unable to use your senses to sense your way through all the nonsense/non-sensory-images that enslave MAN under their image power (darkness = "The System" = Hell), men and
women will remain deeply trapped under a terrible state of trauma. Our intention is to inspire you to remedy by
showing you how to move away from reacting to trauma in all its nefarious and devious forms.
IMAGE POWER
Superb Diamond Range Interviewing
Arthur & Fiona Cristian 4th February 2014
http://youtu.be/qFnuuw3kLog
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8501

His-Story/Her-Story (History)
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
2005-2007 - Re-posted July 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8529
The Dream Of Life Part 6
Under The Spell Of Intellectual Property
Arthur Cristian - 51 Minutes 52 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IMK7CkU1ih8
Trauma Induced Fantasy
July 2013 Interview With
Jeanice Barcelo And Arthur & Fiona Cristian
http://youtu.be/CZVj-ddUoZw
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8500
The Dark Side Of The Moon
The Background To "The System"
Arthur & Fiona Cristian Interviewed By
Jahnick Leaunier, The Tru-Mon Show
24th August 2016
Love For Life - 142 Minutes
https://youtu.be/C5TViw1NLr4
Eric Dubay's Flat Earth Is A Cult
The Background To The System Part Two
Arthur & Fiona Cristian Chatting With
Jahnick Leaunier On The Tru-Mon Show
Love For Life - 31st August 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8585
154 Minutes
https://youtu.be/rCPWgEQg-2M
Eclipse Of The Sun - Video (Arthur swears in this video)
The Background To The System Part Three
Arthur & Fiona Cristian Chatting With
Jahnick Leaunier On The Tru-Mon Show
Love For Life - 25th October 2016
https://youtu.be/FMOsOi1kNRc
The "Name" Is The Mark Of The Beast
The Strawman Identifying
Your Slave Status In "The System"
By Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
5th February 2012 - 56 Minutes 25 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DdOag66v7uo
The Satanic Craft Of Inculcation In Practice
Fiona's ACT Supreme Court Affidavit Explaining Inculcation & Illumination
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
4th March 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8578
The Spinning Top
Full Bloom Inculcation
Arthur And Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Facebook Discussions Between The
8th December 2016
And
26th January 2017
Link: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/16/03/04/satanic-craft-inculcation-pra...

The Shit Of Death
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
28th January 2017
Link: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/16/03/04/satanic-craft-inculcation-pra...
The Selfie Of Freakenstein
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
17th March 2017
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8588
Three Sets Of Fiona Cristian Documents Filed With ACAT
Merged Into One Document For Downloading
https://www.scribd.com/document/327370355/Fiona-Cristian-Affidavit-ACT-S...
Fiona Cristian Affidavit
ACT Supreme Court / Court Of Appeal
https://www.scribd.com/doc/316218306/Three-Sets-of-Fiona-Cristian-Docume...
Dancing With Magic (Lies)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Videos, Articles, Comments
And Pending E-Book
Love Fort Life
September 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8575
Dancing With Magic Part One
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
5th September 2015
https://youtu.be/hx7qJ7r2OS4
Dancing With Magic Part Two
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
12th September 2015
https://youtu.be/b_KuEFdKmnA
Dancing With Magic Part Three
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
13th September 2015
https://youtu.be/9pJc1NfnAcI
Dancing With Magic (Lies) Part Four:
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
16th September 2015
https://youtu.be/kSVURGwm1Go
Introduction To Kindom Video
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
6th March 2015
https://youtu.be/7SspPm9wRgo
To Be Educated Is To Have No Soul
The System Is Soul Destroying
Frederick Malouf & Michael Tellinger's
Contrived Gifting
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
1st September 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8586

Illumination IS Definition
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
26th to 29th January 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8577
IMAGE POWER
The Nefarious Tactics Used
To Disguise Truth And Distract Us
From Remedy
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
24th January 2014
This post contains many recent Facebook comments
and email replies which collectively provides a big picture
into exposing the deception behind IMAGE POWER.
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8496
The Pull Of E-Motion
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
8th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8499
Processing Curses
A Lie Is A Curse
Liars Process Curses
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
26th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8503
How The System Is Really Constructed
Bouncing Back Curses Upon Curse Makers
To Stop Harm Forevermore
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
27th February 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8504
Slave To A Name
Parts One, Two, Three, Four,
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
3rd to 6th March 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8505
Educated Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
20th March 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8506
The Only Path To Freedom
Beware The False Steps
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 2nd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8508
Free-Dumb For All
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 5th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8510

Revoking The Ego
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 8th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8511
How MAN Commits Spiritual Suicide
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life - 3rd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8509
How To Detect Intel Operatives Working
For The New World Order Agenda
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 10th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8512
How The Psyop Program & Intel Networks
Are Messing With Your Head +
His-Story/Her-Story
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8513
Godzilla Through The Looking Glass
Destroyed By Name"
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 20th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
What It's Going To Take
To Co-Create Freedom Forevermore
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 22nd April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
Falling For Fairy Stories
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 24th April 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8514
A Disassociation From The Work
Of Kate of Gaia
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 17th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8517
Separating The Wheat From The Chaff
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 22nd May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8516
Revolution Or Revolution
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 25th May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8520
Routing Out Psyop Programs
Routs Out Intel Operatives
Exposing Max Igan's Psyop Program
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 31st May 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8524

The Psyop Program Scam
Behind Religion Belief Faith
& Associated Opinion
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
11th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8525
Another Delusion
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
11th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8526
A World Of Words Is A World Of Lies
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
13th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8527
E-MAN
The Name Of The Beast Is MAN
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 9th May 2014
Includes Mountain MAN Arrested
Facebook Discussion About "Name"
Uploaded 25th June 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8528
E-Motion
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 13th August 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8537
Discussion With Brother Gregory
Clearly Demonstrating Christianity
Is Part Of The Problem
And Not The Solution
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Between the 12th May 2014 and 30th August 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8542
The Psyop Program Behind Free Food
And Permaculture
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
29th October 2014
Facebook Discussion With Unconditional Love Moon
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8544
Head So Strong
Music and Vocals Arthur Cristian
Backing Vocals and Vocal Effects Arthur Cristian & Hannah Wood
Lyrics Fiona and Arthur Cristian
Written during our spare time between Aug & Oct 2014
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OG4UQCTsqwU
The Time Of Trauma That Destroys Us
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
9th November 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8547

The Most Powerful Video On Spirituality
And Happiness FOR SLAVES
Or
How To Accept Slavery And Be Happy About It
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
6th August 2014
Facebook Discussion About The Work Of Eckhart Tolle
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8548
What Can We Do What Can We See
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
A series of Arthur Cristian Facebook
posts and discussions
between 17th and 21st November 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8552
The Misuse Of Love By Intel Networks
To Create Doubt And Uncertainty
With The Intention To Destroy Love
And Therefore Destroy MAN
(True Freedom, Peace, Joy, Abundance And Truth
For Everyone)
By Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
26th November 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8554
The Void Of E-GO That Is Spiritual Suicide
The Justification Of Laziness
That Perpetuates System Creature Comforts
Ensuring Our Fall
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
13th December 2014
Massive Update Occurred 14th Dec 2014 3.10pm Sydney Aust time
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8556
Darkness Visible Part One A, B, C, D
The Freemasonic World In Plain Sight
Decoding George Washington Lithographs
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
14th December 2014
Part One A http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8557
Part One B http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8567
Part One C http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8568
Part One D http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8569
Darkness Visible Part Two
Yin And Yang, Duality, Spiritual Suicide
And Frank O'Collins UCADIA / One Heaven
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
14th December 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8558
Darkness Visible Part Three
How The Word Sausage
Re-Presents The New World Order
Boiling Point & Out To Get Us
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
27th December 2014
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8560

Darkness Visible Part Four
Aleister Crowley - Thelema - OTO
And The Black Magic Psychedelia Of The Intellect
Facebook Discussion
4th to 10th January 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8561
Darkness Visible Part Five
Living MAN Fiona Cristian's Standing
+ Decoding Judeo/Judaism
Fiona Cristian & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
24th January 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8562
Darkness Visible Part Six
The Many Fingers Of The Hidden Hand Appearing
YouTube Community Flagged A Video
Posted To The ArthurLoveForLife YouTube Channel
As Being "Hate Speech"
Fiona Cristian & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
4th February 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8563
Darkness Visible Part Seven
The Full Responsibility For Setting
True Freedom For All Into Motion
In Present-Sense Forevermore
Fiona Cristian & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
10th February 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8564
Who We Really Are Does Not End
At The Surface Of Our Skin
Arthur Cristian & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 22nd February 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8565
Introduction To Kindom Video
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
6th March 2015
https://youtu.be/7SspPm9wRgo
The Rot Parts One, Two, Three
Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
5th June 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8571
"The Good Guys" And The "Bad Guys"
Working Together To Bring In
The New World Order
Arthur Cristian - 18th July 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8572
Can You Spot The Ego?
Where's Wally? Part One
Compilation of Facebook & Youtube
Insight Posts During Aug/Sept 2015
By Arthur Cristian
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8573

Can You Spot The Ego?
Where's Wally? Part Two
Compilation of Facebook & Youtube
Insight Posts During Aug/Sept 2015
By Arthur Cristian
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8576
Dancing With Magic (Lies)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Videos, Articles, Comments
And Pending E-Book
Love Fort Life
September 2015
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8575
Dancing With Magic Part One
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
5th September 2015
https://youtu.be/hx7qJ7r2OS4
Dancing With Magic Part Two
Arthur Cristian - Love For Life
12th September 2015
https://youtu.be/b_KuEFdKmnA
Dancing With Magic Part Three
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
13th September 2015
https://youtu.be/9pJc1NfnAcI
Dancing With Magic (Lies) Part Four:
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
16th September 2015
https://youtu.be/kSVURGwm1Go
Illumination IS Definition
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
26th to 29th January 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8577
The Satanic Craft Of Inculcation In Practice
Fiona's ACT Supreme Court Affidavit Explaining Inculcation & Illumination
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
4th March 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8578
The Dark Side Of The Moon
The Background To "The System" Part One
Arthur & Fiona Cristian Chatting With
Jahnick Leaunier On The Tru-Mon Show
Love For Life - 24th August 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8583
Eric Dubay's Flat Earth Is A Cult
The Background To The System Part Two
Arthur & Fiona Cristian Chatting With
Jahnick Leaunier On The Tru-Mon Show
Love For Life - 31st August 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8585

To Be Educated Is To Have No Soul
The System Is Soul Destroying
Frederick Malouf & Michael Tellinger's
Contrived Gifting
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
1st September 2016
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8586
New Love For Life Kindom Facebook Group
Started March 2015
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1434747556816918
Includes 63 Minute
Introduction To Kindom Video
https://youtu.be/7SspPm9wRgo
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian
and
Facebook Kindom Group Guidelines
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8566
The Love For Life website home-page provides
the bigger-picture background to the themes
touched on in this video: http://loveforlife.com.au
Crop Circles Are A Massive Hoax
Facebook Discussion On Simon Kawai's Wall
Involving Arthur & Fiona Cristian
31st August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8470
OPPT & Slavery Through Intellectual Conscription By Deceit
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
27th February 2013 onwards...
Part One: http://youtu.be/Qjp_9nlrBao
Part Two: http://youtu.be/tbybeOWZ-Bc
Part Three: http://youtu.be/yOWoxH-HbVw
Water Is The Life Of MANS Consciousness (Breath)
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life - 8th February 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8350
Part One: http://youtu.be/4ze66_33wxM - 70 Minutes 5 Seconds
Part Two: http://youtu.be/43gIi-sjxJc - 81 Minutes 13 Seconds
Part Three: http://youtu.be/oooY6W63K-M - 70 Minutes 18 Seconds
What Do You Believe On Origins?
Who Said There Was A Beginning?
Who's Truth Do You Accept?
Belief Is A Strange Idea.
Discussion Lyndell, Scott and Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Between March and April 2013
Posted 29th October 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8487
So You Want The Good Bits Of "The System"
But Not The Bad Bits?
By Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life - 12th August 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8468
Turning Away From The Reflection
Of MANS Looking Glass
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life

30th April 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8404

REMEDY
From Bare Dirt To Abundance
A Year In The Life Of The
Love For Life Food Forest
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
8th February 2013
51 Minutes 46 Seconds
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1sJCcCvZ97A
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Two
5th November 2014
http://youtu.be/TPTPn8tgcPI
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8545
From Bare Dirt To Abundance Part Three
7th March 2016
60 Minutes
https://youtu.be/SH9i8ZStzWI
Love For Life Food Forest & Native Garden March 2016
Extension Of The Love For Life Food Forest And Establishment
Of A New Native Garden At The Front Of The Rental Property
In East Bowral - 24th October 2015 to Mid February 2016.
15 Minutes
https://youtu.be/y-Uz8HmnSIM
Control The Land
And You Control MAN On The Land
Displace MAN From Land
And You Turn MAN Into Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
April 2011 (Updated 14th September 2011)
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8237
The Divine Spark
Facebook Discussion With Raymond Karczewski
Arthur & Fiona Cristian & Others
2nd October 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8483
Capturing Another MANS Uniqueness
A Facebook Debate With
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
And Raymond Karczewski
Starting 13th May 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8414
The Spell Is Broken
Taking The Land To Create Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
3rd March 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8365
The Steps Of Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life 2006/2007
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304

To explore these themes in greater detail go here where you can find links to all our Love For Life comments, articles,
debates, discussions, videos, podcasts, etc: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385
All the best
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Email : action@loveforlife.com.au
Mobile : 0011 61 418 203204 - (0418 203204)
Snail Mail: PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia
Facebook Arthur Cristian : http://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian
YouTube Arthur Cristian : http://www.youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife
Register To The Love For Life Mailing List: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/05/14/mailing-list
Facebook Group Why Aren't We Free Discussion : http://www.facebook.com/164918753537287
Facebook Group Kindom/Do No Harm Community Discussion : http://www.facebook.com/151811728195925
Links below will kick in when the professionally recorded Love For Life music is released.
SoundCloud : http://soundcloud.com/loveforlife
Nimbit Music : http://www.nimbitmusic.com/loveforlife
Twitter : https://twitter.com/loveforlifemusi
Facebook Music : http://www.facebook.com/loveforlifemusic
YouTube Love For Life Music : http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
MySpace : http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
Google + Fiona Cristian : https://plus.google.com/100490175160871610090

Peaceful Transition Through Sacrifice And Service
We feel there is an essential peaceful do no harm transition required to get all of MAN back to standing on MANS feet
without reliance upon another MAN for water, food, shelter. As it stands everyone in "The System" are highly
dependent and reliant on the "group mind-set" that forms "The System" of slaves providing services and benefits for
the emotionally addicted slaves to "The System" (and you can put us in the same basket too). The transition is to get
MAN back to relying ONLY on nature without 3rd party interlopers, intermeddlers, interceders getting in the way. The
transition is a team effort with the foresight for setting all of MAN free down-the-line so that MAN is no longer
dependent on slaves and masters providing services, benefits, privileges and exclusivity while being bound to
contracts, rituals, procedures, conditions, rules & regulations which compromises MAN severely.
This transition is all about shifting from limited liability/responsibility to full liability/responsibility. This full
responsibility is all about caring for our health, nature all around us, clean uncorrupted (pure) water and food,
partner/co-creator, children, shelter, animal-friends in partnership, etc. In "The System", we are already together
destroying each other - we have to come together to create peace together so that we can all have peace. We cannot
live peacefully when we are islands, not taking full responsibility for the lives of those around us until EVERYONE can
take full responsibility for their life, which means that EVERYONE is healed of system trauma. In "The System", we all
come together to make slaves of each other - now is the moment to come together to set each other free, to live for
each other's freedom, peace, joy and abundance. Once we have set each other free, we are free.
Control The Land
And You Control MAN On The Land
Displace MAN From Land
And You Turn MAN Into Slaves
Arthur & Fiona Cristian - Love For Life
April 2011 (Updated 14th September 2011)
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8237
The Spell Is Broken
Taking The Land To Create Kindom
Arthur & Fiona Cristian

Love For Life
3rd March 2013
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8365
"The Steps Of Kindom"
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8304
--------Once we fix these issues, we or our children or our descendants to come, can start focusing on the even bigger
picture of getting back to where our ancestors were, as breatharyan's, before they fell into non-sense images to be
enslaved by them.
All the best to you and your family
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life

The Cristian Family Declaration
The Cristian family and The Love for Life Campaign are apolitical,
non-religious, non-violent, anti weapons, anti drugs (both
pharmaceutical and recreational) and anti any ideology that denies
the existence of Do No Harm Communities (Kindoms) and
suppresses the uniqueness and freedom of all men, women and
children.
The Cristian family and our Love For Life work is unaligned to any
big business corporation, intelligence agency, government body,
"system" law, "system" think tanks, "system" green or
environmental movements, religion, cult, sect, society (fraternity, brotherhood, sisterhood, order, club, etc,) secret or
not, hidden agenda, law or sovereignty group, occult, esoteric, New Age or Old Age.
The Cristian family supports and promotes the remedy that brings an everlasting peace, freedom, truth, joy,
abundance and do no harm for all of life without causing loss of uniqueness or the need for having slaves and rulers.
We are not into following the one in front or being shepherds for sheeple. Most importantly, we take full-responsibility
for everything we think, feel and do.
The Cristian family are not Christians.
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
December 2006

THE CRISTIAN FAMILY PLEDGE
Being of clear brain, heart and intention, we each declare the
following to be true:
• We have no intention of ending our own lives.
• We will not tolerate suppression of truth, ideas, freedom, or our
work. We stand for freedom of speech.
• We stand together to support others in the expression of truths
and freedom to speak out no matter how radical those ideas may
seem.
• Standing for freedom takes courage; together we shall be strong in the face of all odds.
• If it is ever claimed that we have committed suicide, encountered an unfortunate accident, died of sickness/disease,
disappeared, been institutionalized, or sold out financially or in any other way to self-interested factions, we declare
those claims false and fabricated.
• We testify, assert and affirm without reservation, on behalf of all those who have dedicated their lives to the ending
of secrecy and the promotion of freedom of thought, ideas and expression that we shall prevail.
• We Do Not Have Multiple Personality Disorders
Arthur Cristian
Fiona Cristian
Jasmin Lily Cristian
Emma Rose Cristian
Frances Hannah Cristian
Xanthe Jane Cristian
15th December 2006 (Edited/Updated 18th September 2011)

Update Regarding The Love For Life
Home Page And Quick User Guide
We are turning the Love for Life Quick User
Guide http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6608 into a blog of all the
main insights of our work since March 2005, whether through
articles, videos, podcasts or discussions/debates.
As we do not have the time to compile everything we have written
into a book, as many have suggested we do, compiling all our most
important work into one area of the website is a way of providing
easy access to this work so those interested are able to fully
comprehend the big picture.
Instead of having to find our different articles, videos, etc, in various parts of the website, it will all be accessible
here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6608 and here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385.

Love For Life Videos

As amateurs and posted in the Quick User Guide below the Facebook links, we're currently creating and posting a
series of videos called "The Dream Of Life" which covers the ground of all the Love For Life insights. We plan to have
the videos completed by December 31st 2012. Once this is behind us, our intention is to create a 2 hour or so video
covering the body of this work. All videos are embedded in the quick user
guide http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6608 and uploaded in Arthur's YouTube
channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife.

Love For Life Music
We have started recording songs, with others, that express the themes of Love For Life. They are now being posted
on Arthur's YouTube channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/ArthurLoveForLife and are embedded in the quick user
guide http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6608. We have over 100 songs to record. A few rough demos have already been
used as the soundtrack on the first "Dream of Life" video.

About Us - Love For Life & The Cristian Family
Also, everything we, the Cristian family, have gone through, from bank fraud and the theft of the family home to
death threats and attempts on Arthur's life, is documented in the Quick User Guide too. If you, the reader, are
prepared to put the effort in, you will comprehend the extent to which we have all been tricked into becoming slaves,
giving up our uniqueness and our full-responsibility for life and destroying everything of life to the point where life is
in danger of dying out completely. You will also comprehend the remedy to all this chaos; a remedy that requires only
love for life and the determination to do what needs to be done. Though our focus is very strongly on the remedy that
creates a world of freedom, truth, peace, joy, abundance and Do No Harm for all of life without loss of uniqueness or
the need for slaves and rulers, we realise that it is vital to comprehend how to get there and what stops us from
getting there. This is why there is so much information on the hows and whys of everything going wrong in the world
today. We are not into peddling conspiracy theories, we are into routing out all forms of organised crime.
Saturday 26th November 2011
Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
Website: http://loveforlife.com.au
Email: action@loveforlife.com.au
Mobile: 0011 61 418 203204 - (0418 203204)
Facebook Arthur Cristian: http://www.facebook.com/arthurcristian
YouTube Arthur Cristian: http://www.youtube.com/ArthurLoveForLife
SoundCloud: http://soundcloud.com/loveforlife
Nimbit Music: http://www.nimbitmusic.com/loveforlife
Twitter: https://twitter.com/loveforlifemusi
Facebook Music: http://www.facebook.com/loveforlifemusic
Facebook Why Aren't We Free Discussion: http://www.facebook.com/164918753537287
Facebook Do No Harm Community: http://www.facebook.com/151811728195925
YouTube Love For Life Music: http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
MySpace: http://www.myspace.com/loveforlifemusic
Google + Fiona Cristian: https://plus.google.com/100490175160871610090
Register To The Love For Life Mailing List: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/05/14/mailing-list

1. For The Body Of The Love For Life Work by Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Which Unravels The Reasons For The Chaos, Mayhem and Confusion Being Experienced In The World Today, Explains
The Need For"Community Immunity" and Responsibility, and Focuses On The Creation Of Kindoms - Do No
Harm, Life-Sustainable Communities (As The Remedy That Heals All Mans Woes) - And How We Can Co-Create
Them. For Comments, Articles And Discussions, Go Here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385 - Also Go Here To See
Podcasts And Videos Posted by Arthur & Fiona Cristian: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7309 - The Information Shared
Comes From Inspiration, Intuition, Heartfelt-Logic And Information Gathered From Nature And Many Amazing Men
And Women Along The Way. It Is Not Found In Any Books Or Channellings, Or Talked About By "Experts". Go Here To
Read A Brief Synopsis Of Why We Started Love For Life: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8182

2. For Information About The Ringing Cedars of Russia Series

go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/1125 and for more on Eco Homes, Villages, Organic and Permaculture
Gardening and Life-Sustainability, etc, go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3641 and
here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/1985 and Mikhail Petrovich Shchetinin - Kin's School - Lycee School at
Tekos: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5173

3. For How To Eat A Raw, Living Food Diet,
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5068 - LIFE is information. When we distort LIFE and then eat, drink, absorb,
think, feel, hear, see, touch, taste, smell and perform these distortions, the information of LIFE, your LIFE, our LIFE,
our children's lives, everyone's LIFE, is distorted.

4. To Find A Menu For The Extensive Research Library (over 8,000 items posted embodying over
11,000 documents, pdf's, videos, podcasts, etc)
Which Covers Topics From Health to Chemtrails/Haarp to Brain Control to Archaeology to Astronomy
Geocentricity Heliocentricity to Pandemics Bird Flu Swine Flu to Fluoride to Cancer to Free Energy to Global
Warming, 9/11, Bali Bombings, Aspartame, MSG, Vaccinations, Aids/HIV, Mercury, New World Order,
Satanism, Religions, Cults, Sects, Symbolism, etc, etc, go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/82

5. If You Would Like To Read About The Cristian Family NSW Supreme Court Case
(Macquarie Bank/Perpetual Limited Bank Fraud Condoned By Judges, Registrars, Barristers, Lawyers, Politicians,
Public Servants, Bureaucrats, Big Business and Media Representatives - A Crime Syndicate/Terrorist Organisation)
Which Prompted The Creation Of This Love For Life Website December 2006, And The Shooting And Torture Of
Supporters Who Assisted Us In Reclaiming The Family Home, Joe Bryant And His Wife, Both In Their Late 70's, go
here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5 And Read Some Of Our Email Correspondence With Lawyer Paul Kean Macedone Christie Willis Solari Partners - Miranda Sydney May 17th-June 27th
2006: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7300

6. For The Stories Of Other Victims Of The System,
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/australian_stories (If you have a story you would like us to put up, we would love
to here from you:
action @ loveforlife.com.au)

7. For Documentation Of Harm Done By The Powers-That-Be And Their Representatives,
Evidence Revealing How Victims Did Not Break The Peace, Caused No Crime or Harm, There Were No Injured Parties.
Documenting Incontrovertible Evidence Demonstrating How The Powers That Be (PTB) And Their Lackeys Will Break
All The Laws They Are Supposed To Uphold. They Will Kidnap, Intimidate, Terrorise, Rape, Pillage, Plunder And Lie
And Take Responsibility For None Of It. All Part Of Their Tactics Of Using Fear And Trauma To Keep Us In Our Place.
Relatives Of Those Under Their Radar Are Also Not Safe From Attack And Intimidation. All Starting From A $25 Fine
For Not Voting And A $65 Fine For Not Changing A Dog Registration. We Do Not Have Freedom And Can Only Appear
To Have Freedom If We Comply. Regardless How Small The Matter The PTB Throw Hundreds Of Thousands Of Dollars
Away To Enforce Their Will.... Go Here:
Fiona Cristian Reply To State Debt Recovery Office - Part One to Part Ten - From 17th October 2008 And
Still Continuing:
http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6319 or
Fiona Cristian Reply To State Debt Recovery Office
Part One: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5742 - From 17th October 2008
Part Two: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6135 - From 18th December 2008
Part Three: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6295 - From 9th January 2009
Part Four: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6296 - From 14th January 2009
Part Five: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6375 - The Sick Puppy - From 20th February 2009
Part Six: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6390 - Police Officers, Sheriff’s Officers, Tow Truck Driver and
State Debt Recovery Office Blatantly Ignore the Law To Rape, Pillage and Plunder The Private Property Of
Fiona Cristian - From 11th March 2009
Part Seven: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6445 - Affidavit Of Truth - Letter To The Queen + Australia:
Fascism is Corporatism - From 30th March 2009
Part Eight: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6652 - The Pirates Auction And The Ghost Of VSL386 - From
4th April 2009
Part Nine: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7073 - Arthur Cristian's Letter To Pru Goward MP - From 15th
December 2009
Part Ten: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/7500 - Should We Be In Fear Of Those Who Claim To Protect

Us? "Roman Cult" Canon Law - Ecclesiastical Deed Poll - The Work Of Frank O'Collins - From 13th October
2010

8. If You Are Interested In Information On Freedom From Statutes, Rule-Of-Law, Free Man/Free
Woman, Strawman, "Person" and Admiralty Law (The Law Of Commerce),
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/895 - For Common Law, Democracy, Constitution, Trial By Jury, Fee
Simple, etc, go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/category/main/law-articles-documents

9. If You Are Interested In Banking and Money Created (Fiat/Credit/Debt/Mortgage/Loan/Overdraft
etc) Out-Of-Thin-Air, How Banks Counterfeit Money,
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/banks

10. For A List Of All The Latest Posts In The Love For Life Website,
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/tracker

11. For Links To Many Hundreds Of Videos, DVDs And Podcasts
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/video_dvd

12. To See The Cristian Family Pledge, Legal and other Disclaimers
go here: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/06/12/05/love-life-legal-disclaimer

13. To Read About How A Representative Of The NSW Jewish Board Of Deputies Had Threatened
To Shut Down The Love For Life Website
go here: Part One: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6616 Part Two: THE STEVE JOHNSON REPORT AND
VIDEO: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6665 and Part Three: Latest Update On James Von
Brunn: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6673
Conscious Love Always
Arthur & Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
action @ loveforlife.com.au
www.loveforlife.com.au
0418 203204 (int: 0011 61 418 203204)
PO Box 1320 Bowral 2576 NSW Australia
Arthur Cristian
Create Your Badge
Love For Life Discussions - Why Aren't We Free? How Can We Be Free?
Promote your Page too

Love For Life Legal Disclaimer
The information contained on this world wide web site (the web site
and all information herein shall be collectively referred to as "Web
Site Information"), under the registered url name,
loveforlife.com.au, resides on a host server environment in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15203, United States of America.
The Web Site Information has been prepared to provide general
information only and is not intended to constitute or be construed
as providing substantive professional advice or opinion on any facts
or circumstances. Transmission of the information is not intended
to create, nor does its receipt give rise to, a professional-client
relationship between 'Love for Life' and the receiver.
While every care has been taken to ensure the accuracy and timeliness of the information prepared and/or reported
on this site, 'Love for Life' is not responsible for any errors or omissions or for the Web Site Information not being up
to date. The Web Site Information may not reflect the most current developments.
The impact of the law, policy and/or procedure for any particular situation depends on a variety of factors; therefore,
readers should not act upon any Web Site Information without seeking professional advice. 'Love for Life' is not
responsible for any action taken in reliance on any Web Site Information herein.
'Love for Life' is not responsible for any action you or others take which relies on information in this website and/or
responses thereto. 'Love for Life' disclaim all responsibility and liability for loss or damage suffered by any person
relying, directly or indirectly, on the Web Site Information, including in relation to negligence or any other default.
'Love for Life' does not warrant, represent or hold out that any Web Site Information will not cause damage, or is free
from any computer virus, defect(s) or error(s). 'Love for Life' is not liable to users for any loss or damage however
caused resulting from the use of material found on its web site.
'Love for Life' does not necessarily endorse or approve of any Web Site Information linked to and contained on other
web sites linked herein and makes no warranties or representations regarding the merchantability or fitness for
purpose, accuracy and quality, of any such information.
The sending of information by you, and the receipt of it by 'Love for Life', is not intended to, and does not, create a
professional-client relationship.
All Web Site Information is considered correct at the time of the web site's most recent revision.

ADDITIONAL DISCLAIMER
THE CRISTIAN FAMILY SUPPORTS
FREEDOM OF SPEECH - FREEDOM OF THOUGHT

Posted Wednesday 17th June 2009
Updated September 2011
NSW Jewish Board Of Deputies
Has Threatened To Shut Down
The Love For Life Website
No Freedom Of Speech - No Freedom Of
Thought
Love For Life does not support harm doing in any shape or form. However, we are supporters of free speech and post
articles, documentaries, etc, that represent a wide cross section of ideas. See the Love For Life extensive research
library where over 6000 documents, articles and videos are posted: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/82. We clearly see
the evidence of the destruction to MAN and the earth that has been caused by ALL religions over the centuries and are
therefore not supporters of religions, cults, sects or any group that demands conformity of thought, speech or action,
or has rules, regulations or rituals that must be followed. Religions, nationalities and cultural "identities" are formed as
a result of the brainwashing we receive from childhood. They are part of the tactics the Establishment uses to keep us
all divided from one another and fighting one another.
All religions promote discrimination and division, leading to hatred and even violence and murder. None of them have
yet to produce a remedy to all the suffering, poverty, unhappiness and discrimination in the world. If any religion truly
had the remedy to all the suffering on earth, there would no longer be any suffering. What have Christianity, Islam,
Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism, atheism and the New Age done to end the suffering in the world?
Since December 2006, there have been many attempts to take down the Love For Life website. Any attempts have
been thwarted by Love For Life supporters inundating the harm-doers with emails, etc, objecting to them taking down
the website for a variety of reasons. The trouble makers usually back off when they realise that they can post all their
views, arguments, beliefs, etc, in the Love For Life website without censorship or restriction imposed. They get to see
that even the Queen, Pope, Prime Minister, President of America, etc, can post all their views without hindrance or
sabotage and that we support freedom of speech/thought which means we support the right of all sides to express
their views.
Of note, there is a vast amount of information posted in the Love For Life website which we do not agree with but we
leave it all up because we refuse to be biased, opinionated or self-centered/self-serving. Of the many thousands of
comments posted over the years we have only removed posts containing secret links to commercial advertisements,
terrible foul language, threats of violence and death, etc, and attacks on other people's characters that avoid the
subject/debate at hand. Besides links to advertisements, we have taken down less than six comments due to the
above. We usually leave everything up, all warts and all, even those posts threatening to do terrible things to Fiona,
our children, our dogs, our friends, family & supporters, etc.
The Love For Life website has information from all sides on many subjects, whether about Islam, Judaism,
Christianity, Law, health, psychology, mind control, vaccination, aspartame, MSG, Chemtrails etc. There are over
11,000 articles, documentaries etc on the website and they are so diverse that we are sure that everyone would be
able to find something they loved and something they hated, if they took the time to search. If we removed all the
articles hated by everyone, there would probably be nothing left! We are not anti anyone but freedom of speech is
freedom of speech and no one should condemn the work of another without taking the time to research the subject
themselves. Yes, there are articles by those who have a less-than-rosy-viewpoint of Judaism, but there are also
articles on the dark side of Tibetan Buddhism (and it is very dark) for those who are interested in the truth: Tibet Buddhism - Dalai Lama: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6271 Should the authors of these articles be abused and
imprisoned for daring to challenge the widely conceived reputation of Buddhism as being the religion of peace and
love and that of the Dalai Lama as a saint, or should those interested be allowed to study the work and come to their
own conclusions? The same applies to all the articles, documentaries, etc, about Christianity, Islam, Freemasonry,
New World Order, etc.
The Love for Life website also shows how the Rule of Law, the Bar, the Government, the Monarchy, the system of
commerce, the local, national and multi/trans-national private corporations, all the courses and careers on offer from

our universities, all the educators, scientists, academics and experts, the aristocrats and the Establishment bloodlines
have also done NOTHING to end the suffering in the world. The website maps the insanity of a world where there is no
help for those in need, just as there was no help available for us when we were victims of terrible bank fraud: "NSW
Supreme Court Case - Macquarie Bank/Perpetual Limited vs Fiona Cristian - Victims Of Bank Fraud
Condoned By Judges" http://loveforlife.com.au/node/5 (orchestrated, condoned and protected by an international
crime syndicate/terrorist organisation of judges, barristers, registrars, lawyers, politicians, banksters, big business
representatives, media moguls and other lackeys who, all together, put up a wall of silence despite our trying many,
many avenues. After the family home was stolen and business destroyed we were left close to poverty and destitution
caring for 4 young daughters. Three years later not much has changed regardless of all our efforts. Where were all the
followers of all the religions to help us? Or do we have to be members of those religions to receive help from others
involved in them?
The New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies accused us of being anti - Jewish,
see: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6616 and http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6665 because we had posted an excerpt
from James von Brun's book: Kill the Best Gentiles: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6054 in which he blames
Jews for the problems of the world. Obviously this is not our view because of what we have stated above. We do not
hate anyone, whatever religion they follow. We are always open to talk to any religious leader or politician and meet
with any judge, member of the Bar, experts, academics, educators etc to share the remedy we offer that heals all the
divisions between MAN and MAN, and MAN and the EARTH.
Today, a representative of the New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies is threatening to close the website down,
because they have decided it is anti - Jewish and that we promote racism. What has the New South Wales Jewish
Board of Deputies done to end the suffering in the world? Can they show that they are concerned with the suffering of
ALL men, women and children AND ARE SEEN TO BE DOING SOMETHING ABOUT IT or are they only concerned with
Jewish affairs? If so, they, along with all the other religions that only care for their own, are part of the problem, not
part of the solution. The man who rang Arthur today was only concerned with Jewish affairs; he was not interested in
our intentions or in anybody else, just as most Christians, Muslims, Sikhs, Catholics, etc, are only interested in their
own. While we separate ourselves into groups, dividing ourselves from others with rules, regulations, rituals,
procedures and conditions, we will never solve our problems.
No matter what we in the Western World Civilisation of Commerce have been promised by our politicians, religious
leaders, scientists, educators, philosophers, etc, for the past two hundred years, all we have seen is ever-increasing
destruction of men, women and children and the earth. None of the so-called experts and leaders we have been
taught to rely on are coming up with a solution and none of them are taking full-responsibility for the fact that they
can't handle the problem. All religious books talk about end times full of destruction and suffering but why do we have
to follow this program when there is an alternative to hatred, mayhem and death? Why are our leaders following the
program of destruction and death rather than exploring the alternatives? It seems that any mainstream politician,
priest or academic are only interested in supporting the RULES OF THE DIVIDE, that maintain the haves and the have
nots. For 200+ years, 99% of the world population have been so trained to pass on their responsibility for
themselves, others and the earth, that the 1% of the population that make up the leaders of the rest of us are making
all the decisions leading to the destruction of all of us and the earth. Let's not forget the education system that
brainwashes the 99% of the population that we are free and have equal rights while, in fact, we are feathering the
nests of those at the top.
At the root of all our problems is self-centredness, an unwillingness nurtured by the Establishment that keeps us
concerned only with our own needs rather than the needs of others around us and the Earth. Instead of creating and
releasing acts of love for those around us as gifts to benefit them and the earth, we take, take and take, until there is
nothing left. The whole point of the Love for Life website is to show people the root of all our problems and to share
the remedy. The extensive research library is there to attract browsers and to provide access to information not
available through mainstream channels. If the New South Wales Jewish Board of Deputies can, after careful
examination of our work, prove that anything we are saying is wrong, we will be happy to accept their proof. If they
cannot, and they are still insistent on closing the website down, they will be showing themselves to be traitors to MAN
because they are not interested in pursuing any avenue that can end the suffering in the world.
All religions, corporations and organisations that support and maintain the Western World Civilisation of Commerce
are part of the problem because our civilisation is a world of haves and have nots, racism, violence, hatred, poverty,
sickness, discrimination, abuse, starvation, homelessness, corruption, collusion, vindictiveness, social unrest,
arrogance, ignorance, fear, war and chaos. While we support civilisation, we support death and destruction because
ALL civilisations that have ever existed are apocalyptic by design.
If we truly want peace on earth and freedom for all, we have to let go of all that which keeps us divided, and come
together as MAN, conscious living co-creators of creation. The Love For Life website offers a remedy to the problems
we all face in the form of DO NO HARM COMMUNITIES: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3641 For more details see

here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/6511 and here: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/3385 - We also highly
recommend that everyone read the brilliant Russian books called The Ringing
Cedars: http://loveforlife.com.au/node/1125 - The Love For Life Website Homepage also provides lots of inspiring
remedy based information: http://loveforlife.com.au - If you want to be kept up to date with our work please register
to the Love For Life Mailing Listhere: http://loveforlife.com.au/content/09/05/14/mailing-list. We usually send two
postings per month. Presently (September 2011) there are over 7000 registrations reaching over 500,000 readers
across Earth. The website now (September 2011) receives up to 12 million hits per month. Since December 2006,
over 100 million people have visited the Love For Life website.
Conscious Love Always
Arthur and Fiona Cristian
Love For Life
17th June 2009

Clarification Regarding Our Intentions
Behind The Use Of Donations
The Love For Life website is offered for free without a fee and
without any conditions attached. If people are inspired to donate
money, then we accept their gift and have provided an avenue for
them to support the work we do through Fiona's Paypal or ANZ
bank account http://loveforlife.com.au/node/8515. There is no
obligation whatsoever to donate and all are equally welcome to our
work and to our "time", whether they donate or not. Over the last 9
years, all the Love For Life work has been put out for free and it
has often been donations from supporters that have enabled us to
renew the domain name, etc, to keep the website going. While some complain that we have an avenue for donations,
others complained when we didn't! Either use it or don't - the choice is yours.
Since Love For Life started March 2005 and website December 2006, Arthur has worked 16 hours a day, 7 days a
week unpaid for much of this period, putting together the website and sharing insights to wake people up to what has
been done to them, whether through the 11,500+ individual articles, videos, podcasts, debates, discussions, pdf's,
research documents, etc, found amongst the 8,500+ posts, as well as helping many, many men and women over the
phone, and through email, website correspondence, Facebook and YouTube, and creating the Love For Life food forest
vege garden and Love For Life music recording studio. This is our life is a gift commitment to serve MAN/Nature/Earth
but we are still severely compromised by "The System" and still have to give to Caesar what is claimed to belong to
Caesar, which is where the donations help us.
Fiona & Arthur Cristian
Love For Life
21st July 2014
Best viewed at 1024x768
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